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vAbstract
It is unlikely that general-purpose single-core performance will improve much in
the coming years. The clock speed is limited by physical constraints, and recent
architectural improvements are not as beneficial for performance as those were
several years ago. However, the transistor count and density per chip still increase,
as feature sizes reduce, and material and processing techniques improve. Given a
limited single-core performance, but plenty of transistors, the logical next step is
towardsmany-core.
A many-core processor contains at least tens of cores and usually distributed mem-
ory, which are connected (but physically separated) by an interconnect that has a
communication latency of multiple clock cycles. In contrast to a multicore system,
which only has a few tightly coupled cores sharing a single bus andmemory, several
complex problems arise. Notably, many cores require many parallel tasks to fully
utilize the cores, and communication happens in a distributed and decentralized
way. Therefore, programming such a processor requires the application to exhibit
concurrency. Moreover, a concurrent application has to deal with memory state
changes with an observable (non-deterministic) intermediate state, whereas single-
core applications observe all state changes to happen atomically. The complexity
introduced by these problems makes programming a many-core system with a
single-core-based programming approach notoriously hard.
The central concept of this thesis is that abstractions, which are related to (many-
core) programming, are structured in a single platform model. A platform is a
layered view of the hardware, a memory model, a concurrency model, a model of
computation, and compile-time and run-time tooling. Then, a programming model
is a specific view on this platform, which is used by a programmer.
In this view, some details can be hidden from the programmer’s perspective, some
details cannot. For example, an operating system presents an infinite number of
parallel virtual execution units to the application—details regarding scheduling
and context switching of processes on one core are hidden from the programmer.
On the other hand, a programmer usually has to take full control over separation,
distribution, and balancing of workload among different worker threads. To what
extent a programmer can rely on automated control over low-level platform-specific
details is part of the programming model. This thesis presents modifications to
different abstraction layers of amany-core architecture, in order tomake the system
as a whole more efficient, and to reduce the complexity that is exposed to the
programmer via the programming model.
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For evaluation of many-core hardware and corresponding (concurrent) program-
ming techniques, a 32-core MicroBlaze system, named Starburst, is designed and
implemented on FPGA. On the hardware architecture level, a network-on-chip is
presented that is tailored towards a typical many-core application communication
pattern. All cores can access a shared memory, but as this memory becomes a bot-
tleneck, inter-core communication bypasses memory by means of message passing
between cores and scratchpad memories. Using message passing and local mem-
ories, a new distributed lock algorithm is presented to implement mutexes. The
network scales linearly in hardware costs to the number of cores, and the perfor-
mance of the system scales close to linear (until bounded by memory bandwidth).
Different many-core architectures implement different memory models. However,
they have in common that atomicity of state changes should be avoided to reduce
hardware complexity. This typically results in a (weak)memorymodel that does not
require caches to be coherent, and processes that disagree on the order of write oper-
ations. Moreover, porting applications between hardware with a different memory
model requires intrusive modifications, which is error-prone work. In this thesis,
a memory model abstraction is defined, which hides the memory model of the
hardware from the programmer, and reduces hardware complexity by reducing the
atomicity requirements to a minimum, but still allows an efficient implementation
for multiple memory hierarchies. Experiments with Starburst demonstrate that
software cache coherency can transparently be applied to applications that use this
memory model abstraction.
A common approach to exploit the parallel power of a many-core architecture is
to use the threaded concurrency model. However, this approach is based on a
sequential model of computation, namely a register machine, which does not allow
concurrency easily. In order to hide concurrency from the programmer, a change in
themodel of computation is required. This thesis shows that a programmingmodel
based on λ-calculus instead is able to hide the underlying concurrency andmemory
model. Moreover, the implementation is able to cope with higher interconnect
latencies, software cache coherency, and the lack of atomicity of state changes of
memory, which is demonstrated using Starburst. Therefore, this approach matches
the trends in scalable many-core architectures.
The changes to the abstraction layers and models above have influence on other
abstractions in the platform, and especially the programming model. To improve
the overall system and its programmability, the changes that seem to improve one
layer should fit the properties and goals of other layers. Therefore, this thesis applies
co-design on all models. Notably, co-design of the memory model, concurrency
model, and model of computation is required for a scalable implementation of
λ-calculus. Moreover, only the combination of requirements of the many-core
hardware from one side and the concurrency model from the other leads to the
memory model abstraction above. Hence, this thesis shows that to cope with the
current trends in many-core architectures from a programming perspective, it is
essential and feasible to inspect and adapt all abstractions collectively.
viiSamenvatting
Het is onwaarschijnlijk dat de komende tijd de rekenkracht van een single-corepro-
cessor veel zal verbeteren. De kloksnelheid is beperkt door natuurkundige limieten
en recente verbeteringen aan het ontwerp geven niet een snelheidswinst zoals die
van enkele jaren geleden gaven. Toch nemen het aantal transistors per chip en de
dichtheid nog steeds toe, omdat de gebruiktematerialen en de productietechnieken
blijven verbeteren. De combinatie van de beperkte rekenkracht van een enkele core
en een overvloed aan transistors zal logischerwijs leiden totmany-core-processoren.
Een many-coreprocessor bevat minstens tientallen cores en meestal gedistribueerd
geheugen, die zijn verbonden (maar fysiek gescheiden) door een netwerk waarin
communicatie meerdere klokcycli in beslag neemt. Ten opzichte van een multico-
reprocessor, waarin slechts enkele met elkaar verweven cores zitten en één bus en
geheugen delen, worden een aantal complexe problemen zichtbaar. Het hebben
van veel cores vraagt om veel parallelle taken om alle cores te benutten. Daarbij
is communicatie gedistribueerd en decentraal geregeld. Om een dergelijke pro-
cessor te kunnen programmeren moet de applicatie daarom ontworpen zijn voor
parallellisme. Daarnaast moet deze applicatie kunnen omgaan met toestandsveran-
deringen van geheugen, waarbij de toestandsovergang non-deterministisch is, in
tegenstelling tot sequentiële applicaties waarvoor toestandsveranderingen atomair
lijken. De complexiteit als gevolg van deze problemen maakt het programmeren
van een many-coresysteem met single-coreprogrammeertechnieken zeer moeilijk.
Het centrale concept van dit proefschrift is dat abstracties die gerelateerd zijn aan
(parallel) programmeren, zijn gestructureerd in één platformmodel. Een platform
is een gelaagde weergave van de hardware, het geheugenmodel, concurrencymodel,
berekeningsmodel en de software voor compilatie en executie. Het programmeer-
model is een specifiek perspectief op dit platform voor de programmeur.
Dit perspectief kan bepaalde details voor de programmeur verbergen of benadruk-
ken. Een besturingssysteem biedt bijvoorbeeld een oneindig aantal virtuele proces-
soren aan een applicatie—hoe de rekentijd van een processor wordt verdeeld over
de processen wordt verborgen voor de programmeur. Echter, een programmeur
wordt wel geacht exact aan te geven hoe rekenwerk moet worden opgesplitst en ver-
deeld over verschillende processen. Het programmeermodel geeft aan in hoeverre
een programmeur kan vertrouwen op correcte aansturing van platformspecifieke
details. Dit proefschrift beschrijft aanpassingen aan de verschillende abstractiela-
gen, die het systeem als geheel efficiënter maken en de complexiteit reduceren waar
de programmeur via het programmeermodel aan wordt blootgesteld.
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Voor evaluatie van parallelle hardware en bijbehorende programmeertechnieken is
er een 32-coreMicroBlaze-systeem voor FPGA ontwikkeld, genaamd Starburst. Het
bevat een netwerk dat is toegespitst op gangbare communicatiepatronen van many-
coreapplicaties. De cores delen een geheugen. Echter, cores kunnen dit geheugen
omzeilen door berichten uit te wisselen via kleine, lokale geheugens als bandbreedte
naar het gedeelde geheugen een knelpuntwordt. Op basis van deze berichten tussen
cores, is een gedistribueerd mutex-algoritme ontworpen. De hardwarekosten van
het netwerk schalen lineair mee met het aantal cores. De totale rekenkracht van
het systeem schaalt bijna lineair (totdat de geheugenbandbreedte verzadigd raakt).
Verschillende many-corearchitecturen ondersteunen verschillende geheugenmo-
dellen. Deze hebben als overeenkomst dat atomaire toestandsveranderingen ver-
meden worden om de hardware eenvoudiger te maken. Het resulterende (zwakke)
geheugenmodel vereist doorgaans niet dat caches coherent zijn, noch dat alle pro-
cessen schrijfoperaties naar geheugen in dezelfde volgorde zien. Daarnaast vraagt
het omschrijven van applicaties voor hardware met een ander geheugenmodel om
ingrijpende aanpassingen. Dit is foutgevoelig werk. In dit proefschrift wordt een
geheugenmodelabstractie gedefinieerd. Deze verbergt het geheugenmodel van de
hardware voor de programmeur en versimpelt de hardware-implementatie, door-
dat de eisen aan de atomiciteit van toestandsveranderingen zijn versoepeld. Toch
kan de abstractie efficiënt worden geïmplementeerd op verschillende geheugenar-
chitecturen. Experimenten met Starburst laten zien dat software cache coherency
automatisch kan worden toegepast op applicaties die deze abstractie gebruiken.
Doorgaans wordt het threadingmodel gebruikt om parallellisme van de hardware
te benutten. Echter, dit model is gebaseerd op een sequentieel berekeningsmodel,
namelijk een registermachine, die concurrency niet eenvoudig toelaat. Een ander
berekeningsmodel is nodig om concurrency voor de programmeur te verbergen.
Dit proefschrift laat zien dat een op λ-calculus gebaseerd programmeermodel het
onderliggende concurrency- en geheugenmodel wel kan verbergen. Tevens kan
de implementatie voor Starburst omgaan met trage netwerkcommunicatie, soft-
ware cache coherency en niet-atomaire toestandsveranderingen. Deze aanpak past
daarom goed bij de trends in schaalbare many-corearchitecturen.
Aanpassingen in de abstractielagen en bovengenoemde modellen hebben invloed
op andere abstracties in het platform, maar voornamelijk op het programmeermo-
del. Om het systeem als geheel en de programmeerbaarheid te verbeteren moeten
verbeteringen in de ene abstractielaag passen bij de eigenschappen van andere lagen.
Daarom wordt in dit proefschrift co-design toegepast op alle modellen. Co-design
van het geheugenmodel, concurrencymodel en berekeningsmodel is bijvoorbeeld
noodzakelijk voor een schaalbare implementatie van λ-calculus. Daarnaast leidt
alleen de combinatie van eisen van many-corehardware van de ene kant en het
concurrencymodel van de andere kant tot de genoemde geheugenmodelabstractie.
Dit proefschrift laat dus zien dat het essentieel en haalbaar is om alle abstracties ge-
zamenlijk te beschouwen en aan te passen, om vanuit een programmeerperspectief
om te kunnen gaan met de huidige trends in many-corearchitecturen.
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Abstract – Processors incorporate more andmore cores. With the increasing
core count, it becomes harder to implement convenient features like atomic
operations, ordering of all memory operations, and hardware cache coherency.
When these features are not supported by the hardware, applications become
more complex. This makes programming these many-core architectures hard.
This thesis defines programming models for many-core architectures, such that
current trends in processor design can be dealt with. Finding a good balance
between choices regarding different layers of the platform is essential in order to
ease programming. Throughout the thesis, design choices and consequences are
evaluated based on a co-design of hardware and software abstraction layers.
“The single-core era has ended, multicore processors are here to stay. Getting ‘free’
computing power by just increasing the clock frequency, does not work anymore.
So, when one processor does not get faster, just use multiple of them.” This has been
said many times, and it is illustrated in figure 1.1 on the following page. In 2005,
both Intel and AMD introduced a multicore processor, which marks an important
transition. In the past, parallelismwas only achieved by puttingmultiple processors
together for specific systems like servers and supercomputers. Now, processors
make every (consumer) system a parallel machine. Programmers accept the fact
that they have to face programming for concurrency. Although it might sound
like a reasonable conclusion, ‘just’ having multiple cores only adds raw computing
power, but does not imply that software can make use of it.
Software for a single-core system behaves in a way programmers can understand
easily. Instructions are executed in the order that is defined, and if designed care-
fully, the program always gives a correct result. When the computer becomes faster,
e.g., runs at a higher clock speed, the software will run faster. Many (single-core)
technological enhancements, like smaller feature sizes, caches, and branch predic-
tion, can be applied to the processor architecture and improve performance without
changes to the software.
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Figure 1.1 – Various Intel microprocessors
In great contrast, exploiting hardware parallelism (in the form of multiple cores) by
concurrent programming can only be accomplished when the software is changed.
The program has to be split in chunks of work that can be executed in parallel.
Based on the single-core programming principles, programming involves defin-
ing a somewhat balanced set of communicating instruction sequences. When a
multicore computer becomes faster—which effectively means that more cores are
added—a properly balanced multi-threaded program might not even benefit at all.
More importantly, when the speed of a hardware component changes, the latency
and interleaving of communication might change too and even break the program.
Such bugs are hard to find, even harder to reproduce, and therefore almost impos-
sible to fix properly. Moving from single-core to multicore is one example of an
improvement to a computer system as a whole, which requires changes to multiple
aspects of the design of such a system; this truly requires co-design of the hardware
architecture and the programming approach.
Hardware and software have influenced each other for a long time. An example
of the hardware–software interplay is the addition of threading to the latest C and
C++ standards, as a response to multicore hardware. The introduction of vector
instructions in general-purpose processors as a response to the increasing demand
for graphics processing, is just another example. So, co-design is commonly applied
in processor design.
Nevertheless, several trends are visible that pushes hardware complexity via the
programming model to the application. Borkar and Chien [22] conclude that the
performance of hardware can only be increased under acceptable energy demands,
when software supports these changes to the hardware. While hardware can only
respond to events that occur at thismoment, software has some knowledge and con-
trol over the future, e.g., by scheduling. Therefore, software might be able to reduce
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the power usage more than hardware can do, by taking control over fine-grained
dynamic power management, such as turning off cores that are not to be used soon.
A different trend shows that the performance of memory technology scales not as
fast as the performance of logic circuitry, somemory becomes a bottleneck, and the
software should exploit data locality even more. Therefore, the memory hierarchy
becomes more complex, e.g., because of multiple levels of caches, and control over
this hierarchy lies in the hands of software [29]. Another trend can be seen in how
concurrency is handled. More parallelism can only be realized by a change in the
programming paradigm [105]. However, it is hard to accomplish this. Threading
is a popular approach, but it introduces non-determinism at such a scale, that it is
hard to oversee and control by a programmer [71]. Additionally, threading libraries
might break optimizations by a concurrency-agnostic compiler [20]. Among many
other APIs, OpenMP [36] allows fine-grained control over parallelism, which a
compiler cannot statically determine by itself, by means of annotations in the C
source code. In all these trends, handling of low-level machine-specific details is
based on analysis of, or control by, the high-level (pseudo–)machine-independent
application. In practice, however, the programmer has to do it by hand. . .
It is logical to expose new hardware features to the programmer first, and rely on
manual control; it takes time until the feature is understoodwell enough to take care
of it automatically. However, the ultimate goal is to let a tool do all the work that can
be done automatically. In case of the aforementioned multicore trends, parallelism
and the memory hierarchy are features that are hard to handle correctly by hand.
The question is whether it can be automated or not, and what the consequences
are. This thesis will discuss consequences of choices regarding various abstraction
layers that are relevant for programming a multicore system.
1.1 Multicore and many-core
Let us first define such a ‘multicore’ system in the context of this thesis. A parallel
machine can be organized in many ways, such as: multiple cores within a proces-
sor, communicating via an on-chip bus; multiple processors within a computer,
communicating via an off-chip bus; and multiple computers within a cluster, com-
municating via Ethernet. These architectures all have their benefits and drawbacks.
One interesting property is the latency of communication. As an example, different
latencies of reads within the Intel Nehalem processor are listed in table 1.1 on the
next page [81]. It shows that off-chip communication takes a considerable amount
of time, compared to reads frommemories that are closer. Combinedwith the trend
of figure 1.1, the continuing exponential growth of the number of transistors per
chip gives resources and a performance benefit to integrate more cores on one die.
Hence, it is likely that the number of cores per processor will grow exponentially.
Multicore systems are often classified asmany-core to express a high core count. It
also informally tends to stress the need for specific techniques that are related to
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Table 1.1 – Read latency (Intel Nehalem) [81]
data source latency (cycles)
local L1 cache 4
local L2 cache 10
local L3 cache 38
other core’s cache (same die) 38–83
other core’s cache (other die) 102–170
off-chip RAM (same die) 191
off-chip RAM (other die) 310
concurrency. However, the exact difference between multi and many is usually not
clearly defined. We use the following definition:
multicore
A symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) architecture containing tightly coupled
identical superscalar cores, under control of a single OS. The cores are tightly
coupled in the sense that they (usually) share all memory, and the caches are
hardware cache coherent.
many-core
A processor architecture that contains at least tens of loosely coupled (possibly
heterogeneous) simpler cores. The cores are loosely coupled in the sense that
the memory is characterized as a non-uniformmemory architecture (NUMA),
they (usually) have incoherent caches, and every core runs its own (instance
of an) OS.
Most commercially available processors can be described as multicores. The Intel
SCC and Intel Xeon Phi can be classified as many-cores, even though the latter has
hardware cache coherency. As the core count increases, hardware cache coherency
is unlikely to sustain [29], which will probably make most future processors many-
cores.
This thesis focuses on programming a single many-core processor. From a software
perspective, this conceptually does not differ much from a multiprocessor setup.
Therefore, we use the terms ‘core’ and ‘processor’ as synonyms, despite their physical
differences.
1.2 Abstraction
Making abstractions, as we just did, is very important in programming. A computer
consists of many abstraction layers, which hide details about the implementation.
Table 1.2 lists several layers of abstraction within a processor. All these layers are
replaceable, without having to redefine all other layers, except for the surrounding
onces. For example, when CMOS technology is replaced, the standard cells have to
be redesigned, but the processor architecture is (largely) independent of it.
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Table 1.2 – Abstraction layers
model examples
programming language C, Haskell
. . .
logical processors context switching by OS
instruction set x86-64, Thumb-2
processor Phenom II, MicroBlaze
core IA-32, hyperthreading
components RAM, ALU
standard cells and-gate, flip-flop
circuit logic CMOS
semiconductor GaAs
atoms Si, O
Standard Model of particle physics up quark, muon neutrino
An abstraction generalizes the implementation of it. As such, conclusions drawn,
based on the abstraction, should be valid for every implementation. In the exam-
ples of table 1.2, two different types of abstraction can be observed: the abstraction
contains either fewer or more details than its implementation. The abstraction of
CMOS technology to standard cells hides all details about feature size and thickness
of the metal layers. Such an abstraction layer has to fill in the missing details, which
usually comes at a cost or overhead—rectangular shaped standard cells do not nec-
essarily use the least amount of chip area. In contrast, the x86-64 is a CISC instruc-
tion set, where processors translate it to a RISC set of simpler micro-operations. So,
CISC instructions carry more information than what is required by the processor;
the implementation of the abstraction layer can make optimal choices, based on
the abundant information.
The programming language at the top of the list does not fit in this definition of
an abstraction. It partly hides details, such as details of the assembly language of
the specific target processor. However, it exposes issues like concurrency and inter-
thread communication. For example in C, concurrency is something that has to
be done by the programmer. Most importantly, different programming languages
hide and expose different aspects. For portability reasons, a proper programming
model is required.
The (software-related) abstraction layers at the top of table 1.2 are not as clearly de-
limited as those at the bottom. The question is whether proper layers can be defined,
and in what way implementation details can be hidden from the programmer. In
this thesis, we discuss the abstraction layers that are relevant from a programming
perspective, and how these abstractions influence each other. A good program-
ming model is designed such that it allows utilizing the raw computing power of a
many-core architecture, with a high level of abstraction.
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1.3 Embedded systems
If utilizing all computer power, i.e. performance, is not relevant, programming a
multicore system is rather straightforward; use one core, and leave all the others
idle. For a desktop PC, this might be acceptable in some cases. However, within
the embedded domain, resources are more precious or performance requirements
stricter. Embedded system processors follow the same trends as figure 1.1 on page 2
illustrates for desktop and server systems. The same technology is used, but there
is a time offset of several years in which the technology becomes mature, more
energy efficient, and feasible to be used in battery-powered devices. For example,
where the first iPhone in 2007 uses a single-coreARM processor, the first quad-core
smartphones appeared in 2012.
Moreover, embedded systems are often used in a context where time-critical inter-
action with the environment is required. Examples include video decoding with
a constant frame rate, and control of a car or airplane. In this sense, embedded
systems are pushed to their limits, which makes investments in new techniques
worthwhile, which in turn can also be applied in general-purpose computing at a
later stage. The combination of limited resources and performance requirements
in an embedded system makes the multicore programming challenge even more
interesting. The techniques presented in this thesis are therefore tailored towards
embedded systems, but might also be applicable in other systems.
1.4 Problem statement and approach
As discussed above, processors become increasingly parallel. In an embedded con-
text, it is important to maximize the performance and therefore to utilize all avail-
able cores. However, in many-core architectures, concessions to programmability
are made by changing several aspects of the architecture in favor of hardware scal-
ability, production costs, reduced design complexity, or energy efficiency. These
changes to the hardware are reflected in the programmingmodel, and are currently
exposed to the programmer. The central problem this thesis addresses is:
How can we cope with the hardware trends in embedded many-core architec-
tures, from a programming perspective?
The approach is to define programming models in a way that the complexity of the
trends mentioned above is hidden from the programmer. Then, the compiler and
a run-time system should have all information to handle low-level details automat-
ically, efficiently, and correctly. We limit ourselves to the following aspects.
At the hardware-architectural level, a network-on-chip (NoC)with amesh topology
is often advocated as a scalable interconnection infrastructure. However, such an
interconnect requires routing through the mesh. To guarantee bandwidth between
two cores or to memory, the communication pattern of the application is required
to determine the allocation of buffers and network links. Such a communication
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pattern is assumed to be pseudo-static—it is static during a specific phase of the pro-
gram, but changes over the phases. However, the preferred programming approach,
C and threads, does notmatch the requirement that the communication pattern has
to be known on beforehand. Additionally, as the latency in number of clock cycles
increases at an increasing core count, atomic operations like a compare-and-swap
are hard to realize. When these operations are absent or more expensive, it influ-
ences the choices a programmer might make about concurrency. We investigate
the interconnect, guarantees about inter-core communication, and synchronization
protocols, and we propose a new interconnect that better suits the needs.
As a NUMA architecture is used, e.g., by using scratchpad memories, the perfor-
mance is influenced by the location where application data is stored. Moreover, as
processors and memories are distributed, a total ordering of operations on them
cannot be guaranteed. This makes it harder to reason about the behavior of the
memory and therefore the system state. Additionally, hardware cache coherency
becomes notoriously complex at high core counts, but incoherent caches make the
memory behavior even harder to understand. We define a memory model that is
able to hide handling caches and scratchpad memories, and allows easily porting
applications to other memory architectures.
The actual number of cores is usually not known at compile time. Therefore, the
application has to be suitable to be run on any number of cores. This has a major
impact on how an application should be designed and written. Defining concur-
rency in an application by hand is error-prone. We discuss a scalable programming
approach to do this automatically.
Every layer of abstraction has influence on the surrounding layers. More impor-
tantly, choices regarding a lower level have an impact on programming. Therefore,
we evaluate all decisions in a co-design approach, such that the overall programming
efficiency is improved.
1.5 Contributions
The central concept of this thesis is the definition of a programming model with
respect to the hardware–software platform. A platform contains a hardware ar-
chitecture, and implements a memory model and a concurrency model. On top
of that, a model of computation is combined with a programming paradigm in a
programming model. The programming model exposes specific details of the un-
derlying models, but hides others. We define a layered overview of a programming
model, which allows characterization of programming languages, based on what
information a programming should give to guide a proper implementation.
We propose a tree-shaped interconnect with a ring for core-to-memory and core-
to-core communication, respectively. The interconnect uses a work-conserving
distributed first-come-first-served arbitration scheme, and gives bandwidth guar-
antees. The hardware costs are low and scale linearly to the number of cores.
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As atomic read–modify–write operations are hard to realize in a many-core archi-
tecture, synchronization is usually based on polling background memory, which is
expensive in terms of bandwidth. We present a distributed lock algorithm, which
benefits from the local memories and bypasses the background memory.
Cache coherency, scratchpad memories, and distributed shared memory are gener-
alized in our proposed Portable Memory Consistency (PMC)model. This model
allows abstracting from any memory architecture, while retaining the essential
memory operation orderings that are required for programming. We show an im-
plementation to several memory architectures, including software cache coherency,
which is transparently applied to standard benchmark applications.
Finally, we present an implementation of a functional language, which utilizes the
full parallel capacity of amany-core system. Most interestingly, the implementation
is atomic-free; no locks, atomic read–modify–write operations, or strong memory
model is required. This property allows a further increase of the number of cores,
while locality can be exploited transparently.
All experiments are conducted on Starburst, ourmany-core system on FPGA, using
standard benchmark applications. The system reflects the current trends in many-
core architectures. This allows evaluation of all aforementioned aspects in a realistic
environment.
1.6 Structure
This thesis is organized as depicted by the figure on page 10. The layered view of a
many-core platform with the programming model form the core of the thesis.
Chapter 2 discusses trends in many-core architectures and applications. Based on
the observed trends, we designed and implemented our experimental platform
Starburst. The parallel benchmarks applications from the SPLASH-2 and NoFib are
discussed, which we use throughout the thesis for evaluation.
In chapter 3, all layers in the figure are discussed in more detail. The programming
model is defined, in terms of the underlying models. To make programming easier,
the programming model should hide as many details from the other layers as pos-
sible. To this extent, specific optimizations in the remaining layers are discussed in
chapters 4 to 6 in a bottom-up fashion.
Chapter 4 discusses the communication infrastructure and synchronization. The
tree-shaped interconnect is presented, in combination with core-to-core commu-
nication that is required for the distributed lock algorithm. Chapter 5 presents
the PMCmodel and an approach to annotate existing applications in order to be
portable to any memory architecture. Chapter 6 presents a method that hides con-
currency from the programmer, but still allows utilizing all cores.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes the thesis, formulates the contributions in more detail,
and presents recommendations for future work.
9This empty page leaves some room for random thoughts:
The universe is inherently parallel, and laws of nature are applied everywhere
without computational effort and error margin. Why is it that hard for a computer
in the same universe to do a universe-compatible N-body simulation?
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Abstract – Based on a comparison of ten contemporary commercial many-
core architectures, several trends can be observed. The cores are relatively
simple, and memory bandwidth per core is limited. Most architectures have
multi-level caches, which are hardware cache coherent. However, weak mem-
ory models are used. In contrast to the attention in research, only a few ar-
chitectures have scratchpad memories. Our many-core architecture, Starburst,
captures both commercial and research trends.
Chapter 1 discussed the trends of microprocessors, and concluded that every pro-
cessor will become a multicore one. The tendency is that locality is crucial for per-
formance. In this chapter, we discuss several commercial processors in more detail,
and relate these to the high-level trends above. For evaluation purposes throughout
the thesis, we designed and built the many-core system Starburst, which reflects
these trends in current and expected future architectures.
2.1 Ten many-core architectures
Table 2.1 on the following page lists severalmulticore architectures of the last several
years. These architectures all are single chip packages, deliver a high performance by
utilizingmultiple cores, and are commercially available, except for the experimental
Intel SCC. All architectures are targeting high-performance computing, except for
the Adapteva Epiphany-IV and Samsung Exynos 4 Quad. These two systems are
designed for embedded systems with a limited power budget, like smartphones and
tablets.
The table shows the number of cores and the total number of hardware-supported
threads. All these cores are homogeneous. Although some systems include several
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Table 2.1 – Architectures
[ref.] year core type cores(threads)
clock
(MHz)
Tilera TILE-Gx8072 [107] 2009 DSP 72 1 000
IBM POWER7 [66] 2010 C1 8 (32) 3 550
Oracle UltraSPARC T3 [96] 2010 SPARC V9 16 (128) 1 649
Intel SCC [58] 2010 Pentium-100 48 1 000
Intel i7-3930K [60] 2011 Sandy Bridge-E 6 (12) 3 200
Cavium OCTEON II CN6880 [27] 2011 cnMIPS64 v2 32 1 500
Adapteva Epiphany-IV [3] 2011 RISC 64 800
Samsung Exynos 4 Quad [118] 2012 ARM Cortex-A9 4 1 400
Freescale T4240 [42] 2012 Power e6500 12 (24) 1 800
Intel Xeon Phi [61] 2012 x86-64, vector 61 (244) 1 238
Starburst MicroBlaze 32 100
accelerators, these are not taken into account for the core count. As the number
of transistors per chip increases, it is expected [22] that processors will integrate
more heterogeneous cores or more accelerators, but this is not reflected in most of
the systems listed—only the Cavium OCTEON II CN6880, Freescale T4240, and
Exynos 4 Quad integrate accelerators for graphics or other applications. Starburst¹
(in the form it is discussed in this thesis) is a homogeneous MicroBlaze system
with a configurable core count of up to 32. In contrast to all other architectures, it
is mapped onto an FPGA, which limits the clock frequency to 100MHz.
It is clear that contemporary high-end systems already require tens to hundreds
of concurrent threads to utilize the full hardware of a single processor. We do
not consider (general-purpose) GPUs at this point. Although these processors
have thousands of cores, there usability is limited to parallel vector operations,
like graphics and specific scientific workloads. Moreover, there are constraints in
memory accesses, code and data size, etc. In general, all systems of table 2.1 are
(supposed to be) programmed in C with threads, which cannot be done on a GPU.
The setup of these systems is very common: cores have a small L1 instruction and
data cache. Often, cores are grouped in clusters of two or four cores, which connect
via a low-latency interconnect to a shared L2 cache. Furthermore, the individual
cores or clusters are connected via a NoC with a mesh topology or a multilayer bus
to each other, and via one or more memory controllers to external DDRmemory.
The individual properties are discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections.
2.2 Simpler cores, more performance
Single-core processors use the increasing amount of transistors to implement com-
plex microarchitectural features like out-of-order execution, exploiting instruction-
1Refer to appendix A for a description where the name comes from.
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Table 2.2 – Core and memory performance
CoreMark
score [34]
CoreMark
perMHz
shared-memory bandwidtha
in total
(GB/s)
per core
(B/cycle)
per CoreMark
(MB/s)
Tilera TILE-Gx8072 230 196 230.19 53.6 0.80 0.238
IBM POWER7 336 196 94.70 95.4 3.61 0.291
UltraSPARC T3 87 054 52.79 23.8 1.94 0.280
Intel SCC 102 240 102.24 21 0.44 0.210
Intel i7-3930K 150 962 41.17 47.7 2.67 0.323
OCTEON II CN6880 153 477 102.32 46.6 1.04 0.311
Epiphany-IV 78 749 98.44 6.4 0.13 0.083
Exynos 4 Quad 22 243 15.89 6.4 1.23 0.295
Freescale T4240 187 874 104.37 46.9 2.33 0.256
Starburst 4 521 45.21 0.391 0.13 0.088
a Peak core–shared-memory bandwidth, based on the memory controller or the interface to the
interconnect
level parallelism (ILP), and deep pipelines. These features are relatively costly, com-
pared to the gained speedup [22]. Once the burden to multicore and concurrency
is overcome, it can be cost-effective to use simpler cores, but implement more of
them. For example, Intel Xeon Phi’s philosophy is to have many, but smaller cores
than other Xeon processors. The UltraSPARC T3 uses simpler in-order cores, but
interleave instructions of many threads per core, such that the core’s pipeline is
filled, even when threads stall on cache misses, for example. Epiphany-IV and
Exynos 4 Quad use RISC cores to reduce power usage. Interestingly, all systems
either support SIMD instructions or have specific accelerators.
Table 2.2 compares the processors’ performance². The CoreMark [34] benchmark
is used to indicate the combined performance of all cores. The benchmark tests in-
teger and control flow performance, and minimizes the aspects of synchronization
and memory bandwidth. The CoreMark score greatly differs between platforms.
However, when the score is compensated for the difference in clock frequency, it
suggests that the systemswithmore cores performbetter. In this comparison, Tilera
TILE-Gx8072 and Freescale T4240 perform best, Exynos 4Quad and Intel i7-3930K
worst. So, many-core systems seem to perform well, and are therefore a promising
computing platform.
Following this trend, Starburst uses the simple resource-efficient MicroBlaze cores.
TheMicroBlaze is an in-order processor, and it is configured with a direct-mapped
16KB instruction cache and 8KB incoherent write-back data cache with a cache
line size of 8 words, hardwaremultiplier, barrel shifter, and single-precision floating-
point unit. In this configuration, Starburst’s CoreMark score perMHz is reasonable,
but still below average. However, with a score of 4521, it is close to the single-thread
2Unfortunately, there is no CoreMark score available for the Intel Xeon Phi.
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performance of a Pentium 4 531 at 3 GHz, which is listed with a score of 5007 [34].
The peak bandwidth between the cores and shared off-chip DDRmemory is also
listed in table 2.2 on the previous page. The table lists the total bandwidth to all
memory banks, the available memory bandwidth per core per clock cycle, and the
bandwidth per CoreMark unit. Although the actual performance also depends on
the rest of thememory hierarchy, these bandwidth numbers indicate a trend. Tilera
TILE-Gx8072, Intel SCC, and Epiphany-IV have the lowest bandwidth per core per
clock cycle, but have the highest core count. So, with increasing number of cores,
the available bandwidth per core is reduced. This is the same for the bandwidth per
CoreMark unit. However, the numbers are closer together, which suggests that the
relatively simpler cores result in a lower CoreMark per core, and this compensates
the reduction in available bandwidth.
Regarding the memory bandwidth, Starburst is equivalent to Epiphany-IV. How-
ever, compared to other architectures, the effects of the memory bottleneck will be
somewhat magnified in experiments with Starburst.
2.3 Transparent processing tiles
Most architectures are shared-memory machines with multi-level caches. The hi-
erarchy of cores and clusters is hidden behind a global address map and hardware
cache coherency. This setup has several drawbacks.
The behavior of caches is unpredictable at run time [17]. Whether a cache hit or
miss occurs, depends on the cache contents, which are dynamically loaded, rec-
onciled, and flushed. A scratchpad memory (SPM) is a local memory next to the
core, and is fully under software control. As a result, SPMs are predictable [104].
Moreover, they often give a higher performance, lower energy consumption, and
lower hardware costs [85]. Therefore, SPMs are an attractive alternative to caches.
However, only Intel SCC and Epiphany-IV have a 16KB and 32KB SPM per core,
respectively. Optimal SPM allocation requires compile-time analysis of the appli-
cation and efficient run-time control, which are both complex [17], or require a
different programming approach.
Starburst supports both setups: the MicroBlaze caches the background memory,
and also has a local memory, which can be used as an SPM, but can also be accessed
by other cores. The architecture of one MicroBlaze tile is depicted in figure 2.1. The
private 4 KB RAM contains the boot code, information about the system topology,
and several kernel-specific data structures. The 4KB SPM is a dual port SRAM that
can be written by other MicroBlazes. Although this memory is generic, it can be
used to implement core-to-core communication, such that only local memory is
polled. The LMB allows single-cycle access to these memories.
The tile also contains an interrupt timer, which is used by theOS for context switch-
ing. This timer is the only interrupt source of the MicroBlaze. The statistics coun-
ters trackmicroarchitectural events, including the number of executed instructions,
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Figure 2.1 – A processing tile of Starburst. Arrows indicate master–slave relation.
cache hits andmisses, and stall cycles. Because of resource constraints in the FPGA,
only one MicroBlaze has these counters.
2.4 Interconnect: coherency traffic vs. data packets
Traditionally, processors connect via their own cache to a bus, which connects to the
shared memory [35]. Cores communicate with this (cached) shared memory, and
caches are kept coherent, e.g., by snooping the bus. So, inter-core communication
is only used by cache coherency protocols; applications cannot send a specific
message directly to another core, without writing it to the shared memory.
However, a single bus is not feasible when having many cores. As most architec-
tures still support a cache coherent system, the bus is replaced by a more complex
interconnect, but the purpose is still the same. Tilera TILE-Gx8072 uses a 2d-mesh
NoC, where the interconnect is optimized for cache coherency and DMA transfers
to peripherals. Intel i7-3930K and Intel Xeon Phi use a bidirectional ring for this
purpose. Epiphany-IV does not have caches, but has a 2dmesh to access other tiles’
SPMs. Intel SCC and Tilera TILE-Gx8072 expose the NoC to the application, but
route the packages through the interconnect automatically. The other architectures
do not specify the interconnect architecture, as it is part of the L3 cache structure.
This is different from what literature prescribes. Buses are not scalable [49], which
is recognized by all architectures. NoCs are advocated as the scalable alterna-
tive [47, 114]. Most academic NoC architectures involve complex routing strategies
to give timing and bandwidth guarantees on data channels in the application. The
CoMPSoC multiprocessor system [51], which comprises three very large instruc-
tion word (VLIW) cores, a guaranteed-service NoC, and a shared memory, is an
example of an academic system that follows this approach. A key property of this
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Table 2.3 – Memory hierarchy properties
type cachecoherency
memory
model
Tilera TILE-Gx8072 MLCa hardware weakb
IBM POWER7 MLCa hardware release
UltraSPARC T3 MLCa hardware SPARC-TSO
Intel SCC DSM software
Intel i7-3930K MLCa hardware x86-TSO
OCTEON II CN6880 MLCa hardware weakb
Epiphany-IV DSM
Exynos 4 Quad MLCa hardware weakb
Freescale T4240 MLCa hardware, per cluster (unknown)
Intel Xeon Phi MLCa hardware x86-TSO
Starburst DSM software slow/PMC
a Shared memory with a multi-level cache architecture
b A custom weak memory model
system is that it is composable; applications cannot affect each other’s temporal
behavior, because time-division multiplexing (TDM) arbitration is used in theNoC
and in the memory controller.
However, the interconnects of the commercial architectures discussed in this chap-
ter all have transparent arbitration schemes, and are application-agnostic. More
importantly, the traffic over the interconnect is not determined by application’s
channels; the commercial architectures have mostly cache coherency traffic—this
only relates indirectly to the communication behavior of the application. For evalu-
ation, we follow literature, and useÆthereal [47] as interconnect initially. Chapter 4
will focus on this decision.
2.5 Weak-memory hierarchy
Thememory hierarchies of the ten systems showmany similarities. All systems are
shared-memory architectures. Table 2.3 shows the different types of architectures,
cache coherency method, and implemented memory model.
Thememory model is the heart of a shared-memory multicore processor. It defines
how the memory subsystem behaves in terms of state changes (writes), and how
these changes are observed (reads). Sequential Consistency is a model that more
or less defines that all changes to the memory are observed in the same way by
all processors. In multicore systems, this is hard to implement; if two processors
write into their cache simultaneously, these two changes should be communicated
to all other processors in a deterministic way. To this extent, the hardware cache
coherency protocol shouldmake sure that these changes (seem to) occur atomically
and instantly everywhere in the system. This is very hard to realize, and therefore
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architectures implement an easier, but weaker, i.e. fewer guarantees, model [17,
29]. Examples of weaker models include Release Consistency and total store order
(TSO)³. As a result, a concession is made to the convenience of programming such
a system. Even though all architectures claim to be programmable in C, porting
software from one architecture to another is impossible, because of the different
memory model.
Basically, table 2.3 shows that there are two classes of architectures: multi-level
caches, and distributed shared memory. Most architectures can be classified as a
multi-level cache (MLC) architecture: they typically have a 16KB or 32 KB L1 cache,
256KB L2 cache, and several megabytes of L3 cache. Cache coherency is imple-
mented by hardware, andMLC architectures have a global address space. From a
software perspective, hardware cache coherency is very convenient, as the appli-
cation does not have to take control over communicating changes of the memory
state to other cores—all cores ‘just’ see updates in the same way. However, this is
not completely true. Table 2.3 lists the implemented memory models: of the eight
architectures with hardware cache coherency, only the Intel architectures and the
UltraSPARC T3 have clearly defined memory models, which are relatively strong.
IBM POWER7 implements a model that is similar to Release Consistency. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot find specific details about the memory model of Freescale T4240.
The others do not clearly define the model, besides stating that it is ‘weak’.
Table 2.3 confirms the expected trend towards weaker memory models, but archi-
tectures still implement hardware cache coherency. However, this is also expected
to change. As the density of DRAM increases, e.g., by 3d die stacking, locality be-
comes increasingly important [22]. Therefore, changes to the memory are likely
to be kept local, resulting in incoherent (clusters of) distributed memories. More-
over, hardware cache coherency has a significant overhead [29]. Although software
cache coherency ismore complex to use, it outperforms hardware in terms of perfor-
mance and energy usage [5]. Additionally, domain-specific architectures typically
omit coherency at all [17], or leave the shared memory uncached [91].
Summarized, it is expected that future multicore hardware will only implement a
weak memory model, without cache coherency or only software cache coherency.
Two architectures of table 2.3 adopted this approach: Intel SCC and Epiphany-IV,
which are distributed shared memory (DSM) architectures. These architectures
have aNUMA partitioned global address space, where specific memory regions are
local to a core. Coherency is only manually realized, as the application has control
over the communication of data between local memories.
Even though a weaker memory model is used, shared memory stays the dominant
memory architecture. In literature, it is argued that the hardware platform should
preferably support shared memory to reduce the programming effort [36, 67].
Namely, other architectures, such as a streaming setup andmessage passing, can be
emulated on such a system by means of a software middleware layer [35, 36, 67, 111].
3Section 3.2 and chapter 5 discuss memory models in more depth.
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Starburst follows these trends: as it does not have hardware cache coherency, it is
configurable either to have the shared memory uncached, or to use software cache
coherency. Chapter 5 discusses handling such a memory architecture in detail.
2.6 Programming model consensus
The ten commercial architectures are all marketed as powerful hardware architec-
tures within their domain—details on how to program them are very sparse. At
least, all architectures support C using the gcc and binutils tool chain, comple-
mented with debugging features around gdb and a graphical profiler. Concurrency
is in principle realized using threads, although other models can be implemented
on top, like OpenMP.
The Intel SCC runs many stand-alone Linux kernels, and requires the programmer
to handle cache coherency and distribution of data. The Intel Xeon Phi has several
programming models, including using all cores as coprocessors for function off-
loading. All other architectures claim to run an SMP Linux version. UltraSPARCT3,
Intel i7-3930K, and IBM POWER7 clearly define the memory hierarchy and prop-
erly support Linux. The others fail to mention any shortcomings. It is unknown
whether thread migration and load balancing is supported, as it is an expensive
and possibly complex task. Moreover, dynamically balancing threads neutralizes
any benefit of locality, which is a key aspect of these architectures.
If we assume that Pthread [94] is used as threading model, synchronization of
data is under control of the programmer. Usually—but not necessarily—a Pthread
mutex, condition, or barrier is used to protect shared data. However, as Pthread
does not prescribe binding a synchronization variable to the shared data it is related
to, the OS does not have any knowledge about which data is to be synchronized
and communicated to other cores. Since Tilera TILE-Gx8072,OCTEON II CN6880,
and Exynos 4 Quad only support a weak memory model (see table 2.3 on page 16),
it is unknown how and when data is communicated, without additional effort of
the programmer. And which effort is required, is not (publicly) documented.
Epiphany-IV is programmed using ANSI-C. In contrast to the other systems, it
does not run Linux. The cores do not have caches, and data from main memory is
fetched to a local memory using DMA transfers. Therefore, it cannot execute code
from main memory directly. As ANSI-C does not support threads by the language
itself, it also requires a library like Pthread to start threads on other cores. However,
the same drawbacks apply, regarding distribution and communication of data as
discussed for the three architectures above.
Although the architectures discussed above use processing tiles to exploit locality,
no architecture advocates using a programming model that matches this setup. All
systems use threading and shared memory, which only has limited support for
locality and core-to-core communication.
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Figure 2.2 – Starburst system overview
2.7 Starburst
Throughout this thesis, we use Starburst as evaluation platform, which is a many-
core NUMA DSM architecture, with a weak memory model, without hardware
cache coherency. As discussed above, the aforementioned trends are reflected in
this system. The overview of the whole system is depicted in figure 2.2.
2.7.1 System overview
The system contains up to 32 MicroBlaze tiles (see figure 2.1 on page 15), and one
additional tile that is reserved for Linux and several peripherals. This number is
configurable, but limited by the available resources of the FPGA. All cores can write
into each other’s local memory via the upper interconnect, therefore the topology
of this interconnect is all-to-all. The DDRmemory can be accessed via the lower
interconnect, which arbitrates and multiplexes memory requests from all cores to
one memory port.
The system has several peripherals: a DVI port with a resolution of 640×480 32-
bit pixels, UART, several LEDs, and buttons. A counter keeps track of the current
time. As the bandwidth requirement between MicroBlazes and these peripherals
is very low, they share the arbitration interconnect with the memory. For more
complex peripherals, the Linux tile is included. This tile has a similar layout as all
other tiles, but contains PLB slaves to access Ethernet, USB, and a 2GB Compact-
Flash memory card. The currently used Linux kernel version is 3.4.2, which has
its (bootable) file system on the CompactFlash card. It runs a Telnet service, and
it allows accessing for example a memory stick, keyboard, and headphones via
USB. Via Ethernet and Linux, programs can be uploaded to the main memory, and
Linux can bootstrap all other MicroBlazes. The Linux core is turned off during all
performance experiments, to prevent interference on the memory interface.
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We implemented a tool flow aroundXilinx PlatformStudio, which takes a high-level
architecture description and generates a Starburst instance. The Xilinx Virtex-6
FPGA ML605 Evaluation Kit [117] is used, which contains a XC6VLX240T FPGA.
2.7.2 OS: Helix
Every MicroBlaze runs its own instance of our OS, called Helix. Helix has a micro-
kernel, which takes care of scheduling, and process creation and cleanup. All other
functionality is implemented by daemons. From kernel perspective, daemons are
ordinary processes, but they implement a crucial part of the functionality of the
OS. Processes are always bound to a specific processor and cannot migrate. Ev-
ery kernel runs a synchronization daemon, and a daemon for heap management
(for malloc() and friends). Upon request, other daemons are available to handle
timers (via timer_create()), and to gather process utilization statistics.
The synchronization daemon dispatches messages between processes of different
tiles. This is done via the SPMs within every tile. In this memory, FIFOs are allo-
cated, such that there is a channel between every pair of cores. The synchronization
daemon multiplexes messages of all local processes over these channels in a round-
robin fashion. The types ofmessages include processmanagement on a remote core,
inter-process signals, and lock messages (to be discussed in section 4.5). Messages
are up to six words in size. Processes can also directly allocate memory in the SPM
and implement FIFOs on top for inter-core communication, without any control
of the synchronization daemon.
All processes and system calls are preemptive. To maintain a predictable perfor-
mance, Helix’s system calls never lock a mutex to prevent problems like priority
inversion [95], andHelix runs a budget scheduler. In such a scheduler, every process
gets a budget, i.e. time slice, assigned. So, the balance between slices determines
the amount of processor time every process gets. Helix schedules in a fixed order,
and processes run until their time slice has ended, or they voluntarily yield the
processor.
A fixed-order schedule of processes with time slices is equivalent to TDM. In such a
schedule, a replenishment interval denotes the period of time in which all processes
are executed for the length of their time slice. After this period, every budget is
replenished with their initial amount, and the scheduling starts over. If an incom-
ing message arrives for a process that just finished its time slice, the message can
only be handled in the next replenishment interval. Since a daemon process is used
to dispatch messages between processes, the length of the replenishment interval
has an impact on the latency of messages, and possibly on the performance of the
system. Therefore, we modified the TDM scheduler to be able to let the synchro-
nization daemon interrupt any other process when a message arrives, as long as
the synchronization daemon has a time budget left. This scheduler is similar to the
priority-based scheduler [100], where the synchronization daemon is the only high-
priority task, which can interrupt all other (low-priority) tasks. To this extent, the
scheduler works with slots of about 0.6ms, controlled by the interrupt timer. Dur-
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Figure 2.3 – Scheduling example of Helix
ing an interrupt, it checks whether messages are available. If so, a context switch is
done to the synchronization daemon. Moreover, the interrupt handler decrements
the remaining budget of the currently running process. When the budget becomes
zero, the next process is scheduled. The overhead of checking for messages, up-
dating the budget, and immediately continuing the currently running process is
12 clock cycles at most.
Figure 2.3 exemplifies a schedule as implemented in Helix. During the first replen-
ishment interval, every process runs until every allocated slot, i.e. the complete time
slice, is used. In the second interval, the synchronization daemon and process 1
yield the process prematurely, which is indicted by a ☇. When a process yields, it
triggers an interrupt, such that the current slot is ended immediately—shortened
slots are indicated in the figure with a *. Although process 1 has some budget left,
it will not be scheduled until the next replenishment interval. However, the syn-
chronization daemon is handled differently, and it is allowed to handle incoming
messages. In the example, three messages from another core arrive in one of the
FIFOs in the local SPM during the execution of process 2. The first two will be
serviced by the daemon after the next interrupt. The daemon will yield as soon as
there are no more messages to process. The third message has to wait until the next
replenishment interval, since the daemon has used its entire time budget for this
interval. The figure shows that process 2 is not interrupted after the arrival of the
message in slot 15.
Table 2.4 on the next page gives an overview of the memory regions. All code
resides in DDRmemory, and all MicroBlazes execute it from there, except for the
scheduling code, which is copied to the local RAM upon kernel initialization to
reduce scheduling overhead. Every Helix instance manages its own local heap of
only 3MB, which is also used to allocate all processes’ stacks. Because this heap
is private for a MicroBlaze, no cache coherency is required. The local SPM also
contains a heap structure, which ismanaged by the localMicroBlaze, butwritable by
others. All shared data resides in DDRmemory, which is either statically allocated
or also organized as a heap data structure. Shared data is either uncached, or cached
with software cache coherency, which is discussed in detail in chapter 5.
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Table 2.4 – Helix memory layout
memory section size
4KB RAM interrupt vectors, boot code, system topology 256Bscheduler code/data 2KB
4KB SPM synchronization daemon data structures ≈200Bheap, accessible by other cores the rest
128MB DDR,
cached
kernel/application (.text) usually <1MB
read-only data (.rodata) application specific
per-MicroBlaze process table and heap 3MB heap per core
128MB DDR,
uncached or
software coherent
static variables (.bss and .data) application specific
shared heap 96MB
reserved for Linux 16MB
2.7.3 Application environment
From application perspective, Helix offers a POSIX-like environment. Helix sup-
ports the newlib C library, and implements the Pthread standard. Additionally,
POSIX signals and timers are available. C using gcc is fully supported, only proper
thread-safe C++ exception support for g++ is lacking, as it requires MicroBlaze-
specific threading support in the compiler and support libraries, and none of our
application requires it.
To utilize the SPMs effectively, an API maps FIFOs on them. Such a FIFO can be
of any depth and element type. It uses the C-HEAP communication protocol [86],
which uses a duplicate administration at both the sender and receiver side. Dur-
ing communication, only the local (conservative) administration is read or polled,
where posted writes are used to communicate data and update the administrative
fields at the other party.
Helix itself does not have a file system. However, all standard file operations are
forwarded to a userspace daemon running in Linux. Therefore, all MicroBlazes can
access the full file system, including device nodes, named pipes, etc. Among other
tasks, keystrokes of the USB-keyboard can be read, and files on an NFSmount can
be accessed.
2.8 Benchmark applications
All architectures discussed in this chapter are general-purpose, and focus mostly
on high performance. However, as processors become faster, they can be used for
tasks where ASICs were used before. For example, software-defined radio is an
application of programmable mobile architectures that replace analog circuits and
ASICs [2]. To this extent, most architectures include support for vector or SIMD
instructions, which are suitable for digital signal processing (DSP) applications.
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The trends of moving towards incoherent caches or SPMs, as discussed above, puts
pressure on programming such a system. Communication within a chip is increas-
ingly under software control [22]. Moreover, an SPM has a limited size, which
makes the notion of locality in the software more important. This requires disci-
plined programming models to cope with the additional programming complex-
ity [29].
On one hand, there is a push towards concurrency, locality, and disciplined pro-
gramming from the hardware manufacturers. On the other hand, more DSP ap-
plications emerge, like software-defined radio and multimedia processing, which
are parallel in nature. The combination leads to the concept of streaming applica-
tions [106]. A streaming application is usually modeled as a Kahn process network
(KPN) derivative, where actors communicate via channels to each other. This con-
cept fits nicely to the trends regarding concurrency (by actors) and locality (by
explicit data movement in FIFO buffers), and hides the complexities of managing
the cache or SPM.
There is a catch. AKPN assumes infinite buffer sizes, whichmakes them impractical
to implement. In general, the maximum buffer sizes of an application that is based
on a KPN, cannot be calculated. Other models, e.g., SDF and CSDF, are more
restrictive, and therefore better predictable. However, in contrast to a KPN, these
models are not expressive enough in general [90]. Hence, any practical application
might be limited to specific cases.
According to Culler et al. [35], message passing handles memory replacement less
dynamic than sharedmemory, which can result in morememory overhead. Shared
memory ismore generic, as it can emulate othermodels, includingmessage passing.
So, regardless of how an application is modeled, a shared-memory architecture for
hardware is likely to sustain.
To the best of our knowledge, no streaming application benchmark set exists. Be-
cause shared memory is still a relevant model, we use several shared-memory
Pthread-based parallel benchmark applications. These applications are discussed
next for future reference.
2.8.1 SPLASH-2
From the SPLASH-2 [115] benchmark set, we use three applications: radiosity,
raytrace, and volrend. Every application makes use of worker processes, which
all do a part of the work. Every MicroBlaze runs exactly one of such a process.
Screen dumps of these applications are shown in figure 2.4 on the following page.
The applications are used in chapters 4 and 5.
Radiosity splits a 3dmodel of a room into small triangles. Then, the interaction of
the luminance of all pairs of triangles is calculated, starting from the lamps, which
illuminate the otherwise dark room. Iteratively, all pairs are processed, until the dis-
tribution of light stabilizes. The program exhibits chaotic memory accesses, which
result in much synchronization and cache coherency traffic. Drawing the output,
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(a) radiosity (b) raytrace (c) volrend
Figure 2.4 – SPLASH-2 applications
as shown in figure 2.4(a), is not part of the benchmark itself, and is an optional step
afterwards. However, it shows an often-occurring bug: only the bottom-left part of
the square in the middle is lit—the output is somewhat non-deterministic.
Next, raytrace renders a teapot, including reflections. The rendering is done in
a single pass. It splits the work in packets of 8×8 pixels, which are distributed
among all worker processes. The default data type for all computations is a double.
As the MicroBlaze has only hardware support for floats, this is a performance
penalty. Interestingly, when all doubles are replaced by floats, the output is bit-
by-bit identical, but the performance increases almost by a factor of four. For all
experiments, the original code with doubles is used.
Finally, volrend draws a skull, based on a 3d model out of voxels. Similar to
raytrace, the rendering is split in packets of a fixed amount of output pixels, which
are drawn concurrently. The program shows an animation of a rotating skull.
2.8.2 PARSEC
From the PARSEC benchmark suite [14], only fluidanimate is used. This program
does a particle simulation. Similar to radiosity, the interactions between pairs
of particles are calculated, which result in a chaotic memory access pattern. This
application is used in chapter 4.
Of all other applications of the benchmark suite, only blackscholes is runnable.
However, it is of limited use, as it does not use synchronization between worker
processes. The other applications are not compilable, because of dependencies on
libraries that are not portable to non-standard platforms such as a MicroBlaze and
Starburst, or are not runnable, because of memory constraints.
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2.8.3 NoFib
In chapter 6, concurrency is evaluated using functional languages. We implemented
a functional language on top of Pthread for x86 systems and Helix. The details of
the implementation are discussed in that specific chapter. The applications we use
are taken from the Haskell NoFib [88] benchmark suite. For completeness, we
briefly discuss the applications below.
Coins counts the number of ways one can pay a specific amount of money, with
a given set of coins. Queens determines in how many ways n queens on an n ×
n chessboard can be placed, such that they cannot capture each other. Parfib
calculates the Fibonacci number of a given point in the sequence in an inefficient,
but parallel way. Partak is a parallel version of the recursive Tak function τ, which
is designed to have an unpredictable amount of remaining work in each step of the
computation. Prsa encrypts a string of tokens using the RSA algorithm.
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Programming Abstraction
Abstract – A many-core platform inherently needs concurrency. This prop-
erty has a major influence on how it should be programmed. Because of paral-
lelism in the execution, several models become prominent: the behavior of the
(distributed) memory determines how communication is realized, as defined
by the memory model; the concurrency model defines composition and inter-
action of concurrent computation; and the model of computation defines the
fundamentals of the algorithm.
Taking full control over all details of these models is almost impossible for the
programmer to do by hand. A programming model presents all layers of the
underlying platform in a convenient way. Different programming languages
make different trade-offs for this model regarding the level of abstraction, ease
of programming, and control over the hardware.
Chapter 1 discussed the relevance of programming for concurrency, andmentioned
the necessity of abstraction. Concrete architectures were discussed in chapter 2. As
stated before, all these architectures can be programmed using C. Apparently, the
architectures can be abstracted in such a way that a single programming language
is suitable to be used on all of them. This chapter will discuss the abstractions of
‘programming’ and their relation.
Consider the example program in C pseudo-code of two parallel executing pro-
cesses in listing 3.1 on the following page. The intention is to communicate the
value 42 from process 2 to 1. The variable flag is used to synchronize the processes
and to signal that X has been written. Although this code looks fine at first glance,
many assumptions are made, based on the idea the programmer has about the ma-
chine. The way of thinking about the machine depends on many abstract models,
which are briefly discussed next and defined in subsequent sections.
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Process 1:
1 flag = 0;
2 while(flag!=1) {}
3 r1 = X;
Process 2:
4 X = 42;
5 flag = 1;
Listing 3.1 – Polling a flag
There is a notion of the abstract machine. In this case, it is a parallel machine, which
allows executing two independent processes. Every process is a sequence of steps,
and every step modifies the state of the machine. Which kind of steps are allowed
and how they contribute to the result is defined by themodel of computation.
In this example, multiprocessing, i.e. threading, is used to deal with concurrency.
Processes can access the same variables, and use a central shared memory to com-
municate data. This is in contrast to a dataflow machine, which communicates
via FIFOs. How concurrent composition and interaction is defined, is part of the
concurrency model.
The example uses variables, which are shared between processes. In C, one often
assumes that writes of variables are executed atomically and instantly. However,
as processes can be executed on physically separated processors, updates might
take some time to propagate through the system. The behavior of the memory
subsystem is captured by thememory model.
As we will see in a moment, these models are often not completely independent.
Moreover, hardware architectures have a greater influence on how software uses
memory models than on what programming paradigm should be use. So, there
is an order in which the actual hardware determines the freedom of choice by the
application (programmer). We will discuss the models in this increasing order of
freedom. The figure on page 26 visualize the organization of the models as a stack,
having the hardware at the bottom. In the course of this chapter, this organization is
explained, combined with definitions of the models, and a discussion of the layers
in between.
3.1 Many-core hardware is the driving force
The stack of models has two ends: the hardware and the application. There is a
trade-off what can be done in hardware, and what can be done in software (as
part of the application). One extreme is to do everything in hardware; this is an
ASIC.The other extreme is to do everything¹ in software. One can imagine that this
involves that software controls low-level events, like bus arbitration, NoC routing
protocols, and keeping track of the required refresh cycles of DRAM.
1In contrast toASICs, which are hardwarewithout software, software cannot runwithout hardware.
Even in virtual environments, there is some piece of hardware executing the software in the end. What
the fundamentally minimal required hardware is, remains an open discussion.
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In common systems, programming is made relatively easy, at the expense of hard-
ware complexity. To this extent, hardware implements floating-point arithmetic,
cache coherency, arbitration on shared memory, atomicity of state changes, and
support for synchronization and context switching. All of this can be done in soft-
ware, but is easier and faster in hardware. It should be clear that hardware is bound
to physical properties and fundamental limits, where software is an abstraction that
can be changed freely. Fundamental boundaries of the hardware are approaching,
as the energy consumption is limited by heat dissipation, data movement at high
clock frequencies by the speed of light, and transistor size by the size of atoms. Try-
ing to match the hardware architecture to what is convenient to have in software,
is becoming harder than matching the software model to the hardware properties.
To be concrete, the most likely usage of the additional transistors is to increase
the number of cores—as discussed in chapter 1. So, the hardware architecture
determines the need of concurrent programming. Although this complicates pro-
gramming, this has been accepted as a change in the programming model. The
trends in many-core architectures, as of chapter 2, also drive changes in program-
ming; a weaker memory model or the lack of cache coherency strongly influences
programming such architectures. Therefore, the hardware is the most influential
layer in how a multiprocessor system can be programmed. What is possible to
realize in hardware influences how abstraction layers on top of it can be defined.
The trends in hardware force us towards concurrentmany-core programming, even
though software becomes inherently complex because of it. This yields two impor-
tant questions: how do calculations by all individual cores contribute to the over-
all computational problem, and how do they communicate intermediate results?
Choices about the latter are solely determined by the hardware at hand, and the
former is mostly a software choice about how concurrency is organized. As the
memory model defines how communication of data (via memory) behaves, it is
more closely related to the hardware, and therefore lower in the stack of models.
We will discuss the memory model next. How concurrency is modeled is discussed
in section 3.3.
3.2 Memory model—the hardware’s contract
Cores in a many-core DSM architecture communicate via shared memory. Since
the memory is usually an off-chip DDR memory bank, transactions take time to
complete. The combination of parallelism and transaction latency makes it hard
to define a proper state of the system, as there does not have to be an ordering
relation between multiple events, i.e. transactions. Which ordering is defined, and
therefore, how the memory behaves, is part of the memory model [4, 35]:
memory (consistency) model
An abstraction that defines the constraints on the order in which memory
operations must appear to be performed, i.e. become visible to the processors,
with respect to one another. It defines the semantics of shared variables.
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Consider the example of listing 3.1 on page 28. In this example, there are two
shared variables, namely flag and X. Two different types of memory operations
are applied on them: reads and writes. The definition of the memory model states
that constraints are defined. An example of such a constraint is: “Writes of one
process keep their order.” So, the writes at lines 4 and 5 are observed to be in
that specific order, by all processes. Based on the guarantees that can be inferred
from this constraint, synchronization can be implemented by polling the flag, as
shown in the example. Although this might sound trivial, this has an impact on the
hardware that implements these constraints. For example, if a 2d-mesh NoC has
multiple routes from a core to memory, it still has to guarantee that the first write
arrives at the memory before the second write.
Different memorymodels define a different set of constraints. Extreme examples of
memory models are Atomic Consistency, which specifies that all operations occur
instantly in a globally observable total order, and Slow Consistency, which does
not define any constraint, except that only the data dependencies locally to the
executing core are preserved. Notably, the Sequential Consistency (SC) [70] model
is often used as the reference model. SC states that all operations are observed
to all processes as if they were executed by a single process. Informally, this is
the ‘natural’ view on memory: all reads and writes behave as one would expect
intuitively how a single memory would behave. Hence, it is easy to understand and
therefore preferable to implement [55]. Amodel that prescribes many constraints is
often characterized as a strong or strict model, opposed to weak or relaxed models,
which enforce less ordering and therefore allow more non-determinism [83, 101].
Chapter 5 discusses memory models in depth.
The memory model can be seen as a contract between hardware and software. Soft-
ware relies on the semantics of the memory as defined by the model, and the hard-
ware implements that model. Hence, all hardware components are subject to the
memory model, not only the memory and the interconnect. Even the core itself is
relevant, when it exhibits out-of-order execution, for example. In that case, the two
writes are initiated in the order as prescribed from process 2’s perspective. However,
out-of-order execution might result in writing flag to background memory first,
so process 1 can observe these write operations in reversed order.
‘All hardware components’ also include caches, although cache coherency is gener-
ally considered to be a separate problem. Caches influence the behavior of memory
operations, just like the interconnect. Therefore, it should not be the case that
the cache coherency protocol determines the multiprocessor consistency model, as
stated by Stenström [102]. Instead, the coherency protocol should follow or imple-
ment the requirements that are imposed by the intended memory model of the
architecture².
Most architectures of chapter 2 have caches. A strong memory model, which might
define a constraint such as: “All writes to the same (shared) variable must be in total
2This relation between consistency and coherency does not necessarily make coherency protocols
easier to implement.
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order”, is hard to realize by a cache coherency protocol. Consider the case where
two cores—separated by a multi-hop NoC—write to the same variable at exactly
the same time. Then, a total order cannot easily be enforced, as updates propagate
slowly through the system. As a result, architectures use a weaker model [4], such
that the hardware complexity is reduced, and the system is more scalable regarding
the number of cores. This corresponds to the trend as observed in section 2.5.
At application level, it is convenient to have a strong memory model. When the
memory model that is implemented by the hardware, is weaker than required, soft-
ware can complement the hardware’s memory model. This is the case for software
cache coherency; when caches are not kept coherent in hardware, software can
take over the coherency protocol to realize it at a higher level. To this extent, the
hardware should, for example, have support for cache flush instructions—to re-
alize software cache coherency properly, co-design is required to match memory
model requirements of the application and the features of the hardware. This is also
worked out in detail in chapter 5.
3.3 A concurrency model to orchestrate interaction
To utilize the computational capabilities of a parallel machine, the software has to
use some form of concurrency. How concurrency can be achieved, is defined by
the concurrency model. Although literature does not properly define such a model,
we use the following explanation:
concurrency model
An abstraction that specifies how computation is decomposed into concurrent
components, and defines rules for interaction between them.
Threading is probably the best-known concurrency model. A concrete threading
model is Pthread [94], which clearly defines decomposition in terms of threads,
and interaction in terms of shared memory that is synchronized by using a lock,
condition, or barrier. Pthread does not enforce how the computation itself is done
by a thread, and leaves freedom in the underlyingmemorymodel. The synchroniza-
tion primitives allow a translation to practically any memory model, by a compiler
or a library. Although Pthread can be considered as a concurrency model, it does,
however, put some restrictions on the memory model. For example, it has to have
a shared address space, and cannot be used upon a message-passing architecture
that does not have global memory addresses. This exemplifies that this specific
concurrency model has influence on the choice of a memory model.
A Kahn process network (KPN) [65] can also be considered as a concurrencymodel.
In its original form, it is based on sequential processes written in Algol, extended
with functions to send and receive data via unbounded FIFO channels. There is
no notion of memory addresses. As a result, any underlying (shared) memory
model can be used, as long as FIFO channels can be modeled upon it. Kahn de-
scribes aKPN as a parallel programming language, butmostly focuses on how these
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processes interact in terms of abstract functions and their input–output relation, re-
gardless of scheduling. The KPN formalism does not include the semantics of what
happens inside a ‘computing station’, and only defines program structure, commu-
nication channels, and synchronization. This also holds for KPN derivatives, like
dataflow, SDF, and CSDF. As the actual computation is not part of the formalism,
a KPN and its derivatives cannot be considered as a model of computation. This
conclusion does not match dataflow literature [72].
Another example of a concurrency model is MapReduce [38]. It defines that a (very
large) data set is split in chunks, a function is mapped upon all of them, and the
intermediate results are combined into a smaller set of output data. Because the
computation during every individual map and reduction function is limited to a
small chunk of data, locality is easily exploited, and concurrency is realized. This
makes the model appropriate for large (distributed) data centers. Dean and Ghe-
mawat [38] claim that MapReduce is a programming model, but as the model, like
KPN, focuses on (de)composition of data and tasks and does not define computa-
tion itself, it fits our definition of a concurrencymodel better. In contrast to Pthread,
MapReduce does not assume shared memory, which makes it independent of the
underlying memory architecture.
Many other concurrency models exist. One can think of a remote procedure call
(RPC) as away to exploit concurrency in a client–server setup ofmultiple computers.
Furthermore, function offloading can be used to utilize accelerators within a system-
on-chip. Moreover, instruction-level parallelism (ILP) transparently uses parallel
components within a core or ALU. Also, a systolic array and vector processing in a
SIMD processor or GPU are classified as concurrency models.
In the example in the beginning of this chapter, threading is assumed as concur-
rency model. A part of the model is that progress of the threads is not guaranteed;
process 2 might finish before process 1 even starts. Because of this, there exists
a race condition: if the write at line 5 is executed before line 1, the synchroniza-
tion fails. Such a non-determinism in the order of execution gives freedom in the
implementation of the hardware, but makes debugging hard.
In contrast to the memory model, how concurrency is organized is more or less
a software view on the parallel hardware. For example, multithreading and pro-
cesses are software concepts and are handled by the operating system, with help
of the underlying hardware. When the underlying hardware is a shared-memory
architecture, all communication patterns can be realized—although the efficiency
can differ. This makes the concurrency model independent of the implemented
memory model. Therefore, it is higher in the stack of models, as depicted by the
overview figure on page 26.
The transformation of the concurrency model into something that is runnable on
hardware, can be done by either run-time or compile-time software. For example,
the operating system dynamically handles context switching between processes.
Moreover, worker threads schedule tasks of Apple’s Grand Central Dispatch [9] or
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sparks ofHaskell. An assembler canmake decisions about insertion of fence instruc-
tions when data is communicated, depending on the actual memory model. For a
KPN, the channel implementation could control cache coherency, when appropri-
ate. Everything that implements the concurrency model on top of the architecture
is glue tooling.
3.4 Computation and algorithms
The concurrency model defines the interaction of components that compute, but it
is undefined how computation itself is realized. For this purpose, we need amodel
of computation³.
This term, however, is often used without a proper definition. In the Ptolemy II [23]
project, models of computation are evaluated. The project defines such a model
as “the rules that govern the interaction, communication, and control flow of a set
of components”. However, this definition lacks how ‘computation’ is realized, and
matches our definition of a concurrency model better. Skillicorn and Talia [99]
give the following definition: “A model of (parallel) computation is an abstract
machine providing certain operations to the programming level above and requir-
ing implementations for each of these operations on all of the architectures below.”
Programming is included in this definition, but a programming model is funda-
mentally different view on the abstract machine, as we will see in section 3.5. Finally,
Wikipedia states: “A model of computation is the definition of the set of allowable
operations used in computation and their respective costs.” We use the following
definition:
model of computation
An abstraction that defines the elementary operations, i.e. transformations,
for computation. Such a model allows expressing algorithms, which are sets of
transformations, and data, which is used to apply algorithms on.
A Turing machine is a well-known model of computation. In such a machine,
a computational problem is formulated by the state table (the algorithm), and a
sequence of symbols on the tape (the input data). Figure 3.1 on the following page
depicts a very simple algorithm that adds two numbers, which are coded as the
length of a sequence of 1’s. The input is a tape with two numbers, 2 and 3 in this
example, separated by a 0. When the machine halts, the result is on the tape.
Similar to a Turing machine, the (abstract) register machine can also be positioned
as a model of computation. Notably, the random-access stored-program machine
(RASP) model is a Von Neumann architecture, although with infinite number of
registers [33]. Modern processors are based on this model, and extend it for per-
formance purposes with instructions beyond load/store, add/subtract of integers,
3A model of computation should not be confused with a computational model. The latter is a
(mathematical) model of a complex system, which is used in a simulation environment. Just an example
for clarification: the computational model of the weather is used for rain and temperature predictions.
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tape input
state 0 1
A 1 B 1 A
B 0 C 1 B
C 0 HALT 0 HALT
1 B means: write 1, move head to right,
go to state B
(a) Add algorithm
A 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
head: state and next input
1 A 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 A 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 B 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 B 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 B 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 B 0
1 1 1 1 1 C 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 H 0
ex
ec
ut
io
n
tape
(b) Execution steps to add 2 and 3
Figure 3.1 – Simple add algorithm for a Turing machine
read/print, and a conditional branch. These models of computation do not ex-
plicitly enforce a specific concurrency model, but it is far from trivial to map an
algorithm for one of these machines to an arbitrary concurrency model. The exam-
ple of listing 3.1 on page 28 assumes a parallel RASPmodel, which has two parallel
executing sequential register machines.
A different model of computation is λ-calculus [30]. In this model, computation is
defined by means of functions, and a rule to reduce a function application to its re-
sult. Chapter 6 discusses this model in detail. In contrast to a Turingmachine, there
is no specific order in which function applications must be evaluated. As a conse-
quence, λ-calculus naturally allows the implementation to apply reductions of an
algorithm in parallel. Where λ-calculus is built around functions, π-calculus [80]
(or process calculi in general) defines operations on processes and channels. Al-
though the model might be implemented in different ways, a naive implementation
could map an algorithm in π-calculus rather straightforward to the dataflow con-
currency model.
All models of computation discussed above are Turing complete, and can therefore
emulate each other. Hence, the choice for the model of computation that is used
in the application, and for the one that is implemented by the hardware, does not
necessarily have to match—although there might be some overhead in the trans-
lation. In the overview figure on page 26, the model of computation is positioned
above the concurrency model, because the choice of it (mostly) depends on the
programmer. Similar to the glue tooling between the concurrency and memory
model, the overview figure also describes glue between the model of computation
and the concurrencymodel. This tooling is responsible for translating (parts of) the
algorithm to the properway of concurrency. For example, theGlasgowHaskell com-
piler (GHC) [46] compiles expressions in λ-calculus, which is basis for a functional
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language, to atomic units, which in turn are distributed among worker threads for
computation. Additionally, pn [112] is a tool that extracts a parallel process network,
which is similar to dataflow, from a sequential input program, which is known as a
static affine nested loop program (SANLP).
3.5 Programming model: a peephole view
Although the memory model, the concurrency model, and the model of compu-
tation are stacked in the overview figure on page 26, they are not layers with an
increasing abstraction. Instead, the layers have orthogonal properties, and are or-
dered by the freedom of choice by the programmer. Some details of these models
can be handled automatically, some must be controlled by the programmer. For
example, if aKPN is used as concurrencymodel on top of a shared-memory system,
all memory model aspects can be handled automatically by the implementation of
channels. So, abstractions in a higher layer can hide details of layers below, such as
a KPN channel library can easily transparently insert cache flushes, when required.
The stacking order of the layers therefore indicates in what order layers can be
hidden from the programmer.
The choices for specific abstractions influence how a programmer sees the system
and what it takes to write an application. A programming model captures all aspects
of all abstractions of the hardware, and presents only relevant parts of the system
to the programmer, leaving all details out that the tooling can handle by itself. We
use the following definition:
programming model
An abstraction of the system that consists of an abstract machine, a program-
ming paradigm, and a subset of features of the underlying models that has to
be dealt with by the programmer.
A (good) programmingmodel is tailored towards convenient usage by the program-
mer. The abstract machine is closely related to the machine of the model of compu-
tation. It is the general concept of the system that is programmed. For example, an
abstract machine as a ‘multithreaded core’ has the concept of a register machine,
running threads in parallel—even though the OS implements context switching,
and the hardware might not have any knowledge of threads. The programming
paradigm is a way of organizing the application. The model of computation can be
reflected in the paradigm, such as the functional or imperative paradigm. It can
also include compositional aspects, like in the object-oriented paradigm.
3.5.1 Existing programming language’s models
The definition of the programmingmodel includes ‘features of the underlying mod-
els’, which we will explain based on existing programming languages. A program-
ming language can be seen as an instance of the programming model, comple-
mented with syntax and a type system, for example. As a programming model
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usually does not have a name, and the exact syntax, parsing, and type system is
not relevant for this thesis, we use the language’s name to address its programming
model. Figure 3.2 presents programming languages and properties of the models
they are based on.
The first language in the figure is C99 [25]. The language exhibits an imperative
or structured paradigm, and the abstract machine belongs to the class of register
machines. Because the language is single-threaded, memory consistency is not
relevant. Therefore, the programming model only defines a fairly simple sequen-
tial machine. The fact that the C99 programming model does not include the
memory model, means that the compiler can handle all machine-specific mem-
ory issues, such as alignment, and memory-related optimizations, like redundant
load elimination. Although there are threading libraries for C99, such as Pthread
and OpenMP, these are not part of the language. As a consequence, any memory
model that comes with these libraries, defines amendments to the language, and a
concurrency-agnostic C99 compiler might break the program. Boehm [20] argues
that adding threads to C by libraries is flawed by design, because of this reason.
C++11 [24] is object-oriented and uses a similar model of computation as C99. Ad-
ditionally, it defines a threaded concurrency model that communicates via shared
memory, and a relaxed, but rather complex, memorymodel [11]. In contrast to C99,
handling concurrency and memory consistency mostly relies on the programmer.
This means that the compiler cannot properly deduct from the source code how
concurrency and memory consistency must be handled. For C++11, this means
that a programmer has to define threads, and partition and balance the workload
by hand. Moreover, every shared variable must be declared using std::atomic<>,
and every access to it is subject to manual specification of the required memory
orderings—C++11 defaults to non-shared variables, and strong consistency rules
for shared ones. Because a compiler cannot determine concurrency and memory
ordering properly by itself, these models are part of the programming model, as
indicated in figure 3.2. Java 5.0 is similar to C++11, except that Java uses a slightly
different model of computation: the abstract machine has a stack instead of regis-
ters, and it cannot change the instructions by itself4. Using shared variables is less
complex than in C++11, but the relaxed memory orderings are still exposed to the
programmer.
Go [93] requires the programmer to define so-called goroutines, which are light-
weight microthreads. These threads can communicate via shared memory and
a relaxed memory model, but it is preferred to use FIFO channels. Because the
compiler understands the concept of channels—in contrast to concurrency inC99—
it can handle them properly, which hides the underlying memory model from the
programmer. Therefore, concurrency is under control of the programmer, but the
memory model is not.
4 Java’s just-in-time compilation does modify the code, but this is part of the virtual machine and
not of the language.
373.5.1 – Existing programming language’s models
language
(compiler)
C99
(gcc)
C++11
(g++)
Java 5.0
(javac)
Go
(gc)
SANLP
(pn+Espam)
Erlang
(compile)
Haskell
(GHC)
programming
paradigm imperative
object-
oriented
object-
oriented imperative sequential functional functional
model of
computation
RASP
machine
RASP
machine
stack
machine
register
machine
register
machine λ-calculus λ-calculus
concurrency
model
single-
threaded threads threads
microthreads,
i.e. goroutines KPN Actor model
microthreads,
i.e. sparks
memory
model irrelevant relaxed relaxed
relaxed,
FIFO
channels
(preferred)
FIFO
channels
FIFO
channels
(originally)
strict
Figure 3.2 – High-level overview of different programming models, indicating the models that are used in the compilation flow. The cross section of
models that is exposed to the programmer, is indicated by the overlay.
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The flow using pn [112] and Espam [87] takes a restricted form of a sequential input,
namely SANLP with C functions, and extracts a process network, similar to a KPN.
These processes communicate via channels. SANLP is a coordination language [71]
that defines the relation between function inputs and outputs. These functions can
be specified in any language, but as the default flow uses pure C functions, the
model of computation is listed as a ‘register machine’ in figure 3.2 on the preceding
page. Because the SANLP input is sequential, the concurrency appears to be hidden
from the programmer. However, the sizes of the functions, which are connected
by SANLP, determine the amount of concurrency. Therefore, it is still required that
the programmer knows about concurrency and defines appropriate functions, in
order to exploit parallelism of the architecture. So, a large part of the concurrency
model is still included in the programming model. Nevertheless, among other
details, synchronization and mapping is done automatically—this is an example
of a programming model that does not expose the full concurrency model to the
programmer, but only a subset of it.
Finally, both Erlang and Haskell are functional languages, based on λ-calculus.
They handle concurrency differently. Erlang uses the Actor model, which requires
explicitly defining separate processes that communicate via channels. For Haskell,
GHC supports special functions to indicate that specific expressions could be done
in parallel, but are not required to. Such an expression can still access all other
expressions according normal scoping rules. So, only for Erlang, the concurrency
model is included in the programming model, because the programmer defines
separate computational units and their communication patterns, where Haskell
only needs hints what could be done in parallel and what not.
Summarized, a programming model contains everything that has to be under con-
trol of the programmer, so it is the programmer’s view on a programmable system.
Features of the platform that are exposed by the programming model, cannot be
handled automatically by the compiler or other tooling, but everything else can be
done automatically and in a correct way. Figure 3.2 simplifies the programming
models of the different languages, since the reality has more nuances; of course,
Haskell still needs a bit of control regarding concurrency, and C++11 can do some
memory consistency automatically. However, this overview captures the main idea
of the languages. It also gives a characterization of programming languages in terms
of the amount of abstraction and automated control of a platform.
3.5.2 Less is more
The smaller the overlap of the programming model and the underlying models
of the platform is, the more tooling can do without guidance of the programmer,
which in turn makes programming less error prone. So, the goal is to reduce it to
just the model of computation, without having excessive overhead in lower layers.
This is only possible when sufficient knowledge of the application is supplied to
the compiler. In theory, when a compiler has all knowledge, then it can find the
optimal translation. Otherwise, it makes either optimistic assumptions that could
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lead to incorrect behavior (e.g., all instructions of listing 3.1 on page 28 can be freely
reordered), or conservative assumptions that could lead to overhead (e.g., take
precautions such that all instructions are always executed in one specific order).
Hence, it is essential to tell the compiler the intended behavior for correct and
efficient code, which should be enforced by the programming model.
Although Go, pn+Espam, Erlang, and Haskell hide the lowest layer(s), it is not true
that there is no control over them. It is possible to reformulate the source code of
the application, such that a different compilation result is achieved. However, it is
impossible for the programmer to make errors with memory model related issues,
for example, and the compiler cannot break the application by apply optimizations
related to these layers. This is in great contrast to C++11 and Java 5.0, which need
to have guidance to compile the code in listing 3.1 correctly.
3.6 Platform and portability
In the end, all applications require hardware to run. Not only a processor is a ne-
cessity, also some form of memory, interconnect, and peripherals are essential. All
hardware together is often labeled the platform. However, applications are rarely
written on top of the ‘bare metal’ hardware; at least, an OS offers a more conve-
nient environment for application programmers. Moreover, the OS and all avail-
able libraries possibly influence how the platform is used more than the hardware
platform itself. Therefore, we use the following definition of a platform:
platform
The combination of the hardware and software that together shapes the envi-
ronment for an application.
The figure on page 26 also includes the cross-layer ‘platform’ to indicate what is
included when we speak of one. A desktop computer’s platform might be charac-
terized by {x86+Linux+Pthread}, which indicates the models and implementation
of all layers the platform consists of. An application only sees a platform through
the programming model, which filters some aspects out and transforms others, as
discussed in section 3.5.
Consider the code of listing 3.2 on the next page. For example, the desktop computer
mentioned above can be programmed using C++11. Then, the compiler can map
C++11’s threads to Pthreads or Linux’s native threads; writes to X can be translated
to several instructions to store it atomically; and both writes are followed by an
mfence instruction. This code is portable; when the program is compiled to {x86-
64+Windows}, threads are mapped to native Windows threads, and writes to X
become just one instruction, which simplifies atomicity guarantees.
Compare the portability to the example of listing 3.3. Essentially, the same program
is defined, but now in C99 using Pthreads. This is not portable, despite the initial P
of the threading model. The C programming model allows using arbitrary libraries
that exist on the platform, Pthread in this case. The Pthread library is not part of the
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1 #include <thread>
2 #include <atomic>
3 #include <iostream>
4
5 std::atomic<int> flag;
6 std::atomic<double> X;
7
8 void thread1(){
9 while(flag!=1){}
10 std::cout << X << std::endl;
11 }
12
13 void thread2(){
14 X = 0.42;
15 flag = 1;
16 }
17
18 int main(){
19 std::thread t1(thread1);
20 thread2();
21 t1.join();
22 return 0;
23 }
Listing 3.2 – Portable C++11 example
1 #include <pthread.h>
2 #include <stdio.h>
3
4 volatile int flag;
5 volatile double X;
6
7 void* thread1(void* arg){
8 while(flag!=1){}
9 printf("%f\n",X);
10 return NULL;
11 }
12
13 void thread2(){
14 X = 0.42;
15 flag = 1;
16 }
17
18 int main(){
19 pthread_t t1;
20 pthread_create(
21 &t1,NULL,thread1,NULL);
22 thread2();
23 pthread_join(t1,NULL);
24 }
Listing 3.3 – Non-Portable C99 example
programming language, and compiling the application to {x86-64+Windows} is
not possible. A more subtle bug can be found when porting from {x86-64+Linux+
Pthread} to 32-bit hardware: writing X at line 14 is not atomic anymore, the output to
the console can be garbled, and the compiler does not know that it has to take some
effort to fix this. Hence, the application uses properties of the platform, which are
outside of the programming model—another platform that implements the same
programmingmodel does not necessarily have identical properties. An application
that is to be ported without any modifications to the source code should, therefore,
only use properties that are defined by the programming model. A threaded C
program is by definition not portable without additional effort.
As discussed in section 2.6, C is popular among all ten commercial systems. This is
understandable, as most programmers know C, the language allows good control
over the performance of the program, and a compiler can be built relatively easily,
because C does not abstract much from the underlying architecture. However, it
is very unlikely that any parallel application can be ported between all ten archi-
tectures, because concurrency within these platforms’ programming models is as
platform-dependent as inline assembly. The architectures, such as Epiphany-IV and
OCTEON II CN6880, differ too much to offer the applications a common interface.
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3.7 Related work
Most literature focuses on one of the models of the platform figure on page 26. To
the best of our knowledge, no literature exists that integrates these models into one
consistent platform view. This chapter organizes these existing models as layers of
the platform, which the programming model exposes a specific cross section of.
In turn, complexity is hidden from the programmer, and the compiler has enough
knowledge to achieve high efficiency.
A common approach for high efficiency is to assume that the programmer supplies
the task graph [51, 68, 87]. Then, tooling can find a mapping of this graph onto the
hardware, given the constraints specified by the programmer. Although this ap-
proach hides low-level details of the hardware, it forces a programmer to conform
to the given programming model for a specific multiprocessor architecture. This
can give good performance, but still leaves the complexity regarding parallelization
and partitioning, and the verification of it to the programmer. As we argued in sec-
tion 3.5.2, it is better to reduce the programming complexity by proper abstraction
layers. In chapter 5, we will do this for memory consistency, such that all consis-
tency issues and portability are solved by the compiler, based on easy-to-formulate
intentions of the programmer.
Another direction is to extend existing languages, likeOpenMP and Cilk [18]. Then,
existing programs in the base language are still compatible with the extensions and
allow incremental development of the program. However, adding functionality to
a language that was originally absent (like concurrency in C), still has the risk of
not being analyzable [20, 71]. Moreover, optimizations that are oblivious to the
extensions can break the program.
Lee [71] argues that extending is not a fruitful approach, and suggests using coordi-
nation languages. These languages have complementary features (such as concur-
rency) to the languages they coordinate, likeUML for C++ programs. This helps to
structure programming, because concurrency is made explicit, for example. How-
ever, no compiler has full knowledge of the complete application, as all of them
focus on a specific language and feature set. In contrast, we target to increase the
compiler’s knowledge about the application, e.g., by annotations, that can lead to
a highly efficient implementation, regardless the actual architecture—Chapters 5
and 6 make properties of the application more explicit, but reduce the program-
ming complexity by abstraction layers at the same time.
Linderman et al. [73] propose the Merge framework, which consists of a coordina-
tion language that connects functions from a library. This library contains imple-
mentations for all different architectures. The framework offers a generic high-level
description based on the map–reduce pattern. Again, using such a library makes
the compiler oblivious to the intended behavior, which leads to a suboptimal solu-
tion, in principle.
Functional languages are attractive, because their model of computation naturally
allows concurrency, and the abstractions hide low-level hardware complexities.
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Since the relation between the source code and the compiled binary is not obvious,
analysis of resource usage is usually difficult [50]. Hume [50] tries to close this
gap, but is still only analyzable in the lowest language abstraction layers. Although
functional programming is promising (as we will show in chapter 6), it is only
slowly adopted, because the paradigm differs greatly from common programming
practice.
A more holistic approach is presented by Jerraya et al. [62]. They define the pro-
gramming model for a multiprocessor system as a matrix, consisting of API primi-
tives for several abstraction layers, that is focused on hardware–software co-design.
Their approach assumes a concurrent input description, based on message passing,
and explicit communication and synchronization, and allows simulating the whole
system with a certain speed–accuracy trade-off. In contrast, we focus on hiding
complexity from the programmer (e.g., see chapter 5). Moreover, we investigate
by means of the programming model how to deduct an efficient implementation
from information-rich source code, where Jerraya et al. are more depending on
run-time overhead by middleware layers, such as a hardware abstraction layer and
resource management services.
3.8 Conclusion
The programming model presents a platform in a specific, preferably elegant and
convenient, way to the programmer. A programming model allows transparent
implementation of certain details of the underlying platform, and therefore hides
these details from the programmer. Which details are exposed to the programmer,
differs per model, and hence per programming language.
An application is written using a specific programming model. In order to let the
compiler or any other glue tool in the platform make optimal decisions about the
implementation of the application, the intentions should be clearly expressed. This
means that only and exactly the required dependencies for computation are defined.
In C99 with Pthreads, for example, this is not the case; it cannot be determined
from inspecting the source code whether two write operations depend on each
other or can safely be reordered.
Finding a proper balance between expressiveness, freedom in implementation for
the platform, and efficiency is hard. In general, a higher abstraction level allows a
cleaner description of the hardware, whichmight be easier to program for. However,
such an abstraction could come at a price. Subsequent chapters will show trade-offs
between abstraction and costs.
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This empty page leaves some room for random thoughts:
What is the point of reasoning about performance of a program, when that program
still contains bugs? Can a C program really be considered efficient, if nobody knows
whether it is bug-free?
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Abstract – Experiments with threaded C applications in a many-core con-
text show two issues: communication and synchronization costs. As bandwidth
to memory is limited, core-to-core communication is favored. In a many-core
setup, a connection-oriented NoC is often recommended. However, such a
NoC uses hardware resources per connection, which is quadratic in the num-
ber of cores. This chapter presents theWarpfieldNoC, which scales linearly and
improves application performance, as it is work-conserving, but has a higher
worst-case latency bound. Moreover, a distributed lock algorithm is proposed
to implement mutexes without polling memory. For the given programming
model, the resulting system scales close to linear in terms of performance.
In chapter 1, we have seen that future embedded processors are likely to be many-
core systems. Existing commercial processors all try to scale the number of cores,
but maintain the threaded C programming model on top of a shared-memory ar-
chitecture as much as possible, which is discussed in section 2.6. Moreover, these
many-core systems have in common that the memory bandwidth per core is re-
duced, which increases the importance of locality. Therefore, expensive off-chip
memory communication is avoided by using distributed and non-uniformmemory,
such as caches and SPMs, and direct core-to-core communication is preferred.
Because a traditional bus is unsuitable as infrastructure for such a many-core ar-
chitecture, NoCs have been developed. Among other properties, a NoC can be
classified as connection-oriented or connectionless [16, 78]. The former defines that
the NoC’s hardware has knowledge of a connection between two communicating
Large parts of this chapter have been published in [JHR:3, 4].
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entities, like two processes or a process and a memory. As such, the hardware allo-
cates resources, such as buffer space and bandwidth capacity, for a specific channel.
A typical example is a circuit-switched network. A connectionless network does
not know about connections, and transfers data in chunks as being issued to the
network. Packet-switched networks—without virtual channels—are typically con-
nectionless. When the network hardware is connectionless, a connection-oriented
protocol can still be used on top of it. At a different scale, using TCP over IP in a
LAN is one example of that.
To give real-time guarantees, the use of a connection-oriented guaranteed-service
NoC is proposed [16, 37, 47, 114]. This allows performance analysis of applications
in isolation, because communication of one application can only have a bounded in-
fluence on other running applications. However, for shared memory, a connection-
orientedNoC requires connections between every core and (local) memory. This is
expensive because a hardware cost is associated with every connection. A connec-
tionless NoC is less expensive, but the performance per connection is uncertain.
An additional effect of a connection-oriented NoC is that (FIFO) channels impose
a specific form of synchronization: one-to-one, where both participants of the syn-
chronization are known upfront. This is in contrast to conventional usage of mu-
texes, of which it is unknown which thread is going to lock it next. A (distributed)
implementation of a mutex on top of a NoC architecture is not trivial.
This chapter will discuss two trade-offs in the implementation of many-core hard-
ware, and Starburst specifically, given the threaded C programming model: the
architecture of the interconnect; and the realization of synchronization on top of
this interconnect. Both trade-offs are fully transparent to the application, because
they exist outside of the programming model. The overview figure of this chapter
on page 44 depicts this in some more detail: we use SPLASH-2 and PARSEC appli-
cations written in C using Pthreads, on top of a POSIX-likeOS and a weak memory
model.
On the interconnect side, Æthereal is replaced by our Warpfield interconnect. Ex-
perimental evidence is provided that confirms that substitution of a connection-
orientedNoC by a connectionless one in a real-timeDSM system reduces hardware
costs significantly. Furthermore, it improves the processor utilization, but does
compromise the analytically computed worst-case behavior. However, an increase
in the uncertainty introduced by the connectionless interconnect is not confirmed
by the experimental results.
One generic usage of core-to-core communication is synchronization. Synchro-
nization is commonly implemented using atomic read–modify–write (RMW) oper-
ations, which poll main memory. As this is a scarce resource, and chapter 2 shows
the trend that architectures shift away from atomicity inmemory operations, such a
polling-basedmethod should be avoided. To bypass sharedmemory, we propose an
efficient distributed lock algorithm that implements the Pthread mutex. We show
that using a low-cost inter-processor communication ring for synchronization re-
duces the required SDRAMmemory bandwidth. Additionally, the distributed lock
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reduces the average latency of locking, by exploiting the locality of mutexes. As a
result, the throughput and execution time of applications improve.
4.1 Communication patterns and topology
Before we discuss the experimental setup in the next section, we first look more
closely to the requirements that applications impose on the interconnect. Current
systems allow chaotic and undisciplined use of shared memory [4], and threaded
programs make use of this property. Naively, threading therefore requires the hard-
ware to implement all-to-all communication between the cores. On the other ex-
treme, streaming applications, like multimedia applications, can often be described
in a KPNmodel. In contrast to threads, such a model clearly defines the commu-
nication pattern of the application. Because such a KPN is static for a significant
amount of running time of the application, the hardware (or NoC configuration)
can be tailored toward this pattern. However, fixating the NoC topology for only
one application is not feasible for a general-purpose platform. We differentiate the
following general types of communication streams for a typical DSM architecture:
1. Memory-to-core for instructions: Since all cores run code frommainmemory,
the instruction cache must be filled regularly.
2. Core-to-memory and memory-to-core for local data: All data that is local to
a core, such as kernel data, (most of the) process stack, and specific data on
the heap, can safely be cached. The data cache has to flush and fill cache
lines regularly.
3. Core-to-memory for shared data: In a shared-memory setup, the main mem-
ory is used to communicate data between cores. Writing shared data to
memory effectively means that this data is to be sent to another core. This
data can be cached, but requires a coherency protocol then to give guaran-
tees how these writes are observed.
4. Memory-to-core for shared data: As being the counterpart of the core-to-
memory stream, shared data that is sent to a specific core, is read by that
core.
5. Core-to-memory for synchronization: Similar to writing shared data, writes
regarding synchronization are intended to be sent to another core.
6. Memory-to-core for synchronization: For synchronization in a shared-mem-
ory system, synchronization data structures in main memory are polled.
7. Core-to-core for shared data: Shared data that is written into other core’s
SPM directly. This bypasses main memory.
8. Core-to-core for synchronization: Synchronization data structures are small,
because they do not hold data itself, except for the internal state. Therefore,
they can also be implemented over the SPMs.
Of these types of communication streams, an increased read latency for streams 1
and 2 directly has impact on the performance of the application. During a cache
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miss of either the instruction or data cache, the core stalls until the required data is
fetched from background memory. As every memory model prescribes that writes
should be visible to the executing process immediately (see also section 5.1.1), an
increased latency of the writes of stream 2 impact the performance too, because
a successive read has to stall on it. Therefore, these streams are considered to
be latency-critical. In fact, every read from main memory is latency-critical, so
streams 4 and 6 are classified similarly.
Streams 7 and 8 can affect the performance of the application, when the receiv-
ing process must wait for its data. Usually, the performance of any process is not
precisely known. For applications without a strict feedback loop, an approach to tol-
erate differences in data production rates is to apply buffers in the channels between
processes. These buffers can contain posted writes, and allow pipeline concurrency,
which might improve the throughput. Since an (incidentally) increased latency in
these channels is compensated by buffers, these streams are latency-tolerant. Sim-
ilar to the core-to-core streams, the streams 3 and 5 are latency-tolerant. Because
accesses to main memory should be avoided, as this is a scarce resource, these
streams should be avoided in favor of the core-to-core alternatives.
Two different types of interconnects are required to accommodate the different
types of streams above: a many-to-one latency-critical core-to-memory-to-core
interconnect, and a many-to-many latency-tolerant core-to-core interconnect. The
hardware topology must always allow core-to-memory-to-core communication,
because this channel is required to execute programs. The core-to-core hardware
topology is more flexible, because it is unlikely that all cores communicate to all
cores simultaneously. A practical implementation could allow that only a (config-
urable) subset of all cores is accessible at the same time. However, limiting the
communication pattern of an application complicates programming; the threading
model assumes that all threads and cores are always accessible, so threading does
not match these limitations of the NoC.
4.2 Baseline: Starburst with Æthereal
We use Starburst with the Æthereal NoC as a baseline. This section describes the
system, the hardware requirements, and core utilization measurements. The exper-
iments show several shortcomings, which are addressed in subsequent sections.
4.2.1 8-core setup
The system is organized as a tiled architecture, where every tile contains exactly one
core, as discussed in section 2.7. The Æthereal [47] interconnect is a connection-
orientedNoC.TheNoC contains amesh of routers. Every router has a routing table,
which defines which input port should be connected to which output port every
clock cycle, i.e. every slot. The router continuously and repeatedly steps through
this table, which results in TDM arbitration of incoming packets. Wormhole con-
nections are allocated through the mesh by defining the routing tables, such that
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Figure 4.1 – Æthereal NoC topology for Starburst
flits, which are inserted in the network at a specific moment in time, are contention-
free routed to their destination. Network interfaces are connected to the mesh.
They contain buffers for both ends of every connection, and control when flits are
injected into the mesh. The combination of buffer size and TDM table contents
determines the route, bandwidth, latency, and jitter per channel.
The number of routers, network interfaces, and buffers is determined at design
time. This defines the maximum capacity of the network. Therefore, the better
the communication pattern of the application (domain) is known, the better the
network dimensions can be chosen. At run time, a specific configuration can be
chosen, such that the configured topology matches the communication pattern of
the application. From application’s perspective, channels do not interfere and offer
a point-to-point connection between master and slave, e.g., core and memory.
In conformance to section 4.1, the NoC should support concurrent channels from
all cores to memory, and as many channels between tiles as possible. Although our
Virtex-6 LX240-T FPGA has enough resources to accommodate 32 MicroBlazes,
synthesis shows that an 8-core design with a fully connected Æthereal configura-
tion does not fit in the FPGA. As a—naive and non-generic, but simple—solution,
Æthereal is configured such that every MicroBlaze can communicate with 1) the
main memory, 2) one ‘master’ MicroBlaze that manages startup of the other cores
and application, 3) one peripheral for UART output, and 4) both neighbors for
(limited) core-to-core communication. This topology is shown in figure 4.1. By
default, Starburst includes a tile reserved for Linux and several peripherals. This
tile and all of its peripherals are omitted to save resources, as it is not used in the
experiments.
Æthereal is configured with very low bandwidth requirements to maximize config-
uration freedom¹, and the buffer sizes per channel in the network interfaces are set
to contain one burst of one cache line of the MicroBlaze’s cache, which is 32 byte.
This configuration fits in the FPGA, and will be used as reference design.
1In fact, when realistic bandwidth requirements are set, a suitable configuration cannot be found.
Forcing a different internal network structure or choosing the number of input/output ports differently
does not help.
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Table 4.1 – Virtex-6 LX240-T FPGA resource usage of system with Æthereal
LUTs FFs BRAMs
master MicroBlaze 2 664 (3.2%) 2 239 (2.6%) 8
master tilea 2 372 (2.9%) 2 385 (2.8%) 9
7× slave MicroBlaze 2 461 (3.0%) 2 003 (2.3%) 8
7× slave tilea 1 184 (1.5%) 714 (0.8%) 5
interconnect 46 535 (57.0%) 56 274 (65.8%) 0
peripherals 4 542 (5.6%) 5 594 (6.5%) 10
total 81 628 (100.0%) 85 511 (100.0%) 118
a The tile includes local memories, a timer, PLB and bridges (see figure 2.1 on
page 15).
4.2.2 Synthesis results: exponential costs
The synthesis results of the 8-core reference design for a Xilinx Virtex-6 LX240-T
FPGA at 100MHz is shown in table 4.1. The table shows that the masterMicroBlaze
is slightly bigger than the slaves are, which is caused by additional debug and perfor-
mance measuring support. This support does not influence the performance of the
core. In the table, the resources required for the memory controller are included
within the resources of the peripherals.
Still, the interconnect is the biggest part of the system. The NoC contains 1.5 times
more lookup tables (LUTs) and 2.4 times more flip-flops (FFs) than all MicroBlaze
tiles together. Practical reasons for that result are that MicroBlazes are small and
optimized for FPGAs, and Æthereal does not map to an FPGA well.
However, there is a more fundamental problem: every connection in a connection-
orientedNoC has associated hardware costs. In case ofÆthereal, most of the area is
used by buffers that are necessary to guarantee throughput. This corresponds to the
findings of Goossens and Hansson [47]. When we want to have a fully connected
interconnect for all core-to-core channels, a connection-oriented network becomes
expensive since a quadratic number of buffers is required.
The trend of scaling to many cores is demonstrated by figure 4.2. The figure shows
synthesis results for systems with up to 16 cores and a fully connected Æthereal.
The points in the graph indicate resource usage after synthesis of the interconnect
alone, the lines indicate the (calculated) size of the cores and peripherals, as of
table 4.1. No bandwidth and latency requirements are applied and all settings are
kept the same, except for the number of routers inside the interconnect—they had
to be increased to accommodate the increasing number of links, resulting in the
discontinuities. The precise resource utilization depends on many settings, but the
trend is clear: the figure shows a superlinear growth in resources. In fact, when
having 13 cores or more, the interconnect alone does not fit in our FPGA anymore.
For ASIC synthesis, the ratio between hardware costs of the cores and network
will be different, because the hardware description is mapped to other technology
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Figure 4.2 – FPGA resource usage with a fully connected Æthereal NoC
primitives. However, the trend is the same; the network will outgrow the size of
the tiles when scaling to tens or hundreds of cores.
Although the hardware costs are already pushing the practical limits, it is as least
as important how applications perform on the hardware.
4.2.3 Core utilization by benchmark applications
To analyze the performance of the platform, we ported the SPLASH-2 radiosity,
raytrace, and volrend applications (see section 2.8.1). Using the trace port of
the MicroBlaze, microarchitectural data is gathered about what the core is doing
every clock cycle. Wemeasured these statistics during themain, parallel application
loop of each of the applications. It is safe to assume that all cores exhibit the same
behavior, because all applications are designed such that the workload among all
cores is balanced and equivalent. Table 4.2 on the next page shows the distribution
of clock cycles over the five most important states a core spends time on. These
states are:
» execution, which indicates that the core executes instructions in a normal
fashion, and gets all instructions and data directly from the cache, but it
includes stalls due to branches and register hazards;
» I-cache miss labels the stalls because of instruction cache misses;
» read data is the time the core stalls on uncached data reads and data cache
misses;
» write data captures all stalls on uncached writes and stalls due to data cache
flushes; and
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Table 4.2 – MicroBlaze utilization
event radiosity raytrace volrend
I-cache miss 13.7% 14.0% 6.3%
read data 58.7% 16.7% 14.4%
write data 0.3% 0.5% 0.6%
other 6.1% 5.3% 4.7%
execution 21.2% 63.4% 73.9%
» other includes overlapping and indecisive events, such as a simultaneous
instruction and data cache miss.
It turns out that even with a high instruction cache hit rate—99.1 %, 99.7 %, and
99.9% for radiosity, raytrace, and volrend, respectively—handling the in-
struction cache misses takes a significant amount of time. The performance is
limited by the high memory read latency: a read takes 77 clock cycles on average,
where 15 cycles are spent in the SDRAM controller to process a read, and the rest in
the NoC to traverse it twice. Additionally, table 4.2 shows that for radiosity, the
stall time on data reads is high. This is mainly caused by data structures that are
placed in uncached memory, because no cache coherency is available. Therefore,
the network latency greatly influences the performance.
Traversing the NoC is expensive, because: 1) one memory request packet waits
for multiple TDM slots (which are non-contiguous) in the network routers, even
when the NoC is idle; and 2) the response also has to wait for its slots, because
the arbitration of the request and response packets are unrelated, even though the
memory controller has a relatively predictable average response time.
4.2.4 Shortcomings of connection orientation
In a DSM architecture that is programmed using a threaded C approach, where
the communication pattern of the application is not restricted, a many-to-many
(or all-to-all) network topology is required. A connection-oriented network that
supports this pattern, has to allocate hardware resources per channel. Regardless
of the efficiency of the network, the hardware scales quadratic to the number of
cores in the system, and therefore always becomes a dominant factor in hardware
design.
Moreover, the experiments show that Æthereal does not perform well for latency-
critical traffic to main memory. This results from the fact that the network is com-
posable, where channels are designed not to influence each other, i.e. always per-
form as in the worst-case scenario. As a result, the latency of the network is rela-
tively high, even when other channels are idle. Cachemisses, which generally occur
at unpredictable moments, do not benefit from guaranteed-bandwidth channels.
This also holds for accessing shared data in a shared-memory model, which C is
based on; the uncertainty of the performance in execution of a threaded program
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is too high to justify using hardware bandwidth guarantees. Therefore, it is suffi-
cient to have an interconnect that performs well on average, but allows (bounded)
bandwidth interference of different channels.
The interconnects of the architectures described in section 2.4 aremostly focused on
cache coherency traffic. They do not give guarantees about bandwidth or latency.
As all architectures are application agnostic, they can therefore be classified as
connectionless. For none of the systems, the NoC’s influence on the real-time
behavior is known. Next, we will present an interconnect that is also connectionless,
but predictable.
4.3 Warpfield: a connectionless NoC
The previous section identified two problems of connection-oriented NoCs: super-
linear scaling of hardware resources and high latency for memory reads. A con-
nectionless NoC is likely to scale better than a connection-oriented NoC, because
hardware resources are used per processor instead of per connection. The most im-
portant reason to use a connectionlessNoC in aDSM architecture instead, is that it
naturally scales linearly to the number of processors. We designedWarpfield, which
is a connectionless NoC, and differentiates between all-to-all latency-tolerant and
all-to-memory latency-critical traffic, which is similar to the separation in figure 2.2
on page 19.
4.3.1 Bitopological architecture
Figure 4.3 on the following page depicts the implementation details of the new
interconnect. We chose a ring for the latency-tolerant traffic, which corresponds
to the interconnect in the upper part of the figure, because of its simplicity. The
ring is built of as many chained identical segments as there are tiles in the system.
Every segment allows one core to access the ring. Every core can write a data word
to an address that matches a local memory of any tile. This address–data pair is
put in a small FIFO, awaiting injection into the ring. Packets already on the ring
have priority over those that are waiting in the FIFO. Because the local memories
in the tile always accept packets, and the ring itself does not block, it is sufficient
to have one set of registers that connects two segments. So, a packet traversing the
ring hops one tile per clock cycle towards its destination.
There is no traffic shaping for the ring; so if, for example, core 1 writes every clock
cycle to core 0, no other cores would be able to access the ring anymore². However,
in practice, this is not a limitation; in contrast to hardware accelerators,MicroBlazes
are not fast enough to generate, send and receive data at such high rates. Moreover,
our benchmark applications do not use the ring in this way, because the local
memories are too small for most data structures.
2Dekens et al. [39] extended the ring such that it does give per-processor bandwidth guarantees.
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Figure 4.3 – Structure of a system with Warpfield
In contrast to the ring, the latency-critical part, which connects the cores to the
memory and peripherals, has to handle a lot of traffic. This interconnect must
adhere to the following requirements:
1. starvation-free scheduling, such that liveness of all cores is guaranteed;
2. work conserving to optimize for average read latency;
3. scale linearly in hardware costs to the number of cores; and
4. pipelined and decentralized arbitration to avoid long wires for high perfor-
mance.
A traditional bus cannot satisfy the last requirement. We implemented a tree-
shaped network with first-come-first-served (FCFS) arbitration that conforms to all
requirements. This arbitration network is designed such that it bridges the physical
distance on a chip, without decreasing the maximum clock frequency. The bottom
part of figure 4.3 shows the structure of this new interconnect, having arbitration of
n cores to amemory controller and peripherals. When desired, multiple arbitration
trees can be instantiated for higher bandwidths. However, as the off-chip memory
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interface is the bottleneck in the system anyway, we only use one tree. The network
supports read and write requests, which are issued by the cores. Every read and
write request of a processor is packetized, containing one command, one address,
and multiple data flits.
Following the path from the core to the memory in figure 4.3, the arbitration tree
works as follows. A packet gets a timestamp and processor ID upon injection, which
is sent along with the packet. The timestamp can be generated locally to every
core, as long as the timestamp generators are synchronized, e.g., during reset. The
FCFS is fair when all generators are in sync. When a generator falls behind, a later
packet will receive a lower, i.e. earlier, timestamp than packets that get timestamps
of properly running generators. In this case, the network still works, but these
packets get slightly prioritized, which in turn influence the maximum latency of
other packets. Therefore, a trade-off can be made between proper synchronization
of the generators, which might be hard to realize in hardware, and the accuracy of
control over the latency and priority of packets. Drifting clocks, however, will lead
to large differences in timestamps, after which starvation-free arbitration cannot
be guaranteed anymore. The number of bits for the timestamp depends on how
much time there can be between two packets that are in the tree simultaneously.
To determine this period, one has to take the worst-case waiting time for a packet
into account.
Next, the packets are sent through a binary arbitration tree that multiplexes n
processors to one bus master, where every step in the tree is a multiplexer that
does local arbitration of two inputs. This arbitration point lets the packet with the
lowest timestamp precede. Rearbitration is only done between packets. After every
mux, a small buffer can be placed for shorter wires or left out for lower latency.
Therefore, multiple packets can be ‘in flight’ towards the root of the tree. By means
of backpressure, requests can be stalled by subsequent muxs and the bus slave.
At the root of the tree, figure 4.3 refers to a ‘bus’. However, this is essentially just
a demultiplexer from the arbitration network to the memory and peripherals. In
contrast to a traditional bus, the bus itself has only one master, and can be kept
physically close to the bus slaves. Finally, the response packet will be sent back via a
similar tree, but demultiplexes one to n cores, based on the processor ID (which is
not shown in the figure for simplicity). Because there cannot be contention in the
response tree—the MicroBlaze awaits the response and will always accepted the
data immediately—arbitration is not required as well as a backpressure mechanism.
As discussed above, the network is a (balanced) binary tree. Therefore, the total
number of multiplexers in the network equals n − 1. Hence, the hardware require-
ment scales linear to the number of processors.
The distance between core n − 1 and core 0 seems to be large, as visualized by
figure 4.3. Between their two ring segments, there is only one register. Therefore,
the cores are likely to be placed closer together during floorplanning of the hardware
design. However, Warpfield uses two different interconnection topologies, which
might seem to have conflicting constraints on the placement.
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Figure 4.4 – Possible 2d floorplans of Warpfield’s combined ring and tree topologies
In practice, this combination of topologies is realizable, as depicted in figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4(a) shows a 2d layout of 16 cores, where the dotted line indicates the ring,
and the H-tree the arbitration network. We assume that the memory controller
can be squeezed in at the center of the design—cores do not necessarily have to
be rectangular shaped. Although not as symmetrical, figure 4.4(b) shows a similar
layout for 32 cores. Theprecise layout depends onmany aspects, such as the position
of memory banks in the FPGA and the pinout of the memory module. However, it
shows that the networks are reconcilable.
4.3.2 Improvements in hardware and software
The synthesis results of an 8-core system with Warpfield, as depicted in figure 4.3
on page 54, for the Virtex-6 LX240-T FPGA at 100MHz is shown in table 4.3. The
table shows that the MicroBlaze tiles and peripherals slightly differ from table 4.1
on page 50 because theNoC interface changed. The total system uses about half the
resources of the one with Æthereal. The interconnect itself is significantly smaller,
mainly because fewer buffers are used and the buffers are smaller. Additionally,
because packets cannot be interrupted, which is the case with non-contiguousTDM
slots in Æthereal, a request can be processed immediately upon arrival. As a result,
the receiving logic becomes simpler. With such resource usage, even a 32-core
system fits in the FPGA. However, for fair comparison of the software performance,
an 8-core system is used for all comparisons.
Not only the hardware costs, but also the performance of the benchmark applica-
tions improved. Table 4.4 compares the utilization of both experiments. It shows
the measured time the cores spend in every state, relative to the measurements on
the reference design (see table 4.2 on page 52); bars to visualize the measurements;
and equivalent bars of the experiments with Æthereal (dashed).
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Table 4.3 – Virtex-6 LX240-T FPGA resource usage of system withWarpfield
LUTs FFs BRAMs
master MicroBlaze 2 664 (6.6%) 2 239 (6.9%) 8
master tilea 2 613 (6.5%) 2 680 (8.2%) 5
7× slave MicroBlaze 2 461 (6.1%) 2 003 (6.2%) 8
7× slave tilea 1 184 (2.9%) 715 (2.2%) 5
interconnectb 4 603 (11.5%) 2 750 (8.5%) 0
peripherals 4 754 (11.8%) 5 832 (17.9%) 10
total 40 149 (100.0%) 32 527 (100.0%) 114
a The tile includes local memories, a timer, PLB and bridges (see figure 2.1 on
page 15).
b Main different with respect to table 4.1 on page 50.
Table 4.4 – MicroBlaze utilization with Warpfield
event radiosity a raytrace a volrend a
I-cache miss 6.3% 5.9% 2.6%
read data 27.9% 7.1% 6.4%
write data 0.2% 0.4% 0.6%
other 1.9% 1.6% 2.9%
execution 20.6% 61.7% 72.7%
a Right (dashed) bars indicate the performance in the reference design with
Æthereal (see table 4.2 on page 52).
The total execution time is reduced for all three applications to 56.9%, 76.6%, and
85.2 %, with respect to the total execution time of the experiments on the reference
design. Moreover, the time the processor stalls at the instruction cache misses
and reads from the memory is roughly halved. This result can be contributed
to the reduction in the read latency of the memory, which is now 37 cycles on
average under full load and 25 cycles when idle (where the memory controller still
consumes 15 cycles). The time spent in execution did hardly change, because the
processor’s speed did not change. The utilization—the ratio of execution to the total
time—of the processor can easily be calculated based on these results. It improved
significantly from 0.21 (radiosity), 0.63 (raytrace), and 0.74 (volrend), to 0.36,
0.80, and 0.85.
4.3.3 Bounded temporal behavior
Although the previous section shows that the average performance increased after
replacing Æthereal by our connectionless network, this does not give guarantees
for real-time behavior. Additionally, FCFS, which is used in the arbitration tree, is
not known to be fair in general and can be outperformed by other schedulers [120].
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However, this section will prove that the tree with FCFS can be used in a predictable
system. The key aspect that FCFS can be used, stems from the fact that when the
tree cannot accept more packets, the MicroBlaze stalls. Therefore, the number of
packets that can be injected within a period of time, is limited.
We look only at the arbitration from n initiators (MicroBlazes) to one target (the
root of the tree, which is connected to the memory and peripherals), assuming that
the target always can process requests, and there is enough bandwidth from the
target back to the initiator. Recall, the connection type that is serviced, is latency-
critical. Therefore, packets do not have a deadline, but should be handled ‘as soon
as possible’—but starvation-free. Packets are non-preemptive, and flits of the same
packet are always contiguous when they are injected in the network.
We define the service time S(q) of a packet with type q and length ℓq , which is the
time duration a packet spends in total in the network. This is the total amount of
time between a packet arrives at a leaf of the tree and gets its timestamp, and the
moment the last flit leaves the root and therefore is serviced. Hence, S depends
on the total latency introduced by the network and the length of the packet. An
initiator can only inject a new packet when the last flit of the previous one is injected
in the tree.
In case of the best-case service time, denoted Sbc, a packet is not hindered by other
packets, and is only hold up by the buffers after a multiplexer in the tree. Given a
balanced binary tree, a packet therefore encounters ⌈log2 n⌉ buffers in its path. A
multiplexer in the (binary) arbitration tree can only process one flit per time unit,
i.e. clock cycle. Processing the first flit of a packet in a tree without buffers is done
by just combinatorial logic, which takes zero clock cycles; the other flits will follow
in the subsequent clock cycles. Traversing a buffer always takes at least one time
unit, even if the buffer is empty. Therefore, the best-case service time of a packet of
type q is
Sbc(q) = ℓq − 1 + ⌈log2 n⌉. (4.1)
The worst-case service time, denoted Swc, is Sbc plus the time that the packet is
obstructed by all flits in (the buffers of) the tree and the largest packet possible just
being injected by all other n − 1 initiators. Given n − 1multiplexers in the tree, the
total buffer capacity is (n − 1)β , where β denotes the buffer capacity in the number
of flits after a multiplexer. However, only the flits that cross the path of the packet
and therefore compete for arbitration have to be taken into account. So, the ⌈log2 n⌉
flits in between the packet concerned and the root of the tree will not obstruct the
packet, as they travel with the same speed towards the root and do not influence
the arbitration of the packet. Hence, given a packet of type q, the worst-case service
time is
Swc(q) = Sbc(q) + (n − 1)β + (n − 1)max
q′∈Q ℓq′ − ⌈log2 n⌉
= ℓq + (n − 1)(β +max
q′∈Q ℓq′) − 1, (4.2)
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Table 4.5 – Measured average packet issue intervals ψ , aggregated
for all 8 cores (in clock cycles)
packet type in Q ℓ radiosity raytrace volrend
read worda 2 10.4 47.6 60.4
read burstb 2 40.7 51.4 100.3
write wordc 3 763.2 6 197.0 4 187.5
write burstd 10 18 078.9 7 875.2 10 049.1
a Causes: uncached data read
b Causes: instruction cache miss; data cache miss
c Causes: uncached data write; data cache word flush
d Causes: data cache line flush
where Q denotes the set of all possible types of packets. Hence, the service time is
bounded, and therefore the arbitration is starvation free.
As shown above, the worst case depends mostly on the size of the largest packet.
In our system, there are four types of packets: a word and burst read request, both
consisting of two flits (command and address); a write request of three flits (also
includes data); and a burst write of ten flits (having eight data flits). For the 8-core
Warpfield system, where β = 2 flits, the worst-case service time of a read packet can
be calculated as Swc(read) = 85 cycles, where Sbc(read) = 4 cycles. In contrast, the
worst-case service time in the reference system with Æthereal (as of section 4.2) is
Swc = 84 cycles. However, Warpfield’s measured total read latency, or round-trip
time of a read request, is 30.66 cycles on average for all four applications. This
measurement includes the 15 cycles required by the SDRAM controller, and the
latency of the return packet, which is also ⌈log2 n⌉. So, the measured average-case
service time is about 12.66 cycles.
Swc for our interconnect is high, because a packet must wait for every core issuing
the largest packet simultaneously. However, this is a very unlikely situation, as the
largest packets are burst writes, and these are rare. The measured average interval
ψ between packets is listed in table 4.5. The table shows that for all measured
applications, a burst write is issued two to three orders of magnitude less than a
read.
The fact that burst writes are rare, explains why the measured performance in sec-
tion 4.3.2 improved, although the worst-case service time increased. Namely, burst
writes can interfere with read requests, but there are not enough burst writes to
interfere with them all—which is assumed for Swc. Let us calculate the expected
interference, given the measured packet issue intervals.
Per time period τ, the number of packets of type q ∈ Q issued by one of the n cores,
denoted I(q, τ), can be calculated as
I(q, τ) = 1
n
⋅ τ
ψq
. (4.3)
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For example, within a time period τ, raytrace issues per core on average
I(read, τ) = I(read word, τ) + I(read burst, τ)
= 1
8
( τ
47.6
+ τ
51.4
) (for raytrace)
read packets. Packets can be hindered by flits sent by the other n − 1 cores. Hence,
the number of these flits, denoted H(τ), equals
H(τ) = n − 1
n ∑q∈Q ℓq τψq . (4.4)
For raytrace, the number of interfering packets per time period τ is
H(τ) = 7
8
( 2τ
47.6
+ 2τ
51.4
+ 3τ
6197.0
+ 10τ
7875.2
) . (for raytrace)
So, every read packet waits on average at most for
H(τ)
I(read, τ) ≈ 14.3 (for raytrace)
interfering flits, and therefore 14.3 clock cycles. Including the latency of thememory
controller and traversing the tree back to the core, the average latency of a read
request under full load of all applications can be calculated as 37.86 clock cycles,
which is close to what we measured.
Whether averaging interfering flits overmultiple requests is allowed or not, depends
on the real-time requirements of the platform. This section showed the trade-off
between a cheap (in terms of hardware costs), and average-case high-performance
interconnect, versus a more robust (in terms of temporal behavior), but expensive
interconnect. As Warpfield fits our needs better, consecutive sections will continue
to use this interconnect.
4.4 Inter-core synchronization profile
The previous section focused on the communication between cores and memory.
The inter-core interconnect was not used for application data, mostly because of
limited memory size. As synchronization in principle does not need large data
structures, this is a possible use of the ring.
In modern general-purpose chips, synchronization is usually polling-based using
atomic read–modify–write (RMW) operations as building blocks [35, 79], which are
either hidden in a lock library or used by the programmer directly. RMW operations
have a relatively low latency and are wait-free [53]. However, they require a cache-
coherent system, which is hard to realize in general and absent in the Intel SCC,
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Table 4.6 – Applications for synchronization ex-
periments
benchmark set application mutexes
PARSEC fluidanimate 4 403
SPLASH-2
radiosity 26 034
raytrace 35
volrend 37
for example. Without cache coherency, RMW operations induce traffic to external
SDRAM, which we try to relieve as much as possible.
Hardware cache coherency and RMW instructions are not always applied in embed-
ded systems, because of high hardware costs and the lack of IP [89]. Additionally,
hardware cache coherency is unsupported for FPGA targets by common system-on-
chip (SoC) design tools, such as Xilinx XPS and Altera SOPC Builder, as neither the
MicroBlaze nor the Nios II supports it. The alternative is to use a generic software
implementation of a synchronization algorithm, like the bakery algorithm for mu-
texes [69]. Again, the SDRAM is then used for synchronization, which is a scarce
resource. We will bypass the memory completely by using the ring in our approach,
but first investigate the effect of synchronization on the memory bandwidth using
several benchmark applications.
4.4.1 Polling main memory measurements
The applications that are used in the experiments, are listed in table 4.6. The table
shows the number of mutexes the applications use. Fluidanimate and radiosity
have many mutexes, as a mutex only protects one (fluid) element in a grid, or a
single (radiating) patch in the 3dmodel. The other applications use the locks in a
more coarse-grained fashion, where it protects larger shared data structures. Refer
to section 2.8 for more details about these applications.
Every mutex is in fact a pthread_mutex_t, which has been implemented using
Lamport’s bakery algorithm [69]. The algorithm is based on the concept of taking
a unique number from a numbering machine when a customer enters a bakery
shop. It works as follows. The algorithm makes use of two arrays, named entering,
and number, both initialized to zero. Every process has its own element in both
arrays. When a process wants to lock the mutex, it flags its presence via its entering
field, and iterates over the whole number array to determine the highest number. It
writes the highest number, plus one, into its field of the number array, and resets the
entering flag. Then, the process polls all fields, until no other process is currently
entering or has a lower number, after which it gets the lock on the mutex. It should
be clear that the algorithm relies on polling the shared memory.
For the experiments, we use a 32-core variant of the system with Warpfield, as dis-
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Figure 4.5 – Measured traffic on SDRAM controller
cussed in section 4.3. The memory controller of the SDRAM has hardware support
to measure memory traffic. Using this information and profiling data measured
by the MicroBlaze and the OS, traffic streams of the applications can be identified.
Figure 4.5 plots the results. The figure presents the traffic as seen by the memory
controller, which aggregates the traffic of all MicroBlazes, and it distinguishes:
» 8-word burst instruction cache reads (bottom of chart);
» 8-word burst data cache reads;
» uncached word read, participating in locking amutex;
» other uncached word read of shared memory;
» all 8-word burst and single word writes;
» all spare time the memory controller is idle (top).
Figure 4.5(a) depicts on which operations the time is spent by the memory con-
troller. Since the spare time is (almost) zero, the controller is completely saturated
and imposes a bottleneck on the system. The bandwidth usage corresponding to
figure 4.5(a) is shown in figure 4.5(b). Although the controller is saturated for all
applications, the bandwidth greatly differs, because word reads and writes take
almost the same amount of time as burst reads and writes, but leave most of the
potential bandwidth unused. SDRAM commands like precharge and refresh do not
show up in the bandwidth, but do contribute to the latency of commands.
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Figure 4.6 – Mutex locking behavior per application
In both figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), the writes are hardly visible as they occur rela-
tively sporadically. Mutex operations contribute by 35% on average to the memory
controller load and 18% to the bandwidth usage, surprisingly. Although the bak-
ery algorithm relies on reads and writes, reads are occurring far more often than
writes, because every process must poll the entering and number fields of all other
processes, but writes just its own. In order to reduce the total amount of memory
traffic, this mutex related traffic is a good candidate for revision, as the implemen-
tation of synchronization is transparent to the application, and can be changed
without touching the application, in contrast to cache utilization and shared data
accesses.
4.4.2 Mutex locality
Figure 4.6 shows additional information about the state of the mutexes of the same
applications. The figure shows that mutexes of fluidanimate are (almost) always
free at the moment they are being locked, where mutexes of the other application
are free for about 80% of the time. Additionally, the hatched area shows the fraction
of mutexes that where not only free, but also classified as relocks: a successive lock
on the same mutex by the same process.
Based on figure 4.6, it can be concluded that most of the mutexes are usually free
and reused by the same process, so a mutex is (mostly) local. Busy mutexes, for
which processes are blocking each other, are scarce. Since they involve (expensive)
global synchronization, they should be avoided.
As shown above, mutexes contribute to the memory bandwidth usage, which is a
scarce resource in many-core systems. The next section proposes a solution that
implements locks on top of the ring, which bypasses the SDRAM completely and
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exploits the locality of mutexes. Since mutexes only require a small amount of
memory, they can be kept locally, in a (non-coherent) SPM, for example.
4.5 Asymmetric distributed lock algorithm
As the previous section showed, synchronization traffic is a significant part of all
traffic to the SDRAM. In this section, an algorithm is proposed that bypasses main
memory. It is implemented on top of the core-to-core ring infrastructure, as de-
scribed in section 4.3.1, and it utilizes the message-passing API of Helix (see sec-
tion 2.7.2) for inter-process communication. The lock algorithm is distributed, be-
cause there is no single central component that handles all lock-related operations.
Moreover, the algorithm is asymmetric, referring to the different roles of the partic-
ipants in the algorithm.
4.5.1 Existing synchronization solutions
Besides using RMW operations, hardware support for synchronization can also be
realized differently. Stoif et al. use a central memory controller where processors
compete for protected memory regions [103]. The memory controller can also be
extended to manage the state of synchronization data units that reside in the mem-
ory [82, 121]. Tumeo et al. implement synchronization using engines like the Xilinx
mutex component [109]. Like fixed synchronization networks [1], all these hard-
ware components have in common that the number of concurrent synchronization
primitives is limited, where our solution scales naturally in software. Additionally,
centralized units fundamentally introduce a bottleneck when scaling to more cores.
Symmetric distributed algorithms require many messages to operate [97], because
all nodes need to be informed separately. These algorithms are aimed for fault tol-
erance, but as we do not assume a faulty device and message exchange is relatively
expensive, the overhead is needlessly high. Yu and Petrov introduce a distributed
lock component for every core, which all snoop synchronization messages from a
bus [119]. Having such a global bus, limits scalability—the paper presents experi-
ments with only four cores.
An asymmetric distributed mutual exclusion algorithm without experimental re-
sults has been proposed by Wu and Shu [116], using a central coordinator that
forwards lock requests on mutexes, where processes form a distributed waiting
queue. In this algorithm, queuing is done in a distributed manner, but locks are
always sent back to the server on unlock. As we found out (see section 4.4), mutexes
are often reused by the same process. This still requires many messages, where our
solution optimizes for this mutex locality, and we add a quantitative evaluation.
Using local memories in a NUMA architecture for message passing is a common
approach [26, 58], but generic all-to-all communication is potentially expensive in
hardware. However, our write-only ring implementation can be kept low cost.
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4.5.2 The algorithm: a three-party asymmetry
The ring can be kept low cost, because of three reasons. 1) The required bandwidth
for synchronization purposes is low. 2) The routing in a ring is trivial, and thus
cheap. 3) The latency of one clock cycle per tile is not an issue, because most of
the latency is introduced by the software of the message-handling daemons—even
when a hundred cores are added, the increased latency by the ring is much less
than the costs of a single context switch. FPGA synthesis shows that the ring uses
about 1.4 % of the total amount of logic for the PLB slaves and the ring itself. As the
algorithm only relies on message exchange, which does not require time to behave
correctly, predictable timing of the ring is not required.
The main idea of our algorithm is that when a process wants to enter a critical
section—and tries to lock a mutex—it sends a request to a server. This server either
responds with “You got the lock and you own it”, or “Process p owns the lock, ask
there again”. In the latter case, the locking process sends a message to p, which can
reply with “The lock is free, now you own it”, or “It has been locked, I’ll signal you
when it is unlocked”. When a process unlocks a lock, it will migrate it to the process
that asked for it, or flag it is being free in the local administration otherwise. In this
way, processes build a fair, distributed, FCFS waiting queue. In great contrast to a
token-based solution, which also migrates ownership of locks, processes only give
up the ownership when they are asked to do so.
Algorithms 1 to 3 show the implementation. In more detail:
» lock server (algorithm 1): a process that registers the owner process of a lock
(or the last one waiting) using the map G. When the server gets a request
message, it either responds with that the lock is available (line 7) or already
owned (line 11), depending on whether the lock has already been registered
on the server. When a process owning a lock does not need it anymore, it
can give it up. A lock is (statically) assigned to a single server, and a server
can service many locks.
» message handler (algorithm 2): every MicroBlaze runs a single message-
handling daemon, which handles incoming messages (see section 2.7.2).
When another process asks for an owned lock, this daemon inspects the
lock administration (denoted map Lp) of the owning local process. Then,
it either marks the lock for migration on unlock (line 9) or steals the lock
(line 12). In case of the race condition that the give up and the ask message
are sent concurrently, the daemon replies that the lock is free (line 7).
» locking process (algorithm 3): the process that wants to enter a critical sec-
tion. When locking, it checks its own administration. When the lock is
already owned by the process, it will lock it immediately, without commu-
nicating with other cores. Otherwise, it will request the server (line 9) and
ask the owner (line 10) of the lock when appropriate. Asking for a locked
lock implicitly enqueues the asking process (line 11). On unlock, an (un-
cached) read from main memory is performed (line 15), which enforces
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Algorithm 1: Lock server
1 Global: administration of the owner (or last waiting in queue) of all locks
that are currently given out by this server:
G ∶ lock→ process, G ← ∅
2 Procedure: request(l ,r)
3 Input: process r requesting lock l
4 begin
5 if G(l) is unassociated then
6 G(l)← r
7 return got lock l
8 else
9 p ← G(l)
10 G(l)← r
11 return ask p for state of l
12 Procedure: giveup(l ,r)
13 Input: process r giving up lock l
14 begin
15 if G(l) = r then
16 unassociate G(l)
Algorithm 2:Message handling daemon
1 Global: administration of owned locks of a local process p ∈ P:
Lp ∶ lock→ {free, locked,migrate, stolen}, ∀p ∈ Plocal ∶ Lp ← ∅
2 Procedure: ask(l ,p,r)
3 Input: lock l , owned by process p, requested by r
4 begin
5 atomic
6 if Lp(l) is unassociated then
7 return free
8 else if Lp(l) = locked then
9 Lp(l)←migrate on unlock to r
10 return locked
11 else
12 Lp(l)← stolen
13 return free
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Algorithm 3: Locking process
1 Global: Lself, which is one of L of algorithm 2
2 Procedure: lock(l)
3 Input: lock l
4 begin
5 atomic
6 s ← Lself(l)
7 Lself(l)← locked
8 if s ≠ free then
9 if request(l ,self) = ask p then
10 if ask(l ,p,self) = locked then
11 wait for signal (signal counterpart at line 21)
12 Procedure: unlock(l)
13 Input: locked lock l
14 begin
15 dummy read SDRAM
16 atomic
17 s ← Lself(l)
18 Lself(l)← free
19 if s =migrate to r then
20 unassociate Lself(l)
21 signal r (wait counterpart at line 11)
22 else if too many free locks in Lself then
23 l ′ ← oldest free lock in Lself
24 unassociate Lself(l ′)
25 giveup(l ′,self)
an ordering between communication via the ring and operations on the
background memory, and ensures that all outstanding memory operations
will be completed before the lock is unlocked—the system implements the
Release Consistencymemorymodel. This is guaranteed, as the interconnect
arbitrates in FCFSmanner and the memory controller processes all requests
in-order. Then, only locally is the state updated (line 18), unless there is a
process already waiting, which will be signaled in that case (line 21). When
the process exits, all owned locks must be given up, which is left out of
algorithm 3 for simplicity.
This algorithm works only when assuming that messages cannot get lost, and the
message handler cannot be interrupted to handle another message. Then, mutual
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exclusion is guaranteed, as the first process in the queue is well known, which owns
(and might lock) the mutex. When a mutex is not owned, a process requesting it
only needs to send one message. If it is owned, but not locked, two messages are
required. In any case, progress to enter the critical section cannot be stalled, as long
as messages are handled. Moreover, the waiting time for processes that are locking
a mutex, is bounded by means of this queue—assuming that the process that holds
the lock, will release it eventually.
Unfortunately, testing the algorithmwith a model checker like Spin [56] is not feasi-
ble. To test queuing properly, the Spinmodel requires many concurrent processes,
which all have multiple ways of interleaving messages and state changes. This leads
to excessive verification run times. On the other hand, when the model is simpli-
fied in order to reduce verification time, it is unclear whether it still matches the
algorithm.
Next, the performance of the proposed ring and new lock algorithm will be com-
pared to the bakery lock.
4.5.3 Experimental comparison results
To evaluate the distributed lock, experiments are conducted on the same 32-core
system as of section 4.4. The bakery lock is compared to the distributed lock, where
the former is referred to as the ‘base case’.
For the latter, the maps G and Lp of algorithms 1 to 3 are implemented using AA-
trees [8], havingO(log ∣M∣) complexity, where M is either map. The maps are not
bound in maximum size. Every node in the AA-tree, i.e. mutex data structure, ofG
consumes six words of heap memory, every node of Lp uses nine words. Although
the different concepts of a lock server andmessage-handling daemon are important
in the algorithm, the functionality of the server is merged into the daemon in
the actual implementation. This allows a quick response of request and give-up
messages. As a result, every message-handling daemon can act like a lock server,
and locks are statically assigned to one of the 32 daemons based on the address of
the mutex, which implements a naive way of load balancing.
The four applications have been run for both configurations, repeated ten timeswith
slightly different compile settings to average out cache effects by placing memory
segments differently. All applications start one worker process on each of the 32
cores. When a process blocks on a mutex, the blocked time is left unused by the
application for that specific core. Only the parallel body of the application has been
measured; (sequential) preprocessing steps have been ignored.
Figure 4.7 shows the types of memory traffic of both the base case and the dis-
tributed lock. The figure shows that for raytrace and volrend the memory band-
width is not saturated. In table 4.7, the measured number of exchanged messages
is depicted. Even for fluidanimate, the ring utilization is very low, although the
application is quite message-intensive—every core handles 809 messages per sec-
ond on average. One message consists of six words, where the ring allows injection
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Figure 4.7 – Measured traffic on SDRAM controller, using bakery and distributed locks
Table 4.7 – Distributed lock statistics
# locks requesta aska giveupa signalsa msgs/sb
fluidanimate 2 935 247 285 176 280 665 4 511 1 110 25 898.3
radiosity 1 594 306 627 154 574 620 52 533 214 764 8 480.6
raytrace 33 831 1 681 1 645 36 73 102.0
volrend 56 380 33 962 33 886 76 8 024 3 892.9
a See algorithms 1 to 3
b Lock messages exchanged per second over the ring
of one word per core every clock cycle. Thus, the ring has at least a bandwidth of
1
6 ⋅ 100 ⋅ 106 words/s = 16.7 ⋅ 106messages/s, of which fluidanimate uses 0.155 %.
Performance numbers, which are averaged over all runs, of the applications are
shown in figure 4.8 on the next page. All values are normalized to the base case
with the bakery algorithm, which is 1 by definition. In the chart, the first metric
shows the relative change of the execution time of the application: all application
benefit from the distributed lock, fluidanimate is even 9 times faster using the
distributed lock compared to using the bakery lock.
Next, two metrics indicate the SDRAM usage, which aggregates operations of all
32 cores. It shows that the memory bandwidth is used more effectively; the read
bandwidth increases, with a similar time spent on reading, because less uncached
word and more burst operations are performed.
Finally, two metrics are shown of one MicroBlaze that has hardware support for
measuring microarchitectural events. Since all cores are running the same kind of
workload, it can be assumed that all other cores behave similarly. Overall, the core
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Figure 4.8 – Difference between using bakery algorithm and distributed lock with ring
utilization is higher for all applications, since cores stall less on (uncached) reads.
4.5.4 Locality trade-off
Whether the complexity of the distribution lock pays off for a given application, is
closely related to the locality of its mutexes. There is a trade-off between a main-
memory polling algorithm like bakery that consumes scarce bandwidth, or keeping
(or caching) mutexes locally and having higher latencies for non-local mutexes.
Figure 4.9 gives insight into this trade-off.
Naturally, when a mutex is used by only one process, it is always local and locking it
is very fast. When mutexes are used by more processes, the lock must be migrated
regularly, which involves communication between cores. Hence, the amount of
expensive communication depends on the locality of the mutex, which we define as
the fraction of relocks over free locks. In the synthetic setup used for figure 4.9, a
mutex is forced to a specific locality, and the average time ismeasured of locking that
mutex. Thefigure shows the relation between locality and average lock time for both
the bakery implementation (which takes 270 µs on average) and the distributed lock
(3.5 µs for a relock). Although the exact slope and height of the lines in the figure
depend on the workload, the trend is always the same.
For the four applications, the locality (as can also be found in figure 4.6 on page 63)
is respectively 0.91, 0.71, 0.95, 0.66, and is also indicated in figure 4.9. This shows
that applications with globally usedmutexes, might not benefit from the distributed
lock³, but the tested applications are all at the right side of the break-even point.
3Obviously, one can argue that having global locks in massively parallel applications is a bad
programming habit anyway.
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Figure 4.9 – Impact of locality on acquiring time of a lock, based on synthetic benchmark
Table 4.8 – Distributed lock performance
measurements, as fraction of total execution
time
lock (%) waiting (%)
fluidanimate 7.58 27.42
radiosity 1.28 24.72
raytrace 0.03 0.19
volrend 0.50 8.74
Table 4.8 shows two additional measurements regarding locking behavior of the
distributed lock. It lists the time every application spends on executing the locking
algorithm (including sending and waiting for messages) while trying to get a lock
on amutex, and onwaiting for a lockedmutex. For example, fluidanimate spends
in total 35 % of the whole execution time of the application on locking operations.
Sincemost of the locking time is spent on waiting, improving the locking algorithm
itself any further will hardly lead to a performance increase; making locks more
local is probably more beneficial.
Although the distributed lock has only been tested on 32 cores, we expect that
the costs and trade-off are the same on larger systems. As algorithms 1 to 3 do
not depend on the number of cores, just the number of stored locks in maps G
and Lp influence the performance. When the balance between servers and worker
processes is kept the same, then the concurrency in the design of the application is
the only relevant factor.
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4.6 Hardware and performance scalability
This chapter proposed two optimizations on existing systems: a new interconnect
and a new distributed lock algorithm. Although these solutions are designed to be
scalable, this section will discuss in more depth how the application’s performance
is influenced when scaling to more cores. We evaluate the total performance in
terms of the combined amount of executed instructions, with respect to the number
of cores, denoted n. Ideally, doubling the number of cores will also double the total
computing power, and therefore the performance. Obviously, this is in practice not
the case. In general, adding a core will increase traffic to the main memory, which
has a limited bandwidth, resulting in slowing down other cores.
The arbitration tree of the Warpfield interconnect handles the core-to-memory
traffic. As section 4.3.1 discussed, the required amount of hardware resources is
constant per core, for both the core and tile, as for the tree. Therefore, the hardware
scales Θ(n).
However, the performance ismore complex to determine. The tree grows in number
of multiplexers, so the depth of the tree will grow Θ(log n) (see also equation 4.1).
Therefore, memory reads will take more time to complete, when the number of
cores is increased. Additionally, more cores also means more concurrent traffic
streams to memory. For simplicity, we assume that the MicroBlaze executes every
clock cycle one instruction, which is to be read from memory, and every eighth
instruction actually reads data frommemory. So, executing eight instructions reads
thememory nine times, butmost of the reads are either an instruction or data cache
hit. We denote the weighted average of the instruction and data cache hit rate as
α , and we assume that cache lines are filled using the target-word-first policy, such
that the MicroBlaze can continue when the first word from memory arrives.
Assume that the system is not bounded by the memory bandwidth, so concurrent
reads of different MicroBlazes do not obstruct each other. Then, the sum of exe-
cuted instructions of all cores per second can roughly be calculated as
number of instructions, such that one read miss occurs
latency of one miss + one cycle per hit ⋅ 100MHz ⋅ n.
Given a cache hit rate of α , a cache miss occurs 1 − α times per memory read. In
other words, 11−α reads will generate one cache miss and 11−α − 1 hits. As discussed
above, the instructions–reads ratio is 8 ∶ 9. Moreover, an instruction and data
cache hit might occur simultaneously. Using equation 4.1, and an SDRAMmemory
controller latency of 15 cycles, we can fill in the equation:
≃ 89 ⋅ 11−α(Sbc(read) + SDRAM latency + back via tree) + ( 89 ⋅ ( 11−α − 1)) ⋅ 100MHz ⋅ n
≃ 89 ⋅ 11−α(1 + ⌈log2 n⌉) + 15 + ⌈log2 n⌉ + ( 89 ⋅ ( 11−α − 1)) ⋅ 100MHz ⋅ n
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ory bandwidth of 1.11 ⋅ 107 reads/s
= 89 ⋅ 11−α
2⌈log2 n⌉ + ( 89 ⋅ ( 11−α − 1)) + 16 ⋅ 100MHz ⋅ n. (4.5)
Its complexity is bounded by
Θ
⎛⎝
1
1−α
log n + 11−α ⋅ n⎞⎠
= Θ( n(1 − α) log n + 1) . (4.6)
Equation 4.6 depends on the number of cores and the cache hit rate. It shows
that when the every read is a hit, so α = 1, the number of executed instructions
scales linearly to the number of cores. Figure 4.10 visualizes these trends. The
figure shows both the linear speedup, when no cache misses occur and all memory
accesses are local, and the trend when we assume that the performance is only
bound by the cache hit rate, with infinite memory bandwidth. Although the trend
that is bounded by the cache hit rate, seems to be linear, equation 4.6 shows that
it is not. The relative distance between the two trends is increasing with a larger
number of cores, although the impact on the performance only becomes dominant
after millions of cores when having a high cache hit rate.
In practice, the memory bandwidth is limited. When the number of cores is in-
creased, there is more memory traffic, and the memory controller will saturate at
some point. Then, the bandwidth of the memory controller determines the max-
imum number of reads, which is related to the maximum number of executed
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instructions, given a specific cache hit rate and an instructions–reads ratio. So,
given a memory bandwidth in terms of number of memory reads, the number of
executed instructions of all cores combined can be calculated as
maximum number of memory reads ⋅ instructions per cache miss
≃ memory bandwidth ⋅ (8
9
⋅ 1
1 − α ) .
Thebound by thememory bandwidth depends on both the available memory band-
width and the cache hit rate. The performance does not depend on the number
of cores. So, when the application is memory bounded, increasing the number
of cores does not improve the performance; all cores will be slowed down, which
exactly counteracts the increase in raw computing power. This bound is also vi-
sualized by figure 4.10. Obviously, the actual performance of the application is
bounded because of both the cache hit rate and the memory bandwidth, of which
an indicative dashed line is given in the figure.
Synchronization, as realized by the distributed lock algorithm, does not use the
arbitration tree. It usesmessage passing over the ring instead. The ring has a latency
of one clock cycle per tile, so it scalesO(n). Let ∣L ∣ denote the total amount of locks
in the application, then every core serves ∣L ∣n locks when the locks are properly
balanced over the servers. Moreover, every lock has a constant administration
overhead, so the required memory is bounded by Θ ( ∣L ∣n ) per server. To process
one lock-related message, the latency is bounded by
O (ring latency + AA-tree lock administration latency)
= O (n + log ∣L ∣
n
) . (4.7)
In practice, the latency of the ring is negligible, as a context switch alone to start
the message handler requires hundreds of clock cycles, and the uncertainty of a few
cache misses mitigates the influence of the ring latency. The number of locks, how
they are distributed, and their locality depend largely on the application. Hence,
whether the application scales properly and how it uses the parallelism of the plat-
form to distribute or balance work, cannot be determined in general.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented two improvements regarding the interconnect and synchro-
nization. Experiments show that by replacing the connection-oriented Æthereal
by the connectionless Warpfield NoC, the execution time of a set of SPLASH-2 and
PARSEC benchmark applications is reduced by 27% on average, even though the
analytically determined worst-case latency bound of the NoC increased. Using the
asymmetric distributed lock instead of a polling-based bakery lock completely elim-
inated memory traffic for locks, by utilizing a low-cost core-to-core interconnect.
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This gives an additional performance boost of 37% on average, which exploits the
locality of mutexes.
Warpfield’s hardware costs scale linearly to the number of cores, and the applica-
tion’s performance scales close to linear, assuming a high cache hit rate. However,
the performance will inevitably be bounded by the memory bottleneck, after which
the performance does not change anymore when even more cores are added.
With respect to the overview figure on page 44, these results are the effect of mod-
ifications to the platform, which are transparent to the applications. The value
of these modifications lies in the assumptions made by the programming model:
threaded C programs are memory-oriented and hardly constrained in memory ac-
cess patterns. Æthereal is not tailored to such a specific communication pattern, but
focused towards predictability, given an application with KPN-like concurrency.
As discussed earlier, threading and C is a common approach to programming mul-
tiprocessor systems. Threading implies using mutexes, which has an associated
cost, so high contention on a mutex slows down the application. To prevent con-
tention, applications should be designed such that sharing a mutex is kept to a
minimum, which results in a high locality of mutexes. As the benchmark applica-
tions have such high locality, they benefit from the distributed lock. As contrasting
example, a KPN-based programmight not use mutexes at all, in favor of FIFO chan-
nels. This shows that the programming model puts a specific stress on aspects of
the platform—applying the distributed lock algorithm in a platform that only uses
KPN-based programs, does not improve the performance.
In the case of the distributed lock algorithm, the platform defines that the per-
formance of an application increases when locks have a high locality. Hence, the
platform associates costs to low-level operations. However, only when the pro-
gramming model can make use of the cheap, i.e. efficient, low-level operations, one
can speak of an efficient system, otherwise this hardware efficiency is useless. In
other words, it is the programming model that gives ameaning to the efficiency of
hardware.
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Abstract – Porting software to different platforms often requires modifica-
tions of the application, when the supported programming model is different.
Commonly, different platforms support different memory consistency models.
In this chapter, an approach is presented that makes applications independent
of the memory model of the hardware. As a result, they can be compiled to
hardware that supports any of the common memory architectures. The key
is having a synchronized weak memory model that only guarantees the most
fundamental orderings of reads and writes, and annotations to specify addi-
tional ordering constraints explicitly. As a result, tooling can transparently
and properly implement fences, cache flushes, etc. when appropriate, without
losing flexibility of the hardware design.
With the growth in the number of mobile and embedded devices, porting software
to various platforms is becoming increasingly important. Programmers not only
face different software contexts (OSs andAPIs), but also different hardware architec-
tures with various numbers of cores and communication infrastructures. Porting¹
to other hardware often requires subtle, but fundamental changes to the software,
due to a changed memory consistency model. As section 2.6 discussed, commer-
cial many-core systems assume being programmed using C, and C includes the
memory model in the programming model. Therefore, the application has to be
adapted to changes in the memorymodel and thus the programmingmodel, which
can be a thorough and error-prone task.
In section 3.6, we concluded that porting an application could only be done trans-
parently, when the programming model does not change. This chapter will remove
Large parts of this chapter have been published in [JHR:6].
1Porting means translating a program such that it can be run on another platform. Portability is a
property, which means that porting such a program is easy.
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the memory model from the threaded C programming model, which is visualized
in the overview figure on page 76. Application will have to be modified once to sup-
port the memory-model-less programmingmodel, but the application will become
portable to any hardware, regardless of the actual memory model of the hardware.
This approach is in contrast to the optimizations discussed in chapter 4, which were
applied to the platform transparently.
To this extent, this chapter presents Portable Memory Consistency (PMC), which
defines a memory model (referred to as the PMCmodel), and an approach to apply
this model to an application and any memory architecture, by means of annota-
tions to the source code (the PMC approach). Traditionally, a memory model is
seen as a contract between hardware and software, and defines the semantics of
reads and writes. In contrast, we use our memory model as an abstraction layer
that disconnects the application from the underlying hardware. The key is that all
orderings that are required by the application, are made explicit—the abstraction
contains more details than its implementation. Then, (glue) tooling can fill in the
gap between what the application requires and which orderings are already satis-
fied by the hardware. As a result, porting applications to hardware with another
memory model becomes just a compiler setting.
For this, we propose a single, weak, synchronized memory (consistency) model
that only defines fivememory operations and four types of orderings between them.
This model 1) is strong enough to mimic Sequential Consistency when required
by the application; 2) is weaker than Entry Consistency, because synchronization
operations to different memory locations are unordered, unless explicitly speci-
fied by fences; and 3) allows mapping to all existing hardware, because it is an
intersection of all common memory models. (We will discuss these models in sec-
tion 5.1.1.) Since changing a memory model of an existing programming language
is impossible—we use C and C++ in our experiments—it is required that the source
code is annotated to indicate which orderings are required by the application².
The PMC approach involves that an application is designed and annotated for the
PMC model, regardless of the targeted hardware. The PMC model is designed
such that a mapping of the primitives and ordering relations to specific hardware
can be designed and verified with relative ease. Since all required orderings are
made explicit, the platform can use this information to take all measures in either
software or hardware to ensure the orderings and synchronization on the hardware
at hand, without losing flexibility of optimization of other non-ordered operations.
The approach is evaluated based on case studies with three memory architectures.
5.1 The problem with memories
Porting software to hardware with another memory model can cause very subtle
problems. Listing 5.1 shows an example of this. The program of the figure intends
2Although using the PMCmodel natively in the semantics of a new programming language is the
best way to go, this is left as future work.
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Initially: flag=0
Process 1:
1 X = 42;
2 flag = 1;
Process 2:
3 while(flag!=1)
4 sleep();
5 print(X);
latency: 10 latency: 1
latency: 2 latency: 1
proc 1
proc 2
mem
X
mem
flag
Listing 5.1 – A Sequentially Consistent correct program, which breaks on an architecture
with two memories
to communicate the value 42 from process 1 to 2 via variable X. On a platform that
implements Sequential Consistency, this program will behave correctly.
However, the program will break when it is run on a hardware architecture that
is also depicted in listing 5.1. The essence of the problem is that the latency of the
write operation by process 1 to the memory that holds X, is higher than that of
flag. When process 2 polls the flag, it first reads flag being 1 and then reads X.
Because of the high latency of the write of X, process 2 can read the old value of
X before 42 has arrived in the memory—the program breaks. Tracking down this
bug is non-trivial by looking at the source code, and could even be more difficult
to find when the latencies in the interconnect vary over time. The problem cannot
be prevented, even if both X and flag are declared volatile, atomic or separated
by fence instructions.
The underlying problem in this architecture is that the order of the two writes of
process 1 is not guaranteed, as is the case for Sequential Consistency. The behavior
of the memory—which is distributed in this example—is defined by a memory
(consistency) model, which prescribes the conclusions a process can draw when it
observes state changes of locations of the memory and whether different processes
must agree on these conclusions (see also section 3.2). In the example, the con-
clusion that every process agrees that 42 is visible before the flag is set, is wrong,
even though the write of X is initiated first. Numerous memory models have been
proposed throughout the years, of which we will discuss several next.
5.1.1 Various memory models
Memory models can be grouped in two classes: uniform and synchronized. Uni-
form models have only two operations on the memory, read and write, whereas
synchronized models define additional special operations options, usually acquire
and release. Figure 5.1 on the next page presents a taxonomy of several models.
What all models have in common is that all control and data dependencies local
to a process are preserved; a process will always see changes to its variables as the
program prescribes. The differences of the models lie in how processes see each
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Figure 5.1 – Taxonomy of several memory models. Arrows indicate strictness ordering,
dashed lines indicate the equivalent strictness of synchronization operations.
other’s writes. We will discuss several models in an informal way to get a grasp
about the range of differences among them.
As discussed before, Sequential Consistency (SC) [70] defines that all operations
are in a single (possibly run-time dependent) total order. That means that every
process(or) will agree on the order in which all state transitions occurred. Refer to
listing 5.2 for an example of a possible interleaving. Thefigure shows three processes,
executing read and write operations on two shared variables X and Y. The processes
do not have a control flow that determines the order inwhich operations of different
processes are interleaved. A trace in the figure shows per process when operations
are executed in time, which progresses from left to right. So, every trace shows a
specific interleaving of writes, e.g., Y=2, and reads, e.g., a==X==1, which means that
X is read and happens to be 1, and is stored in local variable a. Trace 5.2(a) is a valid
execution under the SCmodel; all processes agree that X and Y are written in the
following sequence: Y=2, X=1, Y=1, and X=2.
In Processor Consistency (PC) [6, 83], processes must agree on the writes of one
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Initially:
all set to 0
Process 1:
1 X=1;
2 a=X;
3 b=Y;
4
5 Y=1;
Process 2:
6 Y=2;
7 c=Y;
8 d=X;
9
10 X=2;
11 e=X;
Process 3:
12 f=X;
13 g=X;
(a) Valid under SC, PC, PRAM, CC, and Slow:
P1 X=1 a==X==1 b==Y==2 Y=1
P2 Y=2 c==Y==2 d==X==1 X=2 e==X==2
P3 f==X==1 g==X==2
(b) Valid under PC, PRAM, CC, and Slow, but not under SC:
P1 X=1 a==X==1 b==Y==0 Y=1
P2 Y=2 c==Y==2 d==X==0 X=2 e==X==2
P3 f==X==1 g==X==1
(c) Valid under PRAM, CC, and Slow, but not under SC and PC:
P1 X=1 a==X==1 b==Y==2 Y=1
P2 Y=2 c==Y==1 d==X X=2 e==X==2
P3 f==X==2 g==X==1
(d) Valid under CC and Slow, but not under SC, PC, and PRAM:
P1 X=1 a==X==1 b==Y==0 Y=1
P2 Y=2 c==Y==1 d==X==0 X=2 e==X==2
P3 f==X==0 g==X==1
(e) Valid under PRAM and Slow, but not under SC, PC, and CC:
P1 X=1 a==X==2 b==Y==0 Y=1
P2 Y=2 c==Y==2 d==X==0 X=2 e==X==1
P3 f==X==0 g==X==2
(f) Valid under Slow, but not under SC, PC, PRAM, and CC:
P1 X=1 a==X==2 b==Y==0 Y=1
P2 Y=2 c==Y==2 d==X==0 X=2 e==X==1
P3 f==X==1 g==X==2
Listing 5.2 – Interleavings of operations under different uniform memory models. Particu-
larly interesting sequences of operations are marked by black dots.
process, and on all writes of all processes to the same variable. However, processes
can disagree on the order of writes to different locations by different processes. Con-
sider trace 5.2(b). Several operations are marked as black dots. Focus on these black
operations in the trace, as the other operations are not relevant for the example.
Process 1 observes that X has been written before Y, as it reads the initial value of Y
after it wrote X. Process 2 observes exactly the opposite. Therefore, the processes
disagree on the interleavings of the two writes to X and Y. Under SC, this would
not be valid, but as PC does not define an order of the two writes of the different
processes, it is a valid outcome. Hence, PC is weaker than SC. This trace only shows
one case where PC and SC differ, but many more examples could be constructed.
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The even weaker Cache Consistency (CC) [101] defines that all writes to the same
variable should be observed in a total order, regardless which process wrote it. Take
a look at trace 5.2(d), and focus again on the black operations. In this trace, X’s
values will follow the sequence 0, 1, 2. Process 1’s writes, X=1 and Y=1, are observed
by process 2 in a different order than process 1 wrote it; it first reads Y being 1,
and then sees X being 0, so process 2 can conclude that Y was written first. This is
allowed under CC, because CC does not define a relation between operations on
different locations. Since this trace is not valid under PC, CC is weaker than PC.
In contrast to CC, Pipelined RAM (PRAM) [74] defines that all writes of the same
process should be agreed on instead. The interleaving of writes by different pro-
cesses is not defined. Trace (e) gives an example of process 1 and 2 disagreeing
on the last write to X—process 1 sees X become 2 after it wrote X, where process 2
sees the opposite. Therefore, there is no single order in which the writes happened,
so ‘the’ value of X is undefined. CC and PRAM are both weaker than PC, but their
mutual relation is not defined. This is also depicted in figure 5.1 on page 80.
One might conclude that PC is the combination of CC and PRAM. However, in
its original definition, trace (c) gives a counterexample. The total order on X, as
observed by process 3, turns out to be the sequence 0, 2, and then 1. However,
there is a causal relation via Y and process 2 that suggest that this sequence cannot
exist, but CC and PRAM do not prohibit this. (Note that the actual value in dmight
render this trace invalid for either CC or PRAM, depending on whether 0 or 1 is
read. Therefore, the value is left out of the trace on purpose.) Whether this peculiar
situation was intended originally, is debatable [101].
Finally, the weakest model in our discussion is Slow Consistency [59], where only
the order of operations of one process to the same variable is guaranteed. So, there
is a notion about older and newer values, but processes can disagree on the relation
between writes of two processes and writes to different variables. Imagine this
model as that values are distributed ‘slowly’ through the system, and every process
receives all writes eventually, although updates are delivered depending on the
distance of the writer and the memory location. Therefore, when a ‘newer’ value is
read, a successive readwill not return an ‘older’ value anymore. Trace (f) exemplifies
a valid, but hard to use, interleaving of operations: process 1 and 3 disagree on the
order of writes to X, and process 1 sees the writes to Y and X of process 2 differently.
Synchronized models are more complicated than uniform ones, because there is
usually a difference in the guarantees about ordering of ordinary reads and writes,
and the special synchronization operations. Steinke and Nutt [101] formalized
synchronized models as that they have transitions between two different uniform
models: a model for reads and writes, and a (usually stronger) model for the syn-
chronization operations. Figure 5.1 illustrates this relation. The synchronized mod-
els have in common that reads and writes are behaving under Slow Consistency.
A relatively strong synchronized model is Weak Consistency [41], which has only
one synchronization operation. This operation is ordered like SC, and it forms a
barrier for reads and writes before and after it.
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Initially:
all set to 0
Process 1:
1 X=1;
2 acquire;
3 Y=1;
4 release;
5 a=Y;
Process 2:
6 Y=2;
7 b=X;
8 acquire;
9 c=X;
10 release;
(a) Possibly out-of-date b, guaranteed up-to-date c:
P1 X=1 acq Y=1 rel a==Y==2
P2 Y=2 b==X==0 acq c==X==1 rel
(b) Final value of Y is 2, but a is out-of-date:
P1 X=1 acq Y=1 rel a==Y==1
P2 Y=2 b==X==0 acq c==X==1 rel
(c) Y is properly overwritten to 1:
P1 X=1 acq Y=1 rel a==Y==1
P2 Y=2 b==X==1 acq c==X==1 rel
Listing 5.3 – Valid interleavings of operations under Release Consistency
Theacquire and release of Release Consistency (RC) [45] behave in a similarmanner
as reads andwrites, respectively, of one variable under PC.Thewrites of one process
only have to be visible for others after it has executed a release, and writes of other
processes only have to be observed after an acquire. As a result, updates to the
memory only have to be communicated upon acquire from the process that did
the last release. Listing 5.3 gives several possible traces.
Where RC’s acquires and releases are unrelated to specific shared variables, Entry
Consistency (EC) [12] does make this differentiation. Listing 5.4 on the next page
gives an example code that has some similarities to listing 5.3. Like PC defines a per-
process and per-variable ordering, EC does the same with acquires and releases
per variable; acquires and releases executed by one process are observed in the
order they are executed, regardless on which variable they operate, where acquires
and releases on one variable form a total order over all processes. Moreover, EC
requires that all accesses to variables are wrapped either by acquire–release pairs
with exclusive access to the variable, or (read-only) non-exclusive pairs. The non-
exclusive pairsmay overlapwith other non-exclusive pairs, whereas exclusive access
cannot overlap with any other pair operating on the same variable. Naturally, the
state of the variable that is observed within a non-exclusive pair, is always the state
as of the last exclusive access; reads can never be out-of-date, as it can be the case
with RC.
A synchronized weak memory model that is tailored towards the streaming appli-
cation domain, is Streaming Consistency [110]. This model assumes that processes
communicate via (circular) buffers. An acquire–release pair is related to a buffer,
and protects accesses to it, regardless whether it is read or written. Corresponding
to EC, acquires and releases are ordered like PC, and accesses to different buffers by
different processes are not ordered. Because the model makes writers and readers
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Process 1:
1 acquire(X); // exclusive access
2 X=1;
3 release(X);
4 acquire(Y); // exclusive access
5 Y=1;
6 release(Y);
7 acquirero(Y); // non-exclusive
8 a=Y;
9 releasero(Y);
Process 2:
10 acquire(Y); // might overlap
11 Y=2; // with acquire(X)
12 release(Y);
13 //b=X; // not allowed outside of
14 // acquire-release pair
15 acquirero(X);
16 c=X;
17 releasero(X);
Listing 5.4 – Example source code for Entry Consistency
of a buffer explicit, it allows reasoning about functional behavior more easily.
Other weaker models exist, but their usability is limited. For example,GS-Location
Consistency [44] is one of the weakest synchronized models, but Long et al. [75]
point out that specific algorithms cannot be implemented. Although their pro-
posed solution is formally correct, it is impractical to implement because of global
dependencies, and it breaks the cache coherency protocol of the original paper.
The PMCmodel can be characterized as a synchronized memory model, which is
weaker than EC, but still has its acquire and release operations ordered correspond-
ing to reads and writes of PC. As the reader might have noticed in understanding
the traces of listing 5.2, reasoning about memory models is notoriously hard. There-
fore, the memory model should be as strict as possible to make reasoning about it
easier, but not stricter than required by the application to allowmaximum freedom
of optimization in the platform. We believe that PMC is suitable in this context.
5.1.2 PMC’s basic idea
The basic idea of our approach is that there are as few implicit constraints of order-
ing of operations as possible, and that all additional constraints should be defined
explicitly in the source code. So, the solution is twofold: a weak memory model,
and annotations for additional constraints. This memory model, which will be
discussed in more detail in section 5.2, can be summarized as that it is only guar-
anteed that reads and writes from the same process(or) to the same location will
be observed in the same order. Additionally, the annotations allow a compiler to
insert special memory operations, which enforce an order between two operations
of different locations by one process (a proper fence), and two operations on the
same location by multiple processes (acquire/release).
Regarding the example of listing 5.1 on page 79, if the source code indicates that the
write to X and flag should be observed in that specific order, then a compiler or
OS can enforce it. For example, a compiler can insert a read of X between the writes
to X and flag. Since the read completes after X has been written, it is guaranteed
that every other process will first observe the change to X and then flag.
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PMC essentially splits the memory model in two layers: one memory model ab-
straction, which is shared among all applications, and the actual memory model of
the hardware. As a consequence, the strictness of the hardware’s memory model
becomes just a feature. This is similar to having hardware floating-point support
in a processor: a programmer can always use floating-point operations in an ap-
plication, but computation is faster when the hardware supports it (at the cost of
increased chip area), otherwise software emulation is used. Similar, synchroniza-
tion can always be used, e.g., by using a bakery lock, but when the memory model
of the hardware is stricter, atomic RMW operations are faster (at the cost of overly
constraining other possible operation interleavings).
In literature, memory models and their usability have been studied widely. As
discussed in chapter 3, the main motivation for defining different weak memory
models is to achieve efficiency of the hardware implementation. Nevertheless, these
models have a strongmathematical basis. Most work focuses on thememorymodel
itself and, to the best of our knowledge, no work directly relates such a formalism
to how it is implemented in hardware and used by applications in practice. For
example, memory models require that the source code is properly labeled (in other
words, annotated) [45], but do not discuss in detail how the annotation should be
used. In contrast, PMC links the memory models to annotations in the source code
and to the implementation on concrete hardware.
Steinke and Nutt [101] analyze memory models, and give a taxonomy that is based
on the models’ common properties. They discuss thirteen uniform models (and
conclude that there can be more). Their discussion focuses on formal properties,
which do not (easily) allow an implementation. In contrast, we describe a concrete
implementation of the memory model we present in this chapter.
Integration of a memory model in a programming language is preferable, such that
tooling can verify or complement ordering constraints. The latest C++ standard
(C++11 [24]) includes multithreading and defines a memory model. It assumes
that the programmer can identify variables that should be declared atomic and
access it accordingly. However, Batty et al. [11] conclude that this model is not
clearly defined by the standard, and the corresponding mathematical model might
not be ‘sufficiently widely accessible’. Because of the complexity of the model, it is
unclear whether it defines the weakest (usable) model. Therefore, it is also unclear
whether maximum freedom in the execution is allowed, and whether maximum
performance can be achieved because of that. We define a memory model that
we will argue to be the weakest usable model, which simplifies reasoning about
behavior, and is practical to implement.
Hill [55] argues that multiprocessor systems should implement sequential consis-
tency, because the performance increase by relaxed models does not justify the
added complexity for ‘middleware authors’. However, the paper does not address
many-core systems and scaling issues.
We discuss the memory model, annotations and implementations in more detail
in the next three sections.
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5.2 A Portable Memory Consistency model
In this section, we present a synchronized weak memory model. This model is the
programmer’s view on memory in the PMC approach.
5.2.1 Fundamentals
A program defines a partial order of operations, such as reads and writes, on mem-
ory locations. This order of operations can be represented as a directed acyclic
dependency graph. This section will define the properties of such a graph. In
general, different concurrent processes can observe operations in a different order.
However, the edges in the graph indicate which operations are ordered in time, in-
dependent of who observes them. These dependencies can partly be determined at
compile time, but some parts are only known at run time, due to data dependencies
and control flow, for example. At run time, all dependencies are known—although
such a graph is never actually stored. One can see this graph as the complete history
of the state of the memory. Such a state at run time is an execution of a program.
For the base model, we use a notation that is similar to the one as proposed by
Steinke and Nutt [101].
Definition 5.1 (Execution) An execution E is a model of the state of a program at
one moment in time and is defined as E = (P,V ,O , ≺), where
» P is the set of all processes;
» V is the set of all shared variables, i.e. (memory) locations;
» O is the set of all issued operations; and
» The transitive binary relation ≺ is a partial order on O.
Among other details that will be explained further on, table 5.1 lists all operations.
Reads andwrites of amemory location inV are atomic. In practical systems, usually
only reads and writes of bytes are indivisible and thus atomic. Handling variables
that spanmultiple bytes is covered in section 5.3. The table also lists patterns, which
are used to select operations with specific properties.
Definition 5.2 (Pattern) A pattern, denoted ((operation, p, v , value)), where p ∈ P
and v ∈ V , is a subset of O that matches any o ∈ O that has the specified properties.
A ∗matches all.
So, the pattern ((w, ∗, v , ∗))matches all writes to location v by any process, for ex-
ample. Equivalent tow for a write, table 5.1 lists mnemonics for all other operations.
Next, the initial state of a program is defined as:
Definition 5.3 (Initialization) An execution E = (P,V ,O , ≺) is initialized, such
that P contains all processes, V contains all locations, and ≺ is empty. All locations
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Table 5.1 – Orderings between existing and new operations on
location v by process p
new operation
pattern r w R A F
pr
ev
io
us
op
er
at
io
n
read ((r, p, v , ∗)) ≺L ≺L ≺L ≺L
write ((w, p, v , ∗)) ≺L ≺P ≺P ≺L
acquire ((A, p, v , ∗)) ≺L ≺P ≺P ≺F
release ((R, p, v , ∗)) ≺S † ≺F
fence ((F, p, ∗, ∗)) ≺F ≺F ≺F
† An acquire has its ordering ≺S on (R, ∗, v , ∗) , not just on
releases of the same process.
have an initial operation that behaves like a write and release. So, O is initialized,
such that ∀v ∈ V ∶ ∣(({w,R}, є, v , ))∣ = 1, where є is equivalent to all processes.
Definition 5.3 states that all locations have an initial operation that is both a write
and release. As a result, reads and acquires always have a predecessor.
5.2.2 Operations by processes
A program issues operations to the memory system. All operations that can be
executed by any process are listed below.
» read: retrieves the value of a previously executedwrite operation of a specific
location.
» write: replaces the value of a location. Writes do not have to be visible for
all processes immediately.
» acquire: gets an exclusive lock on a specific location. An acquire must be fol-
lowed by a release of the same process. Moreover, mutual exclusion between
an acquire and release is guaranteed by the platform.
» release: gives up the exclusive lock on a specific location.
» fence: adds dependencies to locally executed operations.
The properties of the operations aremore formally discussed in section 5.2.4. When
operations are executed, they add orderings to the execution graph that is being
constructed.
Definition 5.4 (State transition) When an operation o on location v ∈ V by process
p ∈ P is executed, the next execution is E′ = (P,V ,O′ , ≺′), where O′ = O∪{o}, and≺′ extends ≺ such that the ordering rules as indicated in table 5.1 apply to all matching
operation patterns and o.
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Process 1:
1 X = 1;
2 X = 2;
init:
X= line 1:X=1 line 2:X=2≺P
≺P
≺P
Listing 5.5 – Program order of two writes
Without explaining those ‘ordering rules’ at this point, table 5.1 defines the rules
that are applied between operations. For example, when a new write operation is
executed, it will add the orderings ≺L between all previously executed reads on the
same location by the same process and the new write, and it will similarly add the
orderings ≺P between all previous writes and acquires and the newwrite. Therefore,
the dependency graph grows by every new operation, and these orderings are never
removed. The next subsection discusses these different types of orderings in the
table in more detail.
5.2.3 Orderings: semantics of operations
Listing 5.5 shows a simple program with one process that executes two writes to
the same location X. The graph shows that when X=1 is executed, one dependency
is added from the initial write. This is graphically presented as A B≺∗ , which
indicates that every process observes that A occurred before B, because of the indi-
cated ordering rule, where ≺∗ stands for some specific rule. When X=2 is executed,
a dependency is added from all previous writes to the new one. We will omit the
(implicit) initial write in the figures. Moreover, the figures are transitively reduced;
all redundant orderings are left out of the figures, like the one from the initial write
to X=2. The rule in this example is the program order.
Definition 5.5 (Program order) Program orderings ≺P are globally visible orderings
between two operations of one process on one location.
Definition 5.5 implies that writes of one process to different locations can be ob-
served in a different order by different observers. Every process observes writes to
the same location by one process in the same order, but the effect of the write does
not have to be visible instantaneously.
A read will add ordering constraints that are only visible to the local, i.e. executing,
process. Listing 5.6 gives an example. In this case, there is a relation between X=1
and the consecutive read; the compiler or hardware should not reorder these two
operations. As a result, the read can only return the value 1. To determine the
value read by a read, one can follow all global dependencies and dependencies that
are local to the executing process, in reverse direction until a write is encountered
(which is X=1 at line 1 in the example). This last-written value will be properly
defined later on.
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Process 1:
1 X = 1;
2 if(X==1)
3 X = 2;
line 1:
X=1
line 2:
X?
line 3:
X=2≺L ≺L
≺P
Listing 5.6 – Local order of a read
Definition 5.6 (Local order) Locally visible orderings p≺L are only visible to the exe-
cuting process p.
Graphically, a local ordering is denoted A B≺L , where only the executing pro-
cess observes A occurring before B. All other processes could disagree. With this
order, all local control dependencies in the programare preserved. The reads, writes,
local order, and program order, as discussed so far, are equivalent to Slow Consis-
tency.
Because the program order ≺P only orders per process, operations of two processes
accessing the same location can be interleaved in any way. For inter-process order-
ings, synchronization is added. Synchronization consists of two operations: acquire
and release, which behave in a mutual-exclusive way.
Definition 5.7 (Synchronization order) Synchronization orderings ≺S are globally
visible, per location orderings that can span multiple processes.
Listing 5.7 on the next page shows a program with two processes that both try
to acquire the same location. Depending on which process will get the lock first,
process 1 reads either  or 2. The figure shows how different ordering rules of
table 5.1 on page 87 are applied.
Until now, it is impossible to enforce orderings between two locations. However, a
communication pattern as of listing 5.8 on the next page is very common, where
data in X is communicated by setting a flag, and another process waits until it
receives the flag before reading the data. For that, a fence³ is needed, which is
similar to the fence, i.e. memory barrier, instruction of modern processors that
force completion of earlier memory operations before later operations are executed.
Definition 5.8 (Fence order) Fence orderings ≺F are globally visible, per process or-
derings that can span multiple locations.
3The fences discussed in this section are applied on all locations at once. Without loss of generality,
one could offermore complex fences on specific locations for optimization purposes. We do not discuss
such kind of fences, as it complicates PMC’s memory model abstraction too much.
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Process 1:
1 acquire(X);
2 // critical section
3 r = X;
4 // r is either:
5 // (a) , or
6 // (b) 2
7 release(X);
Process 2:
8 acquire(X);
9 // critical section
10 X = 1;
11 X = 2;
12 release(X);
init:
X= line 1:acq X line 3:X? line 7:rel X
line 8:
acq X
line 10:
X=1
line 11:
X=2
line 12:
rel X
≺S
≺P ≺P ≺P≺S
1≺L 1≺L
≺P
(a)
init:
X= line 1:acq X line 3:X? line 7:rel X
line 8:
acq X
line 10:
X=1
line 11:
X=2
line 12:
rel X
≺S
≺P ≺P ≺P
≺S
1≺L 1≺L
≺P
(b)
Listing 5.7 – Exclusive access with two processes with a dependency graph for both possible
interleavings. Regardless of which interleaving happens at run time, every observer agrees
on that interleaving.
Initially: f=0
Process 1:
1 acquire(X);
2 X = 42;
3 fence();
4 release(X);
5
6 acquire(f);
7 f = 1;
8 release(f);
Process 2:
9 while(f!=1)
10 sleep();
11 fence();
12
13 acquire(X);
14 print(X);
15 release(X);
line 1:
acq X
line 2:
X=42
line 3:
fence
line 4:
rel X
≺P ≺P1≺L≺F ≺F
line 6:
acq f
line 7:
f=1
line 8:
rel f
≺F
≺P ≺P
line 9:
f?
line 11:
fence
2≺L
line 13:
acq X
line 14:
X?
line 15:
rel X
≺F
2≺L 2≺L
≺P
≺S
Listing 5.8 – Simple multi-core communication example
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The fence of line 3 makes sure that f will be written after process 1 got the lock on
X. The fence of line 11 prevents the compiler from moving the acquire at line 13 to
before the while loop, where it (potentially) can acquire the lock before X is written.
The dotted arrow indicates that when f is eventually observed being 1, it can be
concluded that write of 1 must have been executed before. Although none of the
ordering rules enforce it, this control dependency is valid, but only locally known
to process 2. When process 2 acquires X afterwards, the fences make sure that it
will always acquire after process 1 has acquired (and released) it. Therefore, it is
guaranteed that process 2 will read the value 42.
Note that there is no way for process 2 to make sure the value 42 of X is read at
line 14 without acquiring it; then there is no chain of dependencies that lead to
the write of 42. Let us consider what happens when specific annotations would
be removed. The acquire of f on line 6 is required, because there is no rule that
enforces ordering between the fence on line 3 and a successive write to f. Similar,
without the acquire of X on line 13, the read of Xwould not have to be executed after
the fence of line 11. Moreover, without that acquire, there is no path from the read
of X back to the write of 42; it might read the initial value of X as well.
Finally:
Definition 5.9 (Global order) The globally visible ordering ≺G on two operations
a, b ∈ O is defined such that a ≺G b iff a ≺P b, a ≺S b, or a ≺F b. All processes
always agree on the orderings of ≺G , no matter how the effects of the orderings are
observed.
Definition 5.10 (Execution order) The execution ordering ≺ on operations a, b ∈ O
is defined such that a ≺ b iff a ≺G b or a ≺L b. So, ≺ is a partial order on the
operations O of an execution.
Because now processes can have different views on the orderings, the point of
view is included in the ordering relation. For two operations a, c ∈ O, we use
the shorthand notation a ≺ c for describing a ≺G c—the local orderings are not
included, as the notation does not indicate the point of view. Additionally, a p≺ c
says that a sequence of operations can be found between a and c that are either
ordered via ≺G or p≺L . In other words, this relation can recursively be defined as:
a p≺ c iff ∃b ∈ O ∶ a ≺G b or a p≺L b, and b p⪯ c. Intuitively, b p⪯ c is shorthand
notation for b p≺ c ∨ b = c.
5.2.4 Observing slowly
Based on the ordering rules above, various properties of the operations can be
defined more precisely. The last write operation of a location is the one that you
first encounter when following the dependency graph in reversed direction.
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Definition 5.11 (Last write) The last write to v ∈ V before operation c ∈ ((∗, p, v , ∗))
is denotedWc = {a ∈ ((w, ∗, v , ∗)) ∣ a p≺ c ∧ ∄b ∈ ((w, ∗, v , ∗)) ∶ a p≺ b p≺ c}.
W cannot be empty, because the initial write is included at least. If W contains
multiple writes, reading the location is non-deterministic; a data race occurred.
This leads to the conclusion that for a deterministic application, all writes to a
single location must be in total order. As table 5.1 on page 87 shows, ordering
between writes to the same location of two processes is only possible via acquires
and releases, since ≺S is the only ordering that spans multiple processes. Therefore,
all writes must be enclosed by an acquire and release—but a single acquire–release
pair might contain multiple writes.
Definition 5.12 (Read value) A read operation r ∈ O by process p from location v
returns either the last written value before r, or any value written afterwards. So, r
can read {value(b) ∣ b ∈ ((w, ∗, v , ∗)) ∧ ∀a ∈Wr ∶ a p⪯ b}, whereWr is the last write
to r. However, when two read operations r p≺ r′ by the same process read the same
location, written by operations w and w′, respectively, then this implies w p⪯ w′.
So, a read can return an already overwritten value, because writes slowly propagate
through the system. However, it is impossible to return an older value when previ-
ously a newer value has been returned. A formal description of such an observer
function is given by Frigo [43].
In listing 5.8 on page 90, process 2 polls the flag. However, there is no control over
when the write of process 1 arrives at process 2. It makes sense that a platform
provides a flush function that makes writes globally visible sooner, but because the
flush cannot be used to guarantee ordering, this is more a convenience; it is not
part of the memory model.
5.2.5 Comparison to existing models
As stated above, the orderings and behavior of the read andwrite operations of PMC
are identical to Slow Consistency. In literature, the globally observable orderings≺G , as defined by definition 5.9, are defined similarly but named differently:
1. ≺P , combinedwith≺S , results in an ordering per location that spansmultiple
processes, which is equivalent to global data order (GDO), as defined by
Steinke and Nutt [101]; and
2. ≺F is an ordering per process that spans multiple locations, which is equiva-
lent to global process order (GPO) [101].
For most synchronized relaxed models, Slow Consistency is assumed for reads and
writes, and then different flavors of synchronization are added. When the writes
to shared variables are wrapped in an acquire–release pair—which is necessary in
order to be data-race free—the writes to a single location are in total order. As a
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result, the behavior is identical to Cache Consistency; a total order of writes per
location and ‘slow reads’, where values propagate slowly through the systems. How-
ever, just having CC is not enough to implement the communication in listing 5.8
on page 90; fences are required. If one would add a fence between every operation,
the model is equivalent to PC; a total order of all writes per location (GDO) and
total order of all writes per process (GPO).
We argue that it is highly desirable that the platform supports bothGPO (i.e. fences)
and GDO (i.e. acquire–release pairs). Without GDO, which is the case for PRAM,
non-deterministic execution cannot be confined and writing applications becomes
extremely hard [43]. However, withoutGPO, it is not possible to simulate Sequential
Consistency [113]. Relaxing the total order requirement ofGDO to a partial order is
proposed byGao and Sarkar [44], but any implementation of it will be stronger [43].
So, bothGDO andGPO are required to be usable, which is precisely what ourmodel
is based on.
Because it is possible in our model to apply all ordering constraints required to
behave like PC, our model can benefit of all properties of PC, such as that it is able
to simulate SC for data-race-free programs [6, 45]. However, our model allows
specifying only the essential orderings, where PC overly constrains the possible
orderings. Compared to Entry Consistency, our model is weaker, because of two
additional relaxations:
1. acquire–release pairs of different locations by the same process are not or-
dered, unless a fence is applied; and
2. exclusive access (between acquires and releases) is allowed concurrently to
read-only access.
5.3 Annotation and abstraction
Ideally, the PMCmemory model, as discussed in section 5.2, should be the native
model of a programming language, and the semantics of that language should
only define orderings of the model. In that case, the language’s syntax can help
programmers to specify all required orderings, such that fewer errors aremade. For
now, such a language does not exist, so we introduce annotations that can be used
in (existing) C programs. Adding ordering information by means of annotations
is essential in the PMC approach.
5.3.1 Front-end: annotations in source code
Accesses to non-shared objects do not have to be annotated. As stated before,
all writes to shared objects should be wrapped in an acquire–release pair to pre-
vent data races4. To obtain symmetry in access pairs, all reads and writes should
4In this chapter, we assume that data races should be prevented. Chapter 6 will discuss that this
does not necessarily have to be the case. In section 6.4, the set of annotations is extended to support
specific data races.
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Initially: f=0
Process 1:
1 entry_x(X);
2 X = 42;
3 fence();
4 exit_x(X);
5
6 entry_x(f);
7 f = 1;
8 flush(f);
9 exit_x(f);
Process 2:
10 do{
11 entry_ro(f);
12 poll = f;
13 exit_ro(f);
14 }while(poll!=1);
15 fence();
16
17 entry_x(X);
18 r = X;
19 exit_x(X);
Listing 5.9 – Properly annotated source code of listing 5.8 on page 90
be wrapped, in either an entry–exit pair with exclusive read–write access or non-
exclusive read-only access, similar to the acquire–release pairs of EC. Together with
reads and writes, the annotations below cover all operations of table 5.1 on page 87.
» entry_x(X): Issues an acquire operation on X. An entry_x() should be
paired with an exit_x().
» exit_x(X): Issues a release operation on X. During an exit_x(), all writes
to X do not necessarily have to be notified to others. An implementation
could do a ‘lazy release’, which keeps all modifications to X local, until an-
other process does an acquire of X. An eager release implementation would
do a flush(X) (see below) before giving up the lock on X.
» entry_ro(X): Marks the start of non-exclusive read-only access to X. In
the implementation of this call, the system could take some effort to retrieve
updates of X. An entry_ro() should be paired with an exit_ro().
» exit_ro(X): Marks the end of read-only access to X.
» fence(): Issues a fence operation. This should also prevent the compiler
from reordering code and issuing proper fence instructions for an out-of-
order processor.
» flush(X): Because an exit_x(X) is lazy, a flush of X forcesmodifications to
X to become globally visible. Concurrent read-only accesses then can receive
the update. This is a best-effort operation, so there are no guarantees that
all processes actually observe the modifications within a specific amount of
time. It is only allowed to flush an object within entry_x() and exit_x().
When these annotations are properly applied to the example of listing 5.8 on page 90,
the resulting source code is shown in listing 5.9. The flush(f) is added to make
sure that process 2 will read the value 1 eventually. A flush of X is not needed,
because the acquire of X will always get the latest modifications.
The annotations are applied to shared objects of any size, which conflicts with the
memory model. Recall, the memory model of section 5.2 assumes operations on
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variables of atomic locations, which must be just one byte. Most real-life data
structures are larger than that, like a struct or a double on a 32-bit machine. In
general, when such a multi-byte object is read, it is required that one protects the
object with a mutex to prevent reading the new first half of the double and the old
second half, for example. Hence, the compiler that processes the annotations must
decide whether locking is required for read-only access. Although this decision is
easy, it influences efficiency of the program.
With annotations in place (either by the programmer or a compiler), all information
about the essential ordering of the application is available. Using this information,
it is possible to map the application to the platform at hand.
5.3.2 Back-end example: three views on Starburst
Given the annotations of above, we claim that it is possible to map the application
to any common multiprocessor hardware architecture, regardless of its supported
memory model. For a sequential consistent system, the implementation of the
annotations is trivial; mutual exclusion is still required for the entry–exit pairs, but
all other annotations can safely be ignored, because the SC hardware already takes
care of it.
We study the implementation of the annotations for hardware that implements a
weaker memory model. For this, we use the 32-core Starburst system. This archi-
tecture is used to demonstrate three different memory systems:
1. a software-cache-coherent multiprocessor system (and the direct core-to-
core ring and local memories inside the tiles are not used for data);
2. aDSM architecture, where all local memories are kept coherent via the ring,
such that they form a shared memory (and the SDRAM is not used for inter-
core communication); and
3. a setup where the local memory is used as SPM to hold a copy of the data
that primarily resides in SDRAM (and the ring is not used for data).
At first glance, it seems non-trivial to use these three completely different architec-
tures as back-end of the same memory model. However, the implementation of
the annotations for these architectures is listed in table 5.2 on the following page
and will be discussed below. For the experiments, we designed a single C++ inter-
face that defines the annotations, where the implementation, i.e. back-end, can be
changed transparently to the application.
The first setup relies on properly flushing the caches. The cache of the MicroBlaze
is only capable to either invalidate dirty data in the cache, or flush dirty data and
invalidate it afterwards. So, it is not possible to reconcile a dirty cache line, without
also removing it from the cache. All shared objects are aligned to a cache line by
compiler directives and cannot overlap with other objects. The second column
of table 5.2 describes how the annotations are implemented for software cache
coherency. This protocol resembles the Backer cache coherency protocol [19].
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Table 5.2 – Implementation of PMC annotations on different memory architectures
annotation Software cache coherency DSM over write-only interconnect SPM and SDRAM
read/write By design, the MicroBlaze implements (at least) Slow Consistency. It exhibits in-order execution, and no interconnect reorders
operations of one processor. So ≺L and ≺P between reads and writes are satisfied by the hardware.
fence Because the MicroBlaze is in-order, the fence only controls reordering by the compiler, and does not emit any instructions. So ≺L and≺F between fences and other operations are satisfied by the hardware.
entry_x Exclusive access is enforced by acquiring a lock on a mutex that is related to the object that is protected. ≺S is implemented using the
distributed lock (see section 4.5). To ensure ≺P between the acquire and successive operations, when the lock is transferred to another
process. . .
. . . the object is flushed from the cache. So,
the object does not reside in the cache out-
side of any entry–exit pair.
. . . the local version of the object is written
to the local memory of the acquiring pro-
cess.
. . . the acquiring process makes a local
copy of the object’s version in the SDRAM.
exit_x Releases the lock on the object. Because the MicroBlaze is in-order, ≺P between the release and preceding operations is automatically
guaranteed by the hardware.
First, the data is copied back to SDRAM.
entry_ro When the object is const or its size is one byte, it does nothing. Otherwise, it acquires
a lock on the object such that concurrent access by entry_x() is prevented.
Makes a local copy of the object. If the ob-
ject is larger than one byte, the object is
locked before copying and unlocked after-
wards.
exit_ro Flushes the corresponding cache lines and
releases the lock if entry_ro() locked it.
Releases the lock if entry_ro() locked it,
otherwise does nothing.
Discards the local copy.
flush Flushes the corresponding cache lines. Makes a copy of the object in the local
memory to all other local memories.
Copies the object back to SDRAM.
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In theDSM setup, the softwaremust write local updates of the data to another’s local
memory via the (write-only) ring. When this is done properly, all local memories
hold the same data and the MicroBlazes see the local memory as one single shared
memory. The third column of table 5.2 shows the implementation to achieve this.
Although reading each other’s local memory is impossible, this shows that write-
only access is sufficient to make memories coherent.
Finally, the SPM setupmakes a local copy of the SDRAM for local processing. When
the application is finished using the data, it is either copied back to main memory
or discarded, depending on whether the data has changed. Although SPMs often
require compiler support for higher efficiency, we chose to manage it at run time,
because of simplicity of the implementation.
A single C++ interface might sound to introduce a lot of overhead. However, tem-
plates allow compile-time analysis of the types and operations on them, which lead
to a highly optimized implementation. Let us discuss the implementation of soft-
ware cache coherency on the MicroBlaze. Listing 5.10 on the next page shows a
test program that wraps accesses to different types of variables in an entry_ro()–
exit_ro() scope within the function test(). Three types of objects are tested: a
constant int, a normal int, and a 64-bit long long (int).
An outline of the implementation of the entry and exit annotations is also presented
in the listing. In conformance to table 5.2, entry_ro() checks the constness and
size of the object o, and calls (branches to) lock() when appropriate. Assume that
lock() (and its counterpart unlock()) take a lock on a mutex that is associated
to the object. exit_ro() behaves similarly, but flush()es the object first from
the data cache. Flushing the data cache can be done on a per-cache line basis. In
contrast to x86, the MicroBlaze requires that all word-sized variables are aligned
to the size of a word. Therefore, flush() checks whether the object is of such a
type. Then, it either flushes the specific cache line the object’s word resides in, or
iterates over thememory range of the object, as itmight overlapmultiple cache lines.
Checking the type is implemented using typical C++ partial template specialization
trickery, which are completely evaluated at compile time. Therefore, these type
checks are eliminated from the resulting binary.
To show the actual introduced overhead of the annotations, listing 5.11 on page 99
lists the MicroBlaze assembly output of the compiler for the three different data
types. The listing shows the three test() implementations side-by-side. The left-
most function, which corresponds to line 49 of listing 5.10, shows that no assembly
is generated for entry_ro(). Only flushing the object by exit_ro() leads to one
instruction: a wdc.flush (write to data cache; flush the line to memory) of the
memory address in register r19, which contains the address of a.
The second version of test() does lock and unlock the object b, as its contents
are not constant. As a result, the assembly output is similar to the implementation
of test(a), but adds a function call to lock() and unlock() on lines 41 and 49.
Finally, the right-most assembly output corresponds to test(c). This version also
locks the object, but flushing the object takes somewhat more effort. As the data
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1 template <typename T> struct type_is_const { enum{value=false}; };
2 template <typename T> struct type_is_const<T const> { enum{value=true}; };
3
4 template <typename T> struct type_is_ptr { enum{value=false}; };
5 template <typename T> struct type_is_ptr<T*> { enum{value=true}; };
6 template <typename T> struct type_is_ptr<T* const> { enum{value=true}; };
7
8 template <typename T1,typename T2> struct type_is_like{ enum{value=false}; };
9 template <typename T> struct type_is_like<T,T> { enum{value=true}; };
10 template <typename T> struct type_is_like<const T,T> { enum{value=true}; };
11 // ...volatile qualifier support omitted
12
13 #define type_is_word(o) \
14 ( type_is_like<o,char>::value || \
15 type_is_like<o,short>::value || \
16 type_is_like<o,int>::value || \
17 type_is_like<o,long>::value || \
18 type_is_like<o,unsigned int>::value || \
19 ...
20 type_is_like<o,float>::value || \
21 type_is_ptr<o>::value \
22 )
23
24 // Implementation of several annotations
25 template <typename T> void flush(T& o){
26 if(!type_is_word(typeof(o)))
27 do_flush_dcache_line(&o);
28 else
29 do_flush_dcache_range(&o,sizeof(o));
30 }
31 template <typename T> void entry_ro(T& o){
32 if(!type_is_const<typeof(o)>::value && sizeof(o)>1)
33 lock(&o);
34 }
35 template <typename T> void exit_ro(T& o){
36 flush(o);
37 if(!type_is_const<typeof(o)>::value && sizeof(o)>1)
38 unlock(&o);
39 }
40
41 // Test program
42 template <typename T> void test(T& o){
43 entry_ro(o);
44 printf("%d\n",(int)o);
45 exit_ro(o);
46 }
47
48 int main(){
49 int const a=1; test(a);
50 int b=2; test(b);
51 long long c=3; test(c);
52 }
Listing 5.10 – Implementation outline of the annotations for software cache coherency
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1 // test(int const& a)
2 // function prologue
3 addik r1, r1, -32
4 swi r19, r1, 28
5 swi r15, r1, 0
6 addk r19, r5, r0
7
8 // entry_ro
9
10
11
12 // call printf()
13 ...
14
15 // exit_ro
16 wdc.flush r19, r0
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 // function epilogue
29 lwi r15, r1, 0
30 lwi r19, r1, 28
31 rtsd r15, 8
32 addik r1, r1, 32
33 // test(int& b)
34 // function prologue
35 addik r1, r1, -32
36 swi r19, r1, 28
37 swi r15, r1, 0
38 addk r19, r5, r0
39
40 // entry_ro
41 brlid r15, lock
42 nop
43
44 // call printf()
45 ...
46
47 // exit_ro
48 wdc.flush r19, r0
49 brlid r15, unlock
50 addk r5, r19, r0
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 // function epilogue
61 lwi r15, r1, 0
62 lwi r19, r1, 28
63 rtsd r15, 8
64 addik r1, r1, 32
65 // test(long long& c)
66 // function prologue
67 addik r1, r1, -32
68 swi r19, r1, 28
69 swi r15, r1, 0
70 addk r19, r5, r0
71
72 // entry_ro
73 brlid r15, lock
74 nop
75
76 // call printf()
77 ...
78
79 // exit_ro
80 andi r3, r19, -32
81 brid .loop
82 addik r4, r19, 8
83 .flush:
84 wdc.flush r3, r0
85 addik r3, r3, 32
86 .loop:
87 cmpu r5, r4, r3
88 blti r5, .flush
89 brlid r15, unlock
90 addk r5, r19, r0
91
92 // function epilogue
93 lwi r15, r1, 0
94 lwi r19, r1, 28
95 rtsd r15, 8
96 addik r1, r1, 32
Listing 5.11 – MicroBlaze assembly of software cache coherency annotations
type is long long, it requires twowords, whichmight reside in different cache lines.
Therefore, flushing the cache requires a loop that iterates over the object’s memory
range. This can be recognized in lines 83 to 88: the cache line corresponding to the
memory address stored in register r3 is flushed, as long r3 does not reach the end of
the memory region, using increments of the size of the cache line of 32 bytes—blti
stands for branch when less than.
These three versions of test() show that the binary is highly optimized. The
overhead of flushing a cache line can be reduced to just the flush instruction itself
for most primitive types. Locking, however, will require more time, as discussed
in the previous chapter.
In retrospect, the PMC memory model allows abstraction of the memory model
of the hardware. The different implementations, as discussed above, show how
software complements the memory model of the hardware to deliver the required
guarantees to the application. The next section discusses the implementation of
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applications on the PMCmemory model, and are portable to any of the aforemen-
tioned three architectures.
5.4 Case study
As a case study, we implemented applications for PMC for the three architectures
of the previous section to show the feasibility of the approach.
5.4.1 Software cache coherency: SPLASH-2 benchmark
Thefirst case studymaps applications to the 32-coreMicroBlaze system and focuses
on adding software cache coherency transparently. As discussed in section 2.5,
hardware cache coherency is one of the important issues that limit scalability to
many cores, because of the complexity of hardware cache coherency protocols. On
the other hand, software cache coherency is often discarded as a viable alternative,
as it requires a strongly disciplined programming approach. As a consequence,
shared data is predestined to be uncached in such a system. In this experiment,
the annotations of section 5.3.1 are applied to investigate the feasibility of software
cache coherency.
For three applications from the SPLASH-2 benchmark set, namely radiosity,
raytrace, and volrend, two experiments are run:
1. A setupwhere all private data (the stack, heap, and data structures of theOS)
is cached, but all application data that is shared between processes, resides
in uncached memory. Therefore, no cache coherency protocol is required,
and all cache flushes are nullified.
2. A setup where all memory is cached. Therefore, the protocol discussed
above is applied on all shared data structures.
Figure 5.2 shows the performance results of both experiments, labeled ‘uncached’
for the first experimentwith uncached shared data, and ‘SW-CC’ for the second. For
all applications, it is indicated which percentage of the total execution time is used
for the actual calculations, or the processor stalls. The stalls are categorized as: a
stall on instruction cachemiss; a stall on reading shared data (after a data cachemiss
or just an uncached read, depending on experiment); a stall because of a data cache
miss when reading private data; and a stall on writing (hardly visible in the figure).
For example, radiosity without cache coherency has an effective utilization of
38%. Applying software cache coherency improves the total execution time by 26%
and the core utilization increased to 70%. So, the execution time improved by 22%
on average for these applications when using software cache coherency, compared
to leaving shared data uncached. The time spent on executing flush instructions for
software cache coherency is for the three applications 0.66%, 0.00%, and 0.01 %
of the total run time—the overhead is negligible.
The implemented cache protocol forces shared data out of the cache during the
exit_x() and exit_ro() calls. So, executing two consecutive non-exclusive sec-
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Figure 5.2 – Measured execution time and processor utilization of uncached and software
cache coherency
tions will read data from backgroundmemory twice, even though this is strictly not
necessary. Worst case, data is flushed from the cache after every read. In figure 5.2,
the stall time on reading data is separated in reading private and shared data, of
which the latter is conservatively (i.e. over-estimated) measured. The figure shows
that for raytrace and volrend, there are hardly any stalls on reading shared data
when applying software cache coherency. For radiosity, the stall time is reduced,
although not as much as for the other applications. This is due to the design of the
application, which addresses and updates the memory in a chaotic way.
Equivalent hardware cache coherency
Although the performance improved with software cache coherency, the overhead
of this approach is important. A comparison of hardware and software cache co-
herency schemes is done by Adve et al. [5], which is based on compile-time analysis
of memory operations using analytical models. In contrast, we have run-time mea-
surements of the cache behavior, which allows a more realistic comparison.
Since we do not have a 32-core hardware cache coherent MicroBlaze system, we rea-
son about the performance of such a system as follows. In the implemented proto-
col, shared data is flushed from the cache at an exit_x() and exit_ro() call. The
platform can count the number of executed wdc.flushMicroBlaze cache-flush in-
structions, which precisely indicates the amount of flushed data. Two assumptions
are made. First, the whole line that is flushed, contains valid data. So, multiplying
the number of instructions by the cache line size gives an upper bound on the actual
amount of data. Second, in a perfect hardware cache coherency implementation,
all of this data is instantly communicated to all caches and is available to all cores.
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Table 5.3 – Comparison measured software cache coherency overhead, and
conservatively estimated maximum hardware cache coherency speedup
Utilizationa
(%)
Flush instruc-
tionsab (%)
Read
stallac (%)
HW-CC
speedupd (%)
radiosity 69.69 0.66 11.75 12.41
raytrace 85.89 0.00 0.03 0.03
volrend 69.96 0.01 0.16 0.17
a Measurement of the SW-CC runs of figure 5.2 on the previous page.
b Time the processor is executing instructions to flush the cache.
c Maximum time the processor stalls on reading shared data.
d Estimation, assuming that every cache read is a hit.
Hence, all read stalls on shared data are prevented, as data is always available in the
cache. However, any realistic hardware implementation must be slower than this.
Based on these assumptions, a bound can be calculated how fast hardware cache
coherency could be. The first column of table 5.3 lists the utilization of the proces-
sors for all applications, which corresponds to the utilization of the ‘SW-CC’ run of
figure 5.2. This includes the time (see second column) required to execute the flush
instructions, which is overhead of software cache coherency. For all applications,
the time spent on flushing is very low, so the software overhead is very low. In the
third column, the stall time on shared data is listed.
In case of hardware cache coherency, no time is required to flush the cache and no
time is lost on stalling when reading data, because all data is assumed to be in the
cache automatically. Hence, a hardware cache coherency implementation would
benefit from the reduction of both. The sum of both numbers is the bound of the
maximum improvement of having hardware instead of software cache coherency,
which is also listed in the fourth column of the table. For example, radiosity uses
0.66% of the time is used for flushes and stalls 11.75 % of the time on shared data.
Therefore, the maximum reduction of the execution time is 12.41 %. Because the
other applications share less data, the maximum speedup when hardware cache
coherency would be available, is next to nothing. This shows that the maximum
speedup by using hardware cache coherency is limited, but also very depending on
(the design and implementation of) the application.
5.4.2 Distributed shared memory: multi-reader/-writer FIFO
The second case study uses the setup where all local memories are used as a single
software-managed distributed shared memory system, which are all connected via
a write-only interconnect. Although the SPLASH-2 applications above could be
mapped onto this memory architecture, the local memories in our system are too
small to put all data in them. Therefore, we discuss another application: a multiple-
reader, multiple-writer FIFO. Such a FIFO, in combination with distributed mem-
ory, is useful in streaming applications [15, 40].
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Listing 5.12 on the following page shows an outline of the implementation of the
FIFO. For simplicity, only push() and pop() are given and checks for an int over-
flow of the pointers write_ptr and read_ptr have been left out. The listing in-
dicates which ordering rules apply to the statements in the source code. A nice
property of this implementation is that the read and write pointers are only polled
from local memory, which is fast and does not influence the execution of other
processors. TheDSM back-end (see table 5.2 on page 96, third column) makes sure
that updates will arrive properly.
Although this example is given in the context of distributed memory, the FIFO
behaves also correctly on all of the other architectures.
5.4.3 Scratchpad memory: motion estimation
The last case study shows how the PMC approach can be used for a typical SPM
application: motion estimation. In video encoding, the motion of an object is used
for compression. For this, a video frame is split in a matrix of blocks. Then, every
block of the next frame is matched within a search window of a reference frame. A
naive algorithm to find themotion vector is to do a full search. In such an approach,
it is efficient to store both the block and the search window locally, because they
are read many times. In that context, an SPM can be beneficial.
There is a practical issue when dealing with an SPM when the processor does have
an MMU: an object has two addresses, one of the main memory and one of the
SPM. It is convenient when the annotations hide this. We implemented several C++
classes, as an example of how such complexities can be hidden and how dealing
with the memory model is better integrated in the language.
Listing 5.13 on page 105 gives a partial C++ implementation of a motion estimation
application and the annotations for SPMs. Assume that the worker() function is
executed by one thread, which gets work packets via a queue. Then, it accesses
the search window and block, and executes the matching function to determine
the motion vector. The entry_ro()–exit_ro() calls are handled by the ScopeRO
class, where the entry call is implemented by the constructor and exit by the de-
structor. The implementation corresponds to the fourth column of table 5.2. For
the entry–exit pair with write access, there is a similar class, but this is not shown
in the listing. When the ScopeRO<Window> object is cast to a Window const& as
a function parameter on line 30 in order to access the actual data, for example, a
reference is returned to the SPM and the original data is left untouched. Although
the concept of the annotations stays the same, this shows that it depends on the
language how they can be used effectively.
Like the previous examples, the application is now independent of the underlying
memory model. Although it depends on many architectural parameters, experi-
ments show a significant performance increase when this application is using SPMs,
compared to the software cache coherency setup.
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1 template <typename T,int N,int R> class MFifo {
2 T buf[N];
3 int write_ptr, read_ptr[R];
4 public:
5 void push(T data){
6 int wp,rp;
7 entry_x(write_ptr);
8 wp = write_ptr % N;
9 // Wait until all readers got buf[wp]
10 for(int i=0;i<R;i++)
11 do{
12 entry_ro(read_ptr[i]);
13 rp = read_ptr[i];
14 exit_ro( read_ptr[i]);
15 }while(rp<wp-N);
16 fence();
≺L
17 entry_x(buf[wp]);
≺F
18 buf[wp] = data;
19 exit_x( buf[wp]);
≺P
20 fence();
≺F
21 write_ptr++;
22 flush( write_ptr);
23 exit_x( write_ptr);
≺F
≺S
24 }
25 T const pop(){
26 int wp,rp,me=get_reader_id();
27 entry_ro(read_ptr[me]);
28 rp = read_ptr[me] % N;
29 exit_ro( read_ptr[me]);
30 do{
31 // Wait until data is written
32 entry_ro(write_ptr);
33 wp = write_ptr;
34 exit_ro( write_ptr);
35 }while(wp<=rp);
36 fence();
≺L
37 entry_x( buf[rp]);
≺F
≺S
38 T data = buf[rp];
39 exit_x( buf[rp]);
≺P
40 fence();
≺F
41 entry_x( read_ptr[me]);
≺F
42 read_ptr[me]++;
43 flush( read_ptr[me]);
44 exit_x( read_ptr[me]);
≺S
45 return data;
46 }
47 };
Listing 5.12 – Outline of a multiple-reader, multiple-writer FIFO in C++, with element type
T, a buffer depth of N, and R readers. The essential orderings are indicated.
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1 // implementation of annotations (see table 5.2 on page 96)
2 template <typename T> class ScopeRO {
3 T const & obj;
4 T* spm;
5 public:
6 ScopeRO(T const & o) : obj(o) { // entry_ro
7 spm = (T*)alloc_spm(sizeof(T));
8 if(sizeof(T)>1) lock(obj);
9 memcpy(spm,&obj,sizeof(T));
10 if(sizeof(T)>1) unlock(obj);
11 }
12 ~ScopeRO { free_spm(spm); } // exit_ro
13 operator T const &() { return *spm; }
14 };
15
16 // application code
17 typedef struct {
18 Window const * window;
19 MBlock const * mblock;
20 Vector* vector; } work_t;
21
22 Vector motion_est(Window const &,MBlock const &);
23
24 void worker(){
25 work_t work;
26 while((work=queue.pop())){
27 ScopeRO<Window> window_s(*work.window);
28 ScopeRO<MBlock> mblock_s(*work.mblock);
29 ScopeX<Vector> vector_s(*work.vector);
30 vector_s = motion_est(window_s,mblock_s);
31 // all scope objects destructed
32 }
33 }
Listing 5.13 – More complex scoping support inC++, with an alternative approach to handle
entry–exit pairs
5.5 Conclusion
Porting applications to a platform with a different programming model requires
intrusive modifications to that application. A change in the memory model is a
commonly encountered issue. This chapter presents PMC, an approach that makes
applications independent of the memory model of the hardware, in order to allow
transparent mapping to different platforms. This effectively removes the hardware’s
memory model from the programming model.
PMC consists of a weak synchronized memory model that defines the fundamental
orderings an application can assume, and annotations that allowdefining additional
ordering constraints. The memory model 1) is an intersection of all orderings of
all common memory models to allow maximum ordering flexibility; but 2) is still
strong enough to behave like Processor Consistency, and can therefore simulate SC
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for data-race-free applications [45]; 3) is weaker than Entry Consistency, because
of relaxed constraints on the ordering of synchronization operations; and 4) clearly
distinguished the four different types of orderings, which allows straightforward
usage. The annotations in the application give the tooling all information about
the additional ordering requirements, such that it can automatically insert logic to
complement the hardware orderings when necessary.
The overview figure on page 76 suggests that the memory model is removed from
the programmingmodel. That is not entirely true for C; the programmer still has to
annotate the source code. However, these annotations are related to the algorithm
that is implemented, and are not related to the actual hardware. In that sense, spec-
ifying annotations is required by the abstract machine within the programming
model. The case study in section 5.4.3 shows that using C++, the annotations can
be embedded in the language quite well, such that PMC is completely hidden. To
prevent even deliberately casting pointers to circumvent these scope classes, a pro-
gramming language is required that natively uses PMC and automatically wraps all
accesses in proper entry–exit pairs.
The case studies show the interplay of hardware and software, which are combined
in three different ways to realize the same memory model with different trade-offs:
hardware vs. software control over cache coherency, core-to-core vs. via mainmem-
ory communication, repeatedly reading main memory vs. overhead of duplication
and reading local. The software cache coherency case is especially interesting, as
a common approach to programming a multiprocessor system is to use C, shared
memory, and caches. The evaluation shows that, depending on the application,
using hardware cache coherency might only give a comparable performance to
using software cache coherency, but requires complex hardware control. Therefore,
abstracting from the memory model, as PMC does, gives great freedom in the im-
plementation of the platform, and the stable interface to the applications allows
them to be portable between platforms.
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This empty page leaves some room for random thoughts:
What is ‘smart’ about a smartphone when it lacks the fundamental property of
intelligence, namely an understanding of the environment? It never knows what I
want; I always have to tell it what to do next. . .
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Abstract – Previous chapters assumed programming a many-core system
using an imperative language. Then, atomicity is preferred to reason about the
program state, by means of atomic RMW operations, a strong memory model,
and hardware cache coherency. This chapter shows the impact on the platform
when a λ-calculus-based (functional) language is used instead. Ordering re-
quirements of memory operations are more relaxed and synchronization is
simplified, because λ-calculus does not have a notion of state or memory, and
therefore imposes fewer ordering requirements on the platform. We imple-
mented a functional language for architectures with a weak memory model,
without the need of hardware cache coherency, any atomic RMW operation,
or mutex—in other words, the execution is atomic-free. Moreover, both the
memory model and concurrency model can be hidden from the programmer,
as the programming paradigm implicitly allows concurrency.
The relation between a platform and its programming model is an interesting one.
Where chapter 3 presents the coherence of models and hardware, chapter 5 presents
the influence of hardware on the programming model. Trends show that the mem-
ory model becomes weaker, so programming has to become more disciplined. To
overcome the programming difficulties, the previous chapter introduced an ab-
straction, such that the memory model of the hardware could be removed from the
programming model.
Based on the hardware trends above and the influence of these trends on the pro-
gramming model, one might conclude that the hardware drives modifications of
the programming model in general. For example, architectural choices for many-
core systems clearly lead to changes in programming models. Let us consider the
effects of the interconnect more closely. Where two cores can share one bus, larger
Large parts of this chapter have been published in [JHR:7].
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systems often have complex interconnection structures like a network-on-chip,
which increase the latency of the communication between cores. This complicates
operations that require atomic global communication, where the result of such an
operation must become visible to all cores, without any (observable) intermediate
state during the state transition. A single write operation in hardware with a strong
memory model is one example of such atomic global communication. Addition-
ally, a hardware cache coherency protocol and an atomic RMW operation, like a
compare-and-swap, are also complex and time-consuming to realize in hardware
when global communication takes multiple clock cycles to complete. Alternatives
that avoid atomics, and are therefore easier to realize in hardware, are software cache
coherency, or not to use cache coherency at all, and to drop atomic RMW opera-
tions. However, these alternatives complicate programming. When state changes
are not instant anymore, and thus need some time to complete, the transient state
is unpredictable, but still observable in a multicore environment. The hardware
and common programming models often expose these issues to the programmer,
which makes reasoning about correct program behavior very hard [4]. Hence, the
choice of the (interconnect) hardware affects programming.
However, this only partly addresses the hardware–software relation. The problems
mentioned above are all related to memory consistency and synchronization, or
concurrency in general. A widely used concurrent programming paradigm to
harness the power of a parallel machine is threading in combination with shared
memory. However, Lee [71] argues that threads (in combination with an imperative
language like C) induce non-determinism, which all should be pruned away by the
programmer. Having a strong memory model and efficient synchronization makes
this task a bit easier, but also makes the hardware more complex and less scalable,
which leads to the problems above. Hence, one might conclude that the choice of
a programming paradigm drives the design choices regarding the hardware. This
is in contrast to what one might have concluded above. Where previous chapters
modified hardware abstractions and analyzed the effects on software, this chapter
modifies the programming abstraction and analyzes the effects on hardware.
In all previous chapters, we assumed that the platform is programmed using C or
C++. In this chapter, we show that the requirements for a multicore architecture
relax, when assuming that it is programmed using a functional language. More
specifically:
1. We show that concurrent execution can be achieved without locks and
atomic RMW operations, even on hardware with a weak memory model,
based on properties of the programming paradigm. Hence, the execution
is atomic-free; it does not rely on any sequence of operations that should
be observed by or communicated to other processes atomically, in either
hardware or software. This opens the possibility to reduce hardware com-
plexity, and therefore makes the hardware more scalable. We acknowledge
that avoiding all atomics is a very strong requirement, and that practical
systems might benefit from allowing some of them anyway. However, we
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show that it is possible to do so, and still provide a proper programming
interface.
2. We show that carefully introducing data races in the run-time system does
not harm the deterministic behavior of the application, which is in contrast
to data races in both C11 and C++11 standards.
3. We derive rules for a weak memory model, and show the relation to PMC
and its software cache coherency back-end specifically.
4. Experiments on Starburst and x86 show the feasibility of the approach.
This can be achieved, because of the nature of the λ-calculus, which is the mathe-
matical basis of the functional programming paradigm. Its distinctive properties
include that it does not have the notion of state ormemory, which eases dealingwith
weakmemorymodels. Moreover, functional programs naturally allow concurrency,
because all dependencies between calculations are explicitly defined. Furthermore,
since a functional language is single-assignment, calculating the same expression
twice gives the same result, which allows simplification of synchronizing concur-
rent calculations.
We discuss the basic idea of our approach next, followed by related work, a discus-
sion of our functional language that allows atomic-free execution, the requirements
on the memory model, and experiments.
6.1 Basic idea
The basic idea of this approach is exemplified as follows. Consider the following
pseudo-code:
x = foo();
y = bar() + x;
If this code snippetwasC, the assignments of x and y should be done in the specified
order, otherwise the initial value of x is used for the addition instead. When both
lines are calculated by different threads, the computation of y by one thread should
be stalled until it is guaranteed that the other thread finished computing x.
In a functional language, variables are single-assignment, so ‘=’ means definition
instead. One can imagine that the thread calculating y checks whether x has been
computed yet, and if not, it waits for the completion of x or computes x by itself.
Hence, a data race exists in the last case in the calculation and assignment of x.
However, even if x is evaluated twice because of this data race, the result is the
same.
Allowing this data race can be used for optimizations, without influencing the out-
come of the program. Threads might decide to compute variables repeatedly to
prevent fetching it from shared memory and consuming precious memory band-
width. Additionally, distributing work among worker threads without proper syn-
chronization might also (safely) result in duplicates. Moreover, communication of
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results to other cores can be postponed when that seems to be beneficial for cache
coherency protocols, for example.
However, there is no free lunch. In contrast to C, it is not obvious to decide whether
a variable is still in use or not, as the source code does not define when a variable
is not used anymore. Keeping administration at run time is possible, but data
races might complicate this analysis. So, there is a balance in allowing races and
arbitrary ordering ofmemory operations during evaluation for higher performance
on one hand, and preventing races and giving guarantees about the memory state
for garbage analysis on the other.
6.2 Related work
Many functional languages exist, and they handle concurrency (and the related
problems) differently. Clojure [32] runs in the JavaVM and assumes worker threads
on top of a shared-memory machine. SAC is based on a fork–join approach [48].
Haskell supports different flavors of parallelism, based onGHC: annotations and im-
plicit concurrency [77], explicit threads and channels [92], and data parallelism [28].
All implementations assume that the application is executed on an SMPmachine,
with a POSIX-like OS, which implies having a strong memory model and threads.
Ports of Haskell to other architectures include House [57] and GHC’s port to ARM,
but they do not support multiple cores. We focus on the fundamental requirements
of executing a parallel functional program, instead of assuming a common architec-
ture. To the best of our knowledge, no work focuses on the direct relation between
these languages and an underlying hardware architecture with a weak memory
model, for example.
Other parallel functional languages are based on message passing, like Erlang [10],
Eden [76] and Multi-MLton [98]. These languages can be ported to many archi-
tectures, because the message-passing abstraction hides issues related to memory
consistency, and the model fits nicely to networks of computers. The same holds
for stream processing applications that are implemented using message passing.
However, sending and receiving messages has overhead by (unnecessary) data du-
plication, and it enforces a specific form of synchronization. As shared memory is
more generic [35], and we focus on concurrency within a single system-on-chip,
we do not consider message passing.
In a different direction, the functional programming paradigm can also influence
processor design instead of the system architecture. PilGRIM [21] is an example of a
specialized processor for lazy languages. The authors propose amulticore system as
future work. However, it likely encounters the same memory consistency issues as
any other multicore system, as the memory layout of expressions during execution
is similar to the one discussed in section 6.3.2.
Although not specifically for functional languages, Bhattacharjee et al. [13] mea-
sured the overhead of synchronization primitives of the parallelization libraries
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OpenMP and Intel’s TBB. Even though the authors propose optimizations to im-
prove the measured synchronization overhead of respectively 47% and 80% of the
benchmark runtime, they conclude that the overhead will remain high at higher
core counts. In contrast, we eliminate the need for such synchronization primitives,
by choosing a different programming paradigm than the one of C/C++.
Avoiding locks and atomic instructions has also been proposed by Tithi et al. [108]
for breadth-first search algorithms. These operations are recognized as costly, and
the experiments with their proposed solution outperform state-of-the-art algo-
rithms. Nasre et al. [84] also conclude that RMW operations are costly and discuss
transformations of graph algorithms to eliminate them, specifically targetingGPUs.
These techniques make modifications to the algorithm, where we avoid atomic
operations in general at the level of the programming paradigm. Optimizing the
algorithm itself is beneficial, and it is an orthogonal technique to the modifications
to the platform.
On larger scale systems like cluster computers, MapReduce [38] is a popular ap-
proach to program for concurrency. In this model, a function is concurrently
applied to every element of a large dataset (map), and the individual results are
combined into a smaller dataset, like the sum of the inputs (reduce). Because both
phases do not modify the dataset, they can be considered side-effect free, which
in turn can tolerate processing node failures. Work that does not complete in time
can easily be reissued to another node in that case. Although MapReduce assumes
‘embarrassingly’ parallel applications and large datasets on disks, the benefits also
apply to functional languages at a smaller scale, like a single multicore system. How-
ever, functional languages are more generic, as they do not assume such a specific
form of parallelism in the application.
6.3 Shift in paradigm: λ-calculus and its implementation
To understand the execution and memory related issues of programs written in a
functional language, we (informally) explain the fundamentals of such a language.
Afterwards, the implementation of our functional language is discussed, which
closely follows these fundamentals.
6.3.1 Background on λ-calculus
Functional languages are based on their counterpart in mathematical logic, λ-
calculus. This formal system defines expressions or λ-terms as
M ∶∶= c ∣ x ∣ M M ∣ λx .M
where c can be any constant or primitive function, x is a variable that binds a name
to another λ-term,M M is an application of the second λ-term to the first one, and
λx .M is a function that takes one argument and binds it to all occurrences of x in
M. Prefix notation is used for function application. For example, (λx .((+ 2) x)),
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or just written λx .+ 2 x, is a function that takes one argument and adds 2 to it.
(Although the + operator does not exist in λ-calculus, assume that its behavior is
defined.)
In this simple example, + is (assumed to be) a function that takes two arguments. If
only one argument is applied to it, like (+ 2), the result is still a function, but now
requires one argument—supplying fewer arguments than the function requires is
partial application. Functions can also be used as arguments. Functions that can
take and/or return functions are higher-order functions. An example is function
composition, f ○ g, which is defined as C = λ f . λg . λx . f (g x). When both f and
g are applied to C, the result is a function that still requires one argument.
Next, the only rule of computation is called β-reduction, which substitutes a formal
argument by an actual one. So, (λx .+ x 2) 3 is reduced to + 3 2, which then can
be computed as 5.
The order in which expressions should be reduced is not defined. For example,
the expression (λx . f x) ((λy . g y) 7) can be reduced to both (λx . f x) (g 7) and
f ((λy . g y) 7) in the first reduction step. However, based on the Church-Rosser
Theorem [31], the fully reduced result is always the same—in this case f (g 7). Eval-
uating a function is side-effect free; it only computes a result, and does not change
the system in any other way. Therefore, reducing a term can also be postponed
until its value is required, which is exactly what a lazy functional language does.
Amore program-like example is the following definition of the volume of a cylinder
with radius 2 and length 5:
main = cylinder 2 5
cylinder = λr .× (× π (sqr r))
sqr = λx .× x x
When we repeatedly reducemain, the result is computed:
main →substitute
cylinder 2 5 →substitute(λr .× (× π (sqr r))) 2 5 →β(× (× π (sqr 2))) 5 →substitute(× (× π ((λx .× x x) 2))) 5 →β(× (× π (× 2 2))) 5 →(× (× π 4)) 5 →
62.83 . . .
We implemented a simple functional language that closely follows the definition of
λ-calculus and the β-reduction rule, which is discussed next.
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6.3.2 Our simple functional language: LambdaC++
Based on the definition of λ-calculus, it does not fundamentally require hardware
features such as a strong memory model, and fully deterministic execution. As a
proof-of-concept to show that it is possible to realize an atomic-free execution of
a concurrent program, we implemented an untyped functional language¹. In fact,
the language is just C++, where λ-terms are represented by functors—classes that
overload the ()-operator, such that the syntax resembles λ-calculus somewhat and
functions can be used as function arguments. We will refer to this language and its
implementation as LambdaC++.
We will discuss the aspects of the implementation where usually atomics are in-
volved. Notably, the focus is on data races during β-reductions, and the distribution
of work via a work queue.
General setup
To explain the actual execution of a functional language, let us introduce a simpler
example, of which every step in the computation will be discussed. This program
increments 5 two times:
main = inc (inc 5)
inc = λx .+ x 1
This shows several statically allocated functions and objects, namelymain, inc, +,
5, and 1. The reduction steps until the result is a constant are as follows. In these
steps, the argument substitution is done immediately when a function is replaced
by its definition.
1 ∶ main →
2 ∶ inc (inc 5) →
3 ∶ + (inc 5) 1 →
4 ∶ + (+ 5 1) 1 →
5 ∶ + 6 1 →
6 ∶ 7
Figure 6.1 on the next page shows for every step above, how it is executed on a
computer. In this system, the static objects are constant, stored in memory, and
always accessible. The stack is the same stack as used for executing C programs; it
holds all local variables, function return addresses, etc. However, only the relevant
pointers to terms are depicted in the figure. The stack is always initialized to contain
a pointer tomain. The heap is used to allocate λ-terms and constants. In the figure,
the heap and stack grow upwards.
1The implementation is available under the GPLv3 license at
https://sites.google.com/site/jochemrutgers/lambdacpp.
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1 ∶ startstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
+
1
root
2 ∶ after reduction ofmainstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
root
3 ∶ after reduction of outer incstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
(+) ((inc) (5))
((+) . . .) (1)
root
4 ∶ after reduction of inner incstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
(+) ((inc) (5))
((+) . . .) (1)
(+) (5)
((+) (5)) (1)
root
arg
5 ∶ after first additionstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
(+) ((inc) (5))
((+) . . .) (1)
(+) (5)
((+) (5)) (1)
6
root
6 ∶ after second additionstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
(+) ((inc) (5))
((+) . . .) (1)
(+) (5)
((+) (5)) (1)
6
7
root
Figure 6.1 – Example of evaluation of LambdaC++
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Step 1 starts with an empty heap and a single pointer on the stack, which points
tomain. The system repeatedly applies the reduction rule on the top-most pointer
on the stack. After the first reduction step, which substitutesmain, the state of the
system is also depicted in the figure. The expression inc (inc 5) is split into two
applications. Every application consists of a pointer to one function and a pointer to
one argument. Step 2 in the figure shows that the heap contains these two λ-terms:
one application that points to inc and 5, and another application that points to inc
and the result of the first application. The arrows indicate the objects on which the
heap objects depend. The ‘root’ element on the stack now points to the result of the
reduction, which is the outer application of inc. Since this result is not a constant,
the process is repeated.
In step 3, the outer inc function is reduced to + (inc 5) 1. In this case, the function+ requires two arguments, namely inc 5 and 1. Since an application can only ap-
ply one argument to a function, currying is used. Currying will create a chain of
applications, which all apply one argument to the previous expression. Therefore,
the first application applies the existing expression inc 5 to the function +, which
results in a partially applied function that still requires one argument. Then, the
second application applies 1 to this partial function application. Again, the root on
the stack now points to the reduction result. Additionally, the figure indicates the
relation between a λ-term and its reduction result by a dashed arrow. This means
that every term that points to inc (inc 5), should follow this indirection. Moreover,
the application inc (inc 5) is now unreachable by following pointers starting from
the stack, so this term is dead. In a later stage, its memory will be freed.
Next, + (inc 5) 1 should be reduced. Assume that it is known that + can only add
constants. So, both arguments must be reduced to constants first, before the actual
addition can be done. Although this system uses lazy evaluation, this is themoment
where actual data is required, so reductions of the arguments are forced. To this
extent, the system pushes the non-constant argument inc 5 on the stack, which is
reduced to+ 5 1. This is done in step 4. Hence, there can bemultiple pointers on the
stack, which point to terms that are currently being reduced. After full reduction,
the term inc 5 is eventually replaced by the constant 6 in step 5. The argument
of the +, which the root pointer points to, is now fully reduced to a constant and
therefore popped from the stack. Now, the actual addition can be done.
Finally, step 6 creates the constant 7 on the heap, which is the result of the program.
Now, all other terms are unreachable, hence dead, but still occupy heap space. Later,
we will discuss the garbage collector that will free this memory.
A simplified implementation of the (program-independent) C++ classes is shown
in listing 6.1 on the following page. Among many other details, handling of super-
fluous function arguments and partial function application are left out. Listing 6.2
shows two programs. Because g++ is used, optimizations are only applied at the
C++ level; g++ is oblivious of the functional properties of the program. Although
adapting GHC and using Haskell is possible, modifying the fundamentals of such
a large system is practically not feasible within the time constraints of our project.
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1 class Term { // generic lambda-term super class
2 Term& indirected;
3 public:
4 Term& operator()(int c){
5 return *new Application(*this,*new Constant(c));}
6 Term& operator()(Term& t){
7 return *new Application(*this,t);}
8 virtual Term& Reduce(){return *this;}
9 virtual Term& Evaluate(Term& args...);
10 virtual void SetIndirection(Term& to){indirected=to;}
11 };
12
13 class Constant : public Term { // an (int) constant
14 int i;
15 public:
16 Constant(int i) : i(i) {};
17 virtual void SetIndirection(Term& to){}
18 };
19
20 class Application : public Term { // function-argument application
21 Term &func,&arg;
22 public:
23 Application(Term& func,Term& arg) : func(func), arg(arg) {};
24 virtual Term& Reduce(){return SetIndirection(func.Evaluate(arg));}
25 virtual Term& Evaluate(Term& args...){return func.Evaluate(arg,args...);}
26 };
27
28 class Function : public Term { // a wrapper for a C++ function
29 public:
30 Function(Term& (*func)(...));
31 virtual Term& Evaluate(Term& args...){return func(args...);}
32 };
33
34 Function mult,add,par,pseq; // some functions of a standard library
Listing 6.1 – Simplified C++ implementation of LambdaC++
1 // cylinder program
2 Term& sqr_func(Term& x){ return mult (x) (x); }
3 Function sqr(sqr_func);
4 Term& cylinder_func(Term& r){ return mult (mult (pi) (sqr (r))); }
5 Function cylinder(cylinder_func);
6 Term& main_func(){ return cylinder (2) (5); }
7 Function main(main_func);
8
9 // parallel version of the double inc program
10 Term& inc_func(Term& x){ return add (x) (1); }
11 Function inc(inc_func);
12 Term& main_func(){ Term& a = inc (5);
13 return par (a) (inc (a)); }
14 Function main(main_func);
Listing 6.2 – Example programs in LambdaC++
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size: 1 word
type of λ-term
size: 1 word
state/flags (for GC)
size: arbitrary
raw data
(a) constant
size: 1 word
type of λ-term
size: 1 word
state/flags (for GC)
size: 1 word
function term pointer
size: 1 word
argument term pointer
size: 1 word
indirection pointer
(b) application
size: 1 word
type of λ-term
size: 1 word
state/flags (for GC)
size: 1 word
function pointer
size: 1 word
indirection pointer
(c) function
Figure 6.2 – Memory layout of λ-terms
The implementation supports integers, (complex) doubles, and arbitrary large num-
bers via the GNUMP library, although the language is in principle untyped. There-
fore, the compiler does not check these types. Because C++03 does not allow anony-
mous functions, the λ-expression of the form λx .M should be lambda lifted [63],
which means that they can only be defined as a named function, like sqr, cylinder,
and inc in listing 6.2, and not occur somewhere inline.
Given the information required for λ-terms in general and the described approach
to execute β-reductions, we derive a generic memory layout, which is depicted in
figure 6.2. All terms have in common that they contain their type (the vpointer,
in C++ lingo). Next, administrative fields for garbage collection (GC) are added,
which depend on the specific GC approach. A constant only has to contain the raw
data. An application requires a pointer to the argument term that is applied, and
a pointer to the function term that the argument is applied to. (When a function
requires multiple arguments, a chain of applications is used by means of currying.)
A (named) function, like sqr, needs to store the function pointer, e.g., to sqr_func,
to call upon computation.
Constants cannot be reduced any further. Since the size of the reduction result of
the other types of λ-terms is unknown on beforehand, it is in general not possible
to replace terms by their result in-place. Instead, new memory is allocated for the
result, and an indirection pointer to that result is set. Therefore, functions without
arguments and applications need to contain room for the indirection pointer to the
eventual reduction result.
When this indirection pointer is set, the term is superseded. Then, the function
and argument that are pointed to, are not considered to be required anymore and
can be garbage collected eventually. Hence, all contents of the λ-terms as shown
in figure 6.2 are constant after initialization of the term, except for the indirection
pointer.
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Worker threads and parallelism
Concurrency is exploited by running one worker thread per core, which concur-
rently reduces parts of the program. Each thread has its own heap that contains
λ-terms. Parallelism is introduced by the par function, which is very similar to the
one of Parallel Haskell. The programmer has to use the par function in order to
run (parts of) the program in parallel; this is not done automatically. This function
pushes one of its arguments on a work queue, allowing other workers to pick it up
and start to eagerly reduce the term. A standard library defines par as follows:
par = λx . λy . y , and x is put on a work queue during β-reduction.
The side-effect of par does not influence the outcome of the program; it only triggers
the start of a parallel execution. The earlier example ismodified to use par as follows:
main = par a (inc a) , where a = inc 5;
inc = λx .+ x 1
The outcome of the program is still 7. However, inc 5, which is labeled a, can
be computed by another worker than the one that computes main. The first few
reduction steps of this program are:
1 ∶ main →
2 ∶ par (inc 5) (inc (inc 5)) →
3 ∶ inc (inc 5) →
4 ∶ + (inc 5) 1 . . .
The corresponding states of the machine that executes these reduction steps, is
depicted in figure 6.3. At step 2, the heap contains the application of the two argu-
ments to par. The variable a is temporarily put on the stack while constructing the
applications to par. This way, both references to inc 5 point to the same application,
which prevents that the application is created and computed twice. This is neces-
sary to ensure that once inc 5 is reduced, both uses of the term see this reduction
result.
Next, at step 3, the first argument to par, which is inc 5, is pushed on the work
queue, and the worker thread continues the evaluation with reducing inc (inc 5).
In the figure, the double border indicates that the data is shared among threads. The
work queue only contains a reference to inc 5, although it is not shown in the figure.
Assume that another worker thread removes this reference from the work queue
and starts evaluating it. Now, two worker threads are concurrently executing the
application. This is depicted by the bottom two states of the figure: the bottom left
state shows the initial worker that already executed the previous steps, the bottom
right state is the other worker that just concurrently computed inc 5 to the constant
6. This saves the initial worker some time, as the addition of inc 5 and 1 can be
executed immediately, in contrast to the evaluation steps in figure 6.1.
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2 ∶ before reduction of parstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
par
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
(par) ((inc) (5))
((par) . . .) ((inc) . . .)
root
a
3 ∶ after reduction of parstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
par
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
(par) ((inc) (5))
((par) . . .) ((inc) . . .)
(inc) (5)
root
4 ∶ reduction of outer incstatic heap stack
main
inc
5
par
+
1
(inc) (5)
(inc) ((inc) (5))
(par) ((inc) (5))
((par) . . .) ((inc) . . .)
(+) ((inc) (5))
((+) . . .) (1)
root
another worker picks up inc 5
heap stack
(+) (5)
((+) (5)) (1)
6
start
(inc) (5)
Figure 6.3 – Example of evaluation with par
So, par allows work to be computed concurrently, but it does not guarantee that it
will be done that way. It is possible that all other workers are busy, and the work
is never picked up from the queue, after which the original worker has to perform
the task anyway. Moreover, there exists a race condition where two workers start
computing the same term simultaneously. We will address this race condition in
more detail later on.
Par is useful when a significant amount of work can be sent to another worker
thread. Consider the following definition, which (inefficiently) calculates the Fi-
bonacci number of a given index in the sequence.
fib = λn . 1 , when n ≤ 2;
fib = λn .+ (fib (− n 1)) (fib (− n 2)) , otherwise;
pfib = λn .pseq (par a b) (+ a b) , where a = fib (− n 1), and
b = fib (− n 2).
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Where fib calculates the Fibonacci number by one worker, pfib puts a on a work
queue first to be computed in parallel, then calculates b itself, and adds them af-
terwards. This program uses pseq. This function breaks the normal lazy reduction
order by forcing to compute the first argument before continuing with the rest.
Similar to par, pseq is defined in a standard library:
pseq = λx . λy . y , and x will be fully reduced first
upon β-reduction of pseq.
In practice, par is used as an annotation to indicate that the value of its argument
is expected to be needed in the future, and that the programmer expects that its
computation might take some time. Therefore, it is beneficial to start computing
on par’s argument in parallel, which is a in the example above. On the other hand,
pseq is used to annotate that it is beneficial to compute its argument immediately,
instead of lazily. In combination with par, this gives control over the distribution
of workload over the workers. So, the functions par and pseq do not influence the
outcome of the program, but are just hints how the program might be executed
faster.
The combination of worker threads and par introduces the notion of local and
shared data: all data is local, until it is applied to par. In order to share the data
with other workers, the term is then made globally visible, which influences how
it is determined whether a term is dead or not, and how data should be accessed
regarding memory consistency. The implementation ensures that local terms can
refer to both local and global, i.e. shared, ones, but global terms only refer to other
global terms [7]. So, terms are either global or local and are always owned by the
worker thread that owns the heap a term resides in.
As par hints that its argument requires a significant amount of work to compute,
it is probably wise to make sure that this computation is done only once. To this
end, when one worker evaluates the term and another one requires it meanwhile,
the second worker should stall until the first one has finished computation. If the
second worker would also start computing the term, compute power is wasted. So,
par does the following:
1. Make sure that the term is globally visible, by duplicating it as a global term.
Such a global term can reside in the same heap as the local term does, but
the C++ class just handles accesses to it differently.
2. Add a black hole to prevent double work, by indicating that a term is ‘under
evaluation’, such that other workers can wait for the result. In the implemen-
tation, a black hole is a subclass of Term. Upon reduction of the black hole,
it eagerly reduces the term it protects, i.e. points to, and sets the black hole’s
indirection pointer to the result afterwards. When another worker tries to
reduce the black hole, it stalls until the indirection pointer is written.
3. Put a reference to the black hole (and therefore the duplicated term) on a
work queue.
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4. Set the local term’s indirection pointer to the newly created (black hole that
protects the) equivalent global term.
We have seen above that a worker can be in a few different phases: idle when out of
work, running β-reductions, stalling on a black hole, and doing garbage collection.
Later on, we present experimental results regarding the time spent in these phases.
Unlike GHC, when evaluation of a term blocks (for example on a term that is
currently evaluated by another worker), the worker thread just blocks; no context
switching has been implemented between evaluation of multiple (unrelated) terms.
Everything that happens at run time, such as doing β-reductions, handling of dis-
tribution of work among workers, allocation, and garbage collection of memory,
are part of the run-time system (RTS).
Local vs. global garbage collection
There exist multiple approaches to garbage collection (GC). As the concepts of
this chapter are independent of the chosen approach, we consider the approach
and implementation of garbage collection less relevant. Therefore, we only briefly
discuss a high-level overview of the approach that is used in LambdaC++. We
chose to use a mark–sweep approach [64]. The algorithm works according to the
following steps: 1) it marks all terms on its heap as dead; then 2) it marks all terms
that are pointed to from the program stack, as alive; next 3) it follows pointers
from living terms to other terms, until no new living term is found; and finally
4) all dead terms are freed. To find the root of the computation, the stacks of the
worker threads must be inspected to find whether there are active references to
terms. As this stack also contains other data, like function return pointers and
(possibly outdated) register contents, properly finding these active references is
hard. Therefore, we use a shadow stack [52], which tracks only the λ-term references
on the normal C++ stack.
There are two flavors of GC:
» Local: Only local terms are cleaned from the heap. This can be done in-
dependent of other workers, because it is guaranteed that no local terms
are used by other workers. All encountered shared, i.e. global, terms are
assumed to be alive. Because only locally accessible terms are processed
during local GC, memory consistency is irrelevant; no other worker reads
or writes these terms.
» Global: Both local and global terms are cleaned from all heaps. This can
only be done in a stop-the-world fashion, where all workers stop the cur-
rent evaluation and participate in a GC run. The synchronization between
workers can be done by a (Pthread) barrier. Although using such a bar-
rier could be relatively costly when the implementation is based on polling
memory, it does not influence the performance much, as this is a relatively
rare operation—later on we present measurements, which indicate that β-
reductions are done orders of magnitude more often. For example, a shared-
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(a) part of outer inc
app
fun
+
app
fun
inc_func
5
(b) after double reduction of inc 5
app
fun
+
app
fun
inc_func
5
6
6
superseded
reduction result
discarded result;
to be GC’ed
overwritten indi-
rection pointer
Figure 6.4 – Steps in computation
memory polling-based algorithm like the bakery lock [69] suffices. As we
focus in this chapter on concurrency issues during evaluation, a discussion
about the internals or optimization of the GC is beyond the scope of this
work. Moreover, as the GC is written in ‘normal’ C++, it uses weak memory
models in a general fashion, which has been covered chapter 5.
The local GC is invoked when the currently allocated heap memory is exhausted,
which happens a dozen times per second. When not enough garbage is collected,
more memory is requested from the OS. Global collection is invoked every second,
but never in themidst of an arbitrary function; the RTS can only switch toGCwhen
it is idle, or a new term has to be created and new memory is allocated. In contrast
to interrupts, which can arrive at any time, the execution of the program and the
system are therefore always in a known state.
6.3.3 The atomic-free core: data races and lossy work queue
As discussed section 6.3.1, computation in λ-calculus is done by repeatedly doing β-
reduction on a term, until it results in a constant, or it is a partially applied function.
Since a β-reduction is side-effect free, it is safe to allow some non-determinism.
Figure 6.4(a) exemplifies a part of the total graph during step 4 of the example
with the double inc of section 6.3.2. When the application of inc and 5 is reduced,
the result is 6, and the application term is indirected to this result. Figure 6.4(b)
shows the graph when two workers have reduced this term at the same time. Both
workers can update the indirection pointer, which results in a data race. However,
it does not matter how others observe this update; the result is the same either way.
During GC, the race is reconciled, and one result is properly discarded.
Setting the reduction result does not require locks, when we assume that writing
the indirection pointer is atomic. However, there does not have to be a well-defined
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(total) order in writing this pointer. The fact that this race condition can safely be
ignored, is a great potential for performance improvement by using a weakmemory
model, since synchronization requirements relax. Section 6.4 will define what is
required to allow these races.
The argument why data races can be allowed during evaluation, also applies to
the distribution of work: duplication of terms is not a problem, since the result
is always the same. As mentioned before, a queue is used that is populated using
par. GHC implements such a queue as a lock-free (work-stealing) FIFO queue.
Its implementation does not lock a mutex, which otherwise might prevent other
threads to progress when the thread that locked it, is context-switched or blocks
on a shared resource, for example. However, a lock-free data structure is based on
atomic RMW operations, such as a compare-and-swap [54]. These operations are
hard to implement in hardware and, more importantly, not required for our queue.
We chose to design this queue as a lossy stack. The rationale behind the choice for
a stack instead of a FIFO queue, is that newly pushed work onto the stack is more
relevant to start computing on than older terms, as these older terms are more
likely to be computed already by the thread that pushed it. The stack can be lossy,
because it is allowed that race conditions prevent terms from being pushed at all,
and that popped terms are popped twice at the same time. In the former case, the
thread that pushed the work will compute the term by itself when required, in the
latter case, the black hole will prevent doing the work twice.
Here is a trade-off between allowing incidental losses/duplicates over using locks or
RMW operations. In systems with hardware support for RMW instructions, using
them can be beneficial. However, we show that the lossy stack allows avoiding
atomics, but still guarantees correct program behavior.
Pseudo-code of the implementation of the lossy stack is shown in listing 6.3 on the
next page. The annotations fence() and flush() behave as defined in chapter 5.
The writes to m_queue and m_top are not protected by a lock, so data races occur.
The FENCE() annotation is similar to a normal fence, but differs at one crucial point.
It does not only guarantee that operations before will be executed earlier than those
after the fence, but it must also make sure that all writes to the specified object, e.g.,
m_queue[top] at line 11, complete before later writes. Hence, processes observe a
global order between writes to the specified object before the FENCE(), and writes
to any location after the FENCE(). Because this ordering is stricter than is defined
for fence(), the function name is capitalized to express the difference. The next
section relates this additional guarantee to the fence() annotation used in PMC.
During global GC, the contents of the lossy stack are also used as the roots of
computation. Although there are several race conditions in the implementation
of listing 6.3 on the following page, these are only relevant during evaluation of
the program. It is safe to walk over the stack during global GC, because no worker
modifies the stack at that time. Race conditions during evaluation are addressed in
the next section.
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1 class LossyStack {
2 int volatile m_top;
3 Term* volatile m_queue[SIZE];
4 public:
5 LossyStack() : m_top() {}
6
7 void push(Term* term){
8 int top=m_top;
9 if(top<SIZE){
10 // write object
11 m_queue[top]=term;
12 // make sure pointer is
13 // written after term
14 FENCE(m_queue[top]);
15 // increment pointer
16 m_top=top+1;
17 flush(m_top);
18 }
19 }
20
21 Term* pop(){
22 int top=m_top;
23 // make sure pointer is
24 // read before term
25 fence();
26 if(--top>=0){
27 // read term
28 Term* res=m_queue[top];
29 // decrement pointer
30 m_top=top;
31 flush(m_top);
32 return res;
33 }else
34 return NULL;
35 }
36
37 };
Listing 6.3 – Lossy stack
6.4 Impact on memory consistency and synchronization
When a functional program is executed concurrently, multiple worker threads
reduce terms at the same time andmight even reduce the same term simultaneously.
Section 6.3.3 showed that λ-terms are constant during their lifetime, except when
the indirection pointer is set after reduction and the term becomes superseded.
Based on this sequence, we can derive rules how the memory should behave such
that races are allowed, but the program’s result is deterministic.
This section relates these rules imposed by the programming paradigm to the mem-
orymodel of the hardware. We will focus on operations on λ-terms, and thenmake
the translation to operations on memory locations and PMC.
6.4.1 A λ-term’s life and rules
Every λ-term has the following sequence of phases during its lifetime:
1. Allocation on the worker’s heap
A term is either local or global, depending on the con-
text in which it is created. They can share the same
heap, but accessing a global term requires attention
regarding memory consistency, which is discussed in
a moment.
2. Initialization of the memory
In our case, the constructor of the C++ object takes
care of this.
private access:
Only the owning
thread accesses the
λ-term. The term’s
content is constant
after initialization.
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3. Indirecting another term to this one
A term is always a result of a reduction, so there exists
a term that is replaced by the newly created one. Set-
ting an indirection pointer to the new term will make
it visible for other workers, which might follow the
pointer.
4. Replace the term by the result of a reduction
After β-reduction, the indirection pointer is set, which
is the same operation as of phase 3, but from a different
perspective. A race condition exists, because multiple
workers might reduce the same term simultaneously.
shared access:
The term is valid
and globally accessi-
ble. Only the indi-
rection field can be
overwritten by con-
current threads.
5. Term dies
When no pointer exists to this term, it becomes un-
used and can be garbage collected. Because the num-
ber of pointers to a term change at run-time, and it is
subject to data races, this event is not detected during
evaluation. Only during GC, the application graph is
stable and can be analyzed.
6. Deallocation during GC
At this point, the heap memory is freed.
private access:
The owning thread
destructs and cleans
up the term.
From this list, we can identify all operations that can be executed on a term, namely:
construction (phase 1 and 2); read (during phase 3 and 4), where a worker reads
the term after following a pointer to it; indirect (phase 4), where a worker sets
the indirection pointer to the reduction result; and destruction (phase 6). For these
operations, we discuss which guarantees, i.e. rules, are necessary to be implemented
by the platform. Such a guarantee is something a worker thread can assume to be
always valid.
Although the intended behavior of the operations identified above is rather straight-
forward, the interaction between these rules is more complicated. In a similar
manner as chapter 5 defined how reads and writes behave, the four operations on λ-
terms have rules that define the required orderings to properly allow the execution
of a functional program.
Construction of a term is obviously more than just a single read or write of memory.
However, only the worker that creates the term can access this memory, because
other workers do not have knowledge about its existence yet. So from a memory
consistency point of view, this can be seen as a single operation. Any consecu-
tive operation on the term should see the constructed term, which leads to the
formulation of the following rule the memory subsystem must comply with:
Rule 6.1 (Construction) Any worker that executes an operation on an existing term
should observe that its construction has been completed.
Although this sounds trivial, it means that the underlying system must make sure
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that the initialization of the term is completed and globally visible before a pointer
to it is exposed to another worker. So, when another worker reads or sets the
indirection pointer, the platform must make sure that the term’s construction has
been completed.
When an indirection pointer of a term is set, the following rule must apply:
Rule 6.2 (Indirect) Setting the indirection pointer from term t1 to term t2 is atomic
and in globally total order with respect to other operations on term t1 by the same
worker and the construction of t2.
The restriction that writes should be atomic is usually already fulfilled by hardware,
because pointers have (usually) the size of one machine word. If that is not the case,
writing such a pointer will have overhead by locking and unlocking the related
memory location. As described in section 6.3.3, writing the indirection pointer
twice does not harm the outcome of the program. Therefore, such writes do not
have to be in total order, which is usually the case for memory models. The non-
determinism by this data race is allowed, but should be solved during GC later
on.
Next, workers can read a term, possibly multiple times.
Rule 6.3 (Read) Reads of a term are in a total order with respect to other operations
on the same term by the same worker.
During GC, the program state is analyzed for dead terms. These terms should not
be accessed afterwards.
Rule 6.4 (Garbage collection) Before a worker destructs a term, all reads and indi-
rections by any worker should be completed first.
This also means that after destruction, no worker should read or indirect the term
anymore—otherwise the garbage analysis was faulty. Because the state of the mem-
ory is fixed during GC, any non-determinism in the indirection pointers can be
solved by completing all outstanding writes first. This results in a single state of the
application, which every worker agrees on.
For every pair of executed operations, one of the four rules applies. Table 6.1 sum-
marizes which rule applies for every pair of a previously executed operation and a
new one.
6.4.2 Mapping from rules to PMC
For Sequential Consistency, the four rules of the previous section are trivial to
guarantee; the memory model gives all guarantees already. For weaker models,
specific countermeasures have to be taken to give the guarantees by the platform.
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Table 6.1 – Rules that pairs of operations on λ-
terms are subject to
new operation
c i r d
pr
ev
io
us
op
er
at
io
n construction c 6.1 6.1 6.1
indirect i 6.2 6.3 6.4
read r 6.2 6.3 6.4
destruction d
Impossible
The λ-calculus-based programming model does not expose the memory model to
the programmer. Therefore, an implementation of the language can use optimiza-
tions for the specific memory model of the hardware it is compiled for. However,
the memory abstraction, as defined by PMC in chapter 5, is also useful to use in this
case. One can imagine that the RTS of LambdaC++ is implemented in such a way,
that it supports multiple target architectures. To be concrete, we run the same RTS
on an Intel platform, as well on Starburst using software cache coherency. There-
fore, the RTS is built upon the memory model and annotations of PMC to properly
support both memory architectures at the same time. Note that the application
programmer does not specify the annotations for PMC by hand, but the compiler
and RTS insert them automatically.
A straightforward way of applying annotations that conform to all rules, is to wrap
all operations inside an entry_x()–exit_x() pair, which guarantees exclusive
access. In this way, the memory orderings are as strict as Sequential Consistency.
However, using exclusive access defies the purpose of atomic-free execution, and it
is stricter than necessary. Therefore, we define what is required to implement the
rules in this context.
Unprotected write access
The first two rules, rules 6.1 and 6.2, define that a thread writes a term for either
construction or indirection. According to PMC’s annotation guidelines, every write
should be wrapped in a scope with exclusive access. This is a reasonable approach,
assuming that an application is programmed using an imperative language like C,
and reasoning about state is a key feature of such a language. However, in Lambda-
C++, it is guaranteed that no two workers can construct the same term at the same
time, or data races in writes are allowed, so using a lock is unnecessary. Because
of this change in assumptions, we define a new type of access scope in addition
to exclusive (read/)write access and non-exclusive read-only access: non-exclusive
(read/)write access.
Such a non-exclusive write access has exactly the same semantics as entry_x()
and exit_x(), except that the underlying acquire after a release is ordered ≺P on
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Table 6.2 – Orderings between operations on location, i.e. λ-term, v by process p,
which are based on table 5.1 on page 87, and tailored to LambdaC++’s requirements
new operation
pattern r w R′ A′ F F′
pr
ev
io
us
op
er
at
io
n
read ((r, p, v , ∗)) ≺L ≺L ≺L ≺L ≺L
write ((w, p, v , ∗)) ≺L ≺P ≺P ≺L ≺P
non-exclusive acquire ((A′ , p, v , ∗)) ≺L ≺P ≺P ≺F ≺F
non-exclusive release ((R′ , p, v , ∗)) ≺P ≺F ≺F
fence ((F, p, ∗, ∗)) ≺F ≺F ≺F ≺F
strong fence ((F′ , p, ∗, ∗)) ≺F ≺F ≺F ≺F ≺F
all releases of the same process on the same location, instead of the synchronization
order ≺S . Therefore, it does not take a mutual exclusive lock on the object. In a sim-
ilar way as table 5.1 on page 87 is defined, the ordering of the non-exclusive acquire
and release is defined by table 6.2. Let us use entry_w() and exit_w() as anno-
tation for such a scope. It has an important consequence: concurrent entry_w()–
exit_w() pairs lead to data races, or more specifically, the last write setW can have
multiple elements.
Listing 6.4 shows pseudo-code of how operations on λ-terms should be annotated.
The construction of the λ-term t2 is wrapped in a non-exclusive write scope. At
this point, no data races can occur, because no other process has knowledge of the
existence of the term, so no process has a reference to that specificmemory location.
Setting the indirection pointer from t1 to t2 is also done with non-exclusive access.
As multiple threads might do this simultaneously, a data race can occur, but this is
not harmful, as discussed before. In the listing, process 2 receives the reference to
t2 and uses this term afterwards.
Communicating the term to other threads via setting an indirection pointer, resem-
bles the example of listing 5.8 on page 90, where the variable X is communicated
to others by setting a flag. For that particular example, we argued that entry_x()
was require to read X at the receiver, because it was impossible to guarantee that
the latest value of X was read otherwise. The difference between the X in that ex-
ample and the term in listing 6.4 is that a λ-term is unknown to other processes
upon construction. When other workers learn about a λ-term’s existence, it initial
value is that of the construction, in contrast to X’s . Hence, where a lock for X was
required, using locks for a term’s construction is not. This shows that properties of
the model of computation influence requirements of the memory model.
Stronger fence
To guarantee that construction is completed before any later operation on the term,
the FENCE() comes into play, which was already introduced in section 6.3.3. As
defined before, it adds a global (fence) order between writes to the specified object,
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Initially: Term t1 exists
Process 1:
1 // construct
2 Term* t2=t_alloc();// Allocate memory for term.
3 entry_w(*t2); // Only this process has a reference to
4 // t2 so non-exclusive access is safe.
5 new(t2) Term(); // Invoke t2’s constructor.
6 FENCE(*t2); // Force completion.
7 exit_w(*t2);
8
9 // indirect
10 entry_w(t1); // Non-exclusive, possible data race.
11 t1.SetIndirection(*t2);
12 flush(t1); // optional
13 exit_w(t1);
Process 2:
14 // Assume indirection is set.
15 entry_ro(t1); // Poll indirection pointer of t1.
16 Term& t2=t1.GetIndirection();
17 exit_ro(t1);
18 fence(); // Force order of access to t1 and t2.
19
20 // read (use) term
21 entry_w(t2); // Non-exclusive, possible data race.
22 t2.Reduce(); // ...or any other method using t2.
23 exit_w(t2);
line 5:
c t2
line 6:
FENCE
line 11:
i t1
line 16:
i?
line 18:
fence
line 21:
acq t2
line 22:
t2?
≺F
≺F
2≺L
≺F
2≺L
Listing 6.4 – Ordering dependencies of λ-term operations
the term pointed to by t2 in this case, and any successive write. More precisely,
the FENCE(t) is identical to fence(), but adds the ordering ≺P between earlier((w, p, t, ∗)) and the FENCE() operation, where p is the executing process, and
adds the ordering ≺F between the FENCE() and all later writes by the same process.
This strong fence is also listed in table 6.2. So, the FENCE() makes sure that the
modifications to t2 are written to memory, before continuing to set the indirection,
in this case.
To use the reference to t2 by process 2, entry_w() is used to access t2. In this case,
entry_ro() cannot be used, as it does not enforce ordering between the read of the
indirection pointer of t1 and t2. On the other hand, entry_x() is too restrictive,
as locking is not required. entry_w() does issue an acquire operation (although
without locking), and therefore has a fence order ≺F , which will lead to the chain
of dependencies as visualized by listing 6.4.
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The FENCE() is also an important feature to realize the garbage collection rule,
rule 6.4. In the mark phase of GC analysis, a FENCE() should be used on the term
that is marked. When the worker thread signals that is finished marking all active
terms, the FENCE()makes sure that all outstanding writes will complete. Therefore,
a worker thread either does not have a reference anymore to a (dead) term, or
marks the term properly as being active.
PMC’s extended back-end
We added two annotations to PMC that make executing λ-calculus-programsmore
efficiently. The implementation of the entry_w()–exit_w() pair in the back-end
of PMC is identical to entry_x()–exit_x() pair, except that locking does not have
to be done. Therefore, all accesses to λ-terms are done in an atomic-free manner.
Regarding FENCE(), hardware that supports Sequential Consistency, already com-
plies with the requirements of FENCE(). For software cache coherency, as is used
in Starburst, it will flush the corresponding cache lines, followed by a normal fence.
As Starburst uses in-order processors and interconnects, cache flushes and posted
writes will arrive at the memory in the same order as they are issued. In a dis-
tributed system, PMC’s back-end has to take into account that later writes should
not overtake earlier ones, which can be the case when an out-of-order NoC is used,
or data is written to multiple memories with different write latencies.
The next section will present experimental results based on two systems with a
different memory hierarchy, and therefore a different back-end for the memory
model annotations.
6.5 Experiments
We tested LambdaC++ on two architectures. The first architecture is a hyper-
threaded 12-core Intel Xeon system, which contains in this case 24 logical cores in
total, and runs Linux. On this system, the scalability of our atomic-free execution
and Haskell is tested. The second architecture is Starburst with 32 cores and Warp-
field. Note that Starburst does not have atomic RMW operations, and uses software
cache coherency.
The workload for the tests is delivered by applications from the parallel section of
the Haskell NoFib Benchmark Suite [88] (see also section 2.8.3). We implemented
five of them in LambdaC++, namely coins, parfib, partak, prsa, and queens,
and will compare them to the Haskell versions in the experiments.
6.5.1 Scalability and speedup
All Haskell applications are compiled with GHC 7.4.2 for the Intel platform. Our
functional language runs on both the Intel and the Starburst platform. During
the experiment, the speedup of the applications is measured, depending on the
number of cores used. Figure 6.5 on page 134 shows the results for all applications
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and platforms, which is the average of five runs with a standard deviation of the
execution time that is below 6%.
In the figure, the speedup is shown, which is the multicore performance relative to
the sequential run. So, with n cores, i.e. worker threads, a speedup ofmmeans that
the wall-clock execution time is m times less when n cores are utilized in parallel,
compared to the execution time on one core. Note the striking resemblance to
figure 4.10 on page 73. The execution of LambdaC++ requires about 400 instruc-
tions on average per created λ-term, including allocation, β-reduction, and garbage
collection. Still, the performance is about 100 times lower than that of a fully op-
timized Haskell implementation. We expect that this difference stems from the
fact that GHC generates more efficient code, but also evaluates fewer λ-terms, as it
is able to optimize the program at the functional level, which g++ is oblivious of.
Even though the absolute performance differs, the speedup shows similar behavior
on x86. Both the Haskell and LambdaC++ versions show a close-to-linear speedup
for about the first ten cores². After that, the execution time does not improve when
using more cores.
Linux’s perf performance counters indicate that there is a memory bottleneck; the
number of executed instructions is for every run the same—even the number of
created λ-terms by LambdaC++ is independent of the number of workers—but
the number of cycles the cores stall on memory accesses increases. The figure also
shows the speedup when artificially compensated for this effect, which is labeled
‘w/o bottleneck’. In that case, we calculated the speedup when the instructions,
which are measured during the x86 runs of LambdaC++, would have the same
number of stall cycles as during the sequential version. The straight line suggests
that the speedup trend of the first ten cores is continued, at least up to 24 cores.
This shows that the applications scale properly to many cores, although with some
constant overhead. This also suggests that the non-determinism in these experi-
ments does not result in performance loss by doubly calculated terms, although we
cannot measure it precisely without influencing the execution.
The speedup of queens shows a surprising trend: scaling to up to twelve cores give
a superlinear speedup. Even more interesting is the fact that this holds for both
the implementation in Haskell and LambdaC++. Since the ‘w/o bottleneck’ line
is below the linear speedup, like for the other applications, we conclude that the
memory hierarchy determines this unexpected measurement results. It might be
the case that the amount of data or cache size plays a role, although we cannot find
the exact cause.
The memory bottleneck is even more prominent on Starburst. The bandwidth
2If looked very carefully, the reader might notice that having two cores for LambdaC++ does not
improve the performance. This is due to the structure of the program. In the implementation, the
programs build up a list. Then, all but one worker concurrently compute the contents of this list, and
one worker is dedicated to post-processing the list in-order, e.g., to generate output. In practice, post-
processing takes less time than computation, so with two workers, one worker computes, and the other
waits for its result.
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Figure 6.5 – Speedup of NoFib parallel benchmarks
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Table 6.3 – Generated terms during evaluation (Lambda-
C++, x86, 12 cores)
benchmark localapplicationsa
local
constantsa globals
a
coins 0.418 0.582 1.36 ⋅ 10−4
parfib 0.379 0.621 1.44 ⋅ 10−4
partak 0.351 0.648 5.47 ⋅ 10−4
prsa 0.412 0.583 4.97 ⋅ 10−3
queens 0.445 0.555 9.10 ⋅ 10−5
a Fraction of sum of all global and local terms
is saturated when eight cores are used. However, the same trend is visible; the
workload scales properly to more cores, and the same amount of instructions is
executed, but the cores just stall longer on every memory access. So, from a parallel-
workload point of view, our proposed approach of avoiding usage of locks and
allowing data races seems to be viable.
6.5.2 Locality and overhead
Thememory bottleneck stems from the fact that all data, both global and local, are
stored in main memory. Caches do keep data local, but eventually copy data to
the main memory. In case of local terms, which are created, used, and destroyed
by only one worker thread, this gives unnecessary memory traffic, and is therefore
subject to future improvement. For every benchmark, we counted the amount of
generated local function applications, local constants, and all global terms. The
ratio of local and global data for LambdaC++ running on the Intel platform is
listed in table 6.3. This table lists the measurements when using 12 cores, but the
results are similar when another number of cores is used. The table shows that the
number of local terms is orders of magnitude higher than that of the global terms.
If all local terms can be kept local, traffic to main memory and the effects of the
memory bottleneck will be reduced significantly. Although untested, a solution
could involve having a (large) scratchpad memory for every processor, and using
thismemory for all new local terms, i.e. the nursery of theGC. Anderson [7] reports
that 99.8% of the data does not survive that private nursery stage, so they are dead
at the successiveGC. Additionally, the optimum size for this memory is reported to
range from 64KB to 9MB, depending on the application. The scratchpad memory
can be backed by the main memory for longer-living terms. Such a modification
to the RTS can be done transparently to the application. However, testing such a
setup is left as future work.
Finally, the distribution of where time is spent during execution is measured. Fig-
ure 6.6 on the following page shows the most important states a worker can be in:
global GC; local GC; stalling on a black hole, where another worker computes it;
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Figure 6.6 – Time spent during execution (LambdaC++, x86, 12 cores)
idle, because the work queue is empty; and running the application, which involves
doing β-reductions, and represents the utilization of the application. The time is the
sum of the time spent in such a phase, presented as a fraction of the combined total
time of all workers. Only a small fraction is used for global GC, which is expected,
because the number of global terms is much smaller than local ones. Interesting to
see is that even local GC contributes only for 3.2 % of the total execution time.
6.6 Conclusion
One of the hardware design issues of a multiprocessor platform is atomic global
communication between cores, such as cache coherency and synchronization. In
this chapter, we showed that these hardware issues can be overcome at a differ-
ent level. To this extent, we described a rather extreme example: a programming
paradigm that allows an atomic-free implementation. Such an implementation does
not rely on any read–modify–write operations or (mutex) locks, and does not rely
on ordering guarantees of a strong memory model. We carefully introduced data
races, even though the application keeps having a well-defined outcome.
For this, we implemented LambdaC++, a functional language that strictly follows
the properties of λ-calculus. Since the language is single-assignment, synchro-
nization is simplified. Expressions that can be evaluated concurrently, can safely
be pushed onto and popped from a work queue, without proper synchronization.
When work is lost due to a race condition during the push, it will eventually be
calculated when required. Moreover, because the evaluation of an expression in λ-
calculus always gives the same result, multiple workers might evaluate expressions
concurrently, and the doubly calculated results are just garbage collected.
Based on the programming paradigm, we derived ordering rules to which themem-
ory subsystem must adhere. These rules can be implemented by PMC, as defined
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in chapter 5. However, PMC assumes that data races should be avoided, where we
introduce races in this chapter. Therefore, two additional memory operations (and
realizations) are presented: non-exclusive write access, and a stronger fence. The
former allows writing without having a lock on the object (and therefore allowing
races), where the latter forces completion of earlier writes. The combination of
these annotations and the behavior of λ-terms allows atomic-free execution on top
of PMC. As a result, LambdaC++’s RTS can be used on top of any weak memory
model that is supported by PMC, of which software cache coherency is exemplified
in the experiments. This shows that co-design of the programming, concurrency,
and memory model leads to solutions that allow less complex hardware, where
modifications of only one of them is insufficient.
Applications written in LambdaC++ do not specify any annotation for the memory
model; the memory model is completely removed from the programming model.
Moreover, even concurrency is not the task of the programmer anymore. Although
it is possible to give hints to the compiler what can be in done in parallel, and what
might lead to higher performance when done sequentially, it is impossible to make
errors regarding concurrency and synchronization. Therefore, the concurrency
model is removed from the programming model too. The overview figure of this
chapter on page 108 visualizes this in the overlap, which only covers the model of
computation. Then, LambdaC++’s libraries are the glue logic that actually realize
concurrency. This shows that the choice of the model of computation can implicitly
allow concurrency in software, where the underlying layers are able to map it onto
parallel hardware.
Although we have shown that an abstraction from concurrency can be made by
using λ-calculus, we did not show that this leads to an optimal abstraction, in
contrast to the memory model abstraction of chapter 5. Several aspects have to be
considered. In contrast to fundamental minimal rules of memory operations and
memory state changes, there is no such thing as a fundamental minimal or unified
model for concurrency. Therefore, we can only show that a co-design approach can
lead to interesting solutions, but we cannot say that this particular approach is the
best. Experiments show that the performance of LambdaC++ is much lower than
that of Haskell. A large part of this performance difference stems from the fact that
we implemented C++ classes for a C++ compiler, which does not have knowledge
of the functional properties of the application. Optimizations are mostly limited
to machine instruction sequences and inlining C++ code, where GHC is able to
analyze and optimize the functional program itself, before anymachine instruction
is emitted. We expect that any good concurrency abstraction model must allow
analysis and optimization, such that the performance of the implementation of
such a model can compete with hand-optimized code. A generalization of such a
concurrency abstraction is left as future work.
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Processors comprise an increasing number of cores. This trend constantly pushes
hardware and software to their limits, and therefore forces both worlds to change.
This thesis addresses several prominent issues related to hardware, software, and
their interplay.
The hardware architecture drastically changes when the core count is increased.
Where a few cores can share hardware resources relatively easily, many-core archi-
tectures face multiple issues that are related to an increased latency of communica-
tion. Latency between a core and the background memory is increased, because
traversing theNoC takes multiple clock cycles. Furthermore, as shown in chapter 2,
off-chip bandwidth to background memory cannot keep up with the growth of the
memory bandwidth demands of all cores combined. As a result, shared SDRAM
bandwidth becomes a scarce resource.
Most commercial many-core architectures include multiple levels of cache to keep
as much code and data as possible close to the core that might need it. This setup
offers a single shared-memory address space to software, but relies on coherency of
the caches. It is complicated to realize coherency in hardware that requires multiple
cycles to communicate a pendingwrite, for example. From a software perspective, it
is convenient when state changes happen instantly. However, concessions are made
to the ease of use of such a memory architecture, as ‘instantly’ is hard to realize.
Allowing a transient state, or even non-determinism in ‘the’ state of the memory,
is easier to build, and therefore cheaper, and often allows a higher performance—a
weak memory model is preferred over a strong one. A few architectures abandon
hardware cache coherency altogether, or use scratchpadmemories instead, and rely
on software to communicate data between cores.
How to program such an architecture remains an open problem. Threading is a
well-known concurrency model, and sounds like a straightforward way to exploit
processing power of a parallel machine. Moreover, it fits to popular (imperative)
programming languages. However, threading assumes communication via shared
memory. As hardware tends to use weak memory models, this memory behaves
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in a non-straightforward way. Moreover, threading requires the programmer to
split the computational task into chunks, and orchestrate the interaction manu-
ally. Manually programming threads on a few-core SPM processor might be viable,
manually programming threads on a many-core architecture with a weak memory
model is troublesome. Remarkably, all commercial platforms support (and advice)
to program the platform using threads.
Hardware and software seems to be two separate worlds; hardware is often con-
cerned with the behavior and performance of micro-architectural events or a sin-
gle instruction, where software abstracts from the underlying hardware as much
as possible. However, there is as much truth in the opposite of this separation. The
behavior of a platform depends on how hardware and software interact, and how
hardware abstractions match software models. In chapter 3, we discuss the relation
of several abstraction layers: the memory model, the concurrency model, and the
model of computation. A platform can be seen as the combination of the hardware
and a specific set of abstraction layers on top, including the available compilers and
run-time software that implement these layers. The programming model, of which
the programming paradigm is a property of, can be seen as a peephole view on the
platform. In turn, a programming language is an incarnation of the programming
model, of which the specific form is determined by syntax, a type system, etc. The
platform exposes details via the programming model to the programmer, which
are essential to write application software. When many details are exposed, a pro-
grammer has full control over the behavior of the application, at the cost of work
to fill in and control all these details, which can be error-prone. On the other hand,
programming becomes easier when most details are hidden from the programmer,
at the cost of possible overhead.
Chapter 4 presents optimizations in the many-core context, which are hidden from
the programmer, namely the interconnect architecture and the implementation of
synchronization. The interconnect is designed such that it is scalable in terms of
hardware costs and performance. Synchronization, i.e. a mutex, is implemented
such that it bypasses sharedmemory, and therefore relieves the memory bottleneck.
From a programming point of view, the interface does not change, but there is a
different trade-off how software should use the platform. For example, direct core-
to-core (FIFO) communication is faster than communicating via shared memory,
but data elements are limited in size. Additionally, locking an unlocked mutex
is faster when it is done by the same process consecutively, than when multiple
processes share the mutex—a higher locality of a mutex is preferred. Hence, these
optimizations do not change the programming model, but might change the way
how a programmer thinks about costs of operations, which in turn influences how
a programmer uses the platform.
The techniques, as discussed in chapter 5, do change the programming model. A
C programmer usually writes specific code for the target platform at hand, such
as a fence to order store operations, and a cache flush to achieve coherency. This
approach is not portable. For example, moving from an Intel to an ARM processor
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might require considerable modifications to the application. The chapter presents
Portable Memory Consistency (PMC), which abstracts from the memory model
of the hardware. Then, the application’s source code does not contain hardware-
specificmemory operations anymore. As a result, the programmer does not need to
know the targeted memory model. The annotations required for PMC are directly
related to the algorithm that is implemented. Therefore, the hardware’s memory
model is removed from the programming model, and PMC can be seen as a prop-
erty of the abstract machine of the programmingmodel. The translation from PMC
to the actual hardware is done automatically. The key aspect of this abstraction is
that it fits both the architecture trends of the underlying many-core hardware, and
the requirements by the concurrency model on top.
Excluding the memory model of the hardware from the programming model, as
discussed above, eliminates the chance to introduce bugs that are related to this
memory model. Ideally, the concurrency model is excluded in the same way. Then,
an application only defines the algorithm in terms defined by the model of com-
putation, after which tooling can introduce concurrency automatically. The model
of computation influences to what extent extracting concurrency is possible. In
chapters 4 and 5, we used a programming model based on C.The abstract machine
of C is based on the register machine model. However, a register machine is se-
quential in nature. Extracting concurrency from a sequential description is not
straightforward. Therefore, it is easier to change the model of computation in order
to hide the concurrency model.
In chapter 6, we use λ-calculus instead. This model does not define sequences of
operations, but only dependencies and a rule that defines how to compute, which
can be applied concurrently to the program. As a result, the compiler can analyze
the program properly, after which the program can be executed using a concur-
rency model that suits the platform. In contrast, the (data) dependencies in a
program written in C are often implicit and therefore unknown to the compiler,
which makes transformations regarding concurrency compromise the function-
ality of the program. λ-calculus has the property that the computation of every
expression is side-effect free; the outcome is always the same, regardless the state
of the rest of the system. Therefore, this model of computation allows data races
in distribution and communication of the computational load among cores. We
show that it even allows atomic-free execution, where the program does not rely
on any atomic sequence of reads and writes. This affects the underlying models:
the memory subsystem does not have to guarantee a total order of specific state
changes, and the hardware does not have to support atomic read–modify–write
operations. Similar to PMC, a change in the model of computation influences other
abstraction layers of the platform. Specifically, the requirements on the hardware
are relaxed by means of atomic-free execution.
The central problem this thesis addresses, as formulated in section 1.4, is:
How can we cope with the hardware trends in embedded many-core architec-
tures, from a programming perspective?
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The answer is that co-design of all abstraction layers of the platform and the pro-
gramming model is required, such that the implementation as a whole matches the
targeted properties of the system. The trends in hardware, as discussed in chapter 2,
are reflected by these properties: shared memory is a scarce resource, data locality
is important, a weak memory model used, and cache coherency (or scratchpad
memory management) relies on software. To reduce the programming complexity,
abstractions are needed that allow tooling to handle as much low-level properties
as possible, such as software cache coherency and control over concurrency and
synchronization. In terms of the platform model, as presented in chapter 3, the
overlap of the programming model should be as small as possible to make pro-
gramming many-core systems easier. However, there is no single ‘perfect’ platform
or programming model, since it depends on the purpose of the system.
7.1 Contributions
Themain contributions of this thesis are:
» A coherent integration of several abstraction layers in a platform model and
programming model
A platform integrates the memory model, concurrency model, model of
computation, and software in between to implement the conversion between
all layers. This software includes the OS, run-time system, and compilers.
The view a programmer has of the platform is captured by the program-
ming model. This framework structures design choices and trade-offs of
the implementation of all layers. (Chapter 3)
» Warpfield, a scalable connectionless tree-shaped interconnect and ring
The hardware costs of Warpfield scale linearly to the number of cores. This
is a significant improvement over a connection-oriented network, which
scales quadratic to the number of cores, as hardware resources are reserved
for every pair of cores. Moreover, the performance of applications that
communicate to shared memory via Warpfield, scales close to linear, as
long as the memory bandwidth is not the bottleneck. Although Warpfield
is connectionless and work-conserving, it has been shown that the packet
latency through the tree-shaped network is bounded. Therefore, Warpfield
is usable in a real-time context. (Chapter 4)
» A distributed lock algorithm that exploits mutex locality and local memories
Our lock algorithm bypasses shared memory, which is often a bottleneck
in a many-core system. It uses message passing and the local (scratchpad)
memories next to the core. This way, a mutex is realized, based on posted
writes, and reads from a local memory only. (Chapter 4)
» Portable Memory Consistency (PMC), a memory model abstraction
PMC combines the requirements of threading and an imperative program-
ming approach, and amany-core architecturewith aweakmemorymodel. It
abstracts from thememorymodel of the hardware, and is therefore portable
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between architectures with different memory models. PMC defines a mem-
ory model that is as weak as possible to allowmaximum performance of the
implementation, but strong enough to be able to simulate Sequential Con-
sistency for data-race free applications. Moreover, the annotations of PMC
allow a transparent implementation for common memory architectures,
including software cache coherency and scratchpad memories. Therefore,
PMC is the result of co-design of many-core hardware and the (threaded)
concurrency model. (Chapter 5)
» Scalable atomic-free implementation of λ-calculus
We implemented LambdaC++, a functional language that closely follows
the principles of λ-calculus. The rules that are derived from these principles
allow atomic-free execution. Additionally, data races are introduced very
carefully, which leads to non-determinism in the execution. However, this
does not influence the outcome of the program. This shows that co-design
based on the model of computation, concurrency model, and the memory
model can lead to a property—in this case atomic-freedom—that could not
have been realized by optimizations on any sole abstraction layer. However,
this property is crucial in scalable many-core architectures. (Chapter 6)
» Starburst, a many-core MicroBlaze system on FPGA
Experiments are conducted on Starburst, which allows evaluation of the pre-
sented techniques in an environment that can be considered as harsh for C.
It only supports a weakmemorymodel, and it does not have hardware cache
coherency and atomic read–modify–write instructions. In the current im-
plementation, the shared memory bandwidth is a performance bottleneck.
The project includes a flow that generates a SoC, given an architecture de-
scription that defines the type and number of cores and peripherals. Having
this setup and actual applications running on an FPGA allows running long
experiments at a speed that cannot be achieved in simulation. (Chapter 2)
7.2 Recommendations for future work
In chapter 6, we used a programming model based on λ-calculus to hide all lower
layers from the programmer. The chapter showed that it is possible to do so, but
did not address the performance loss due to the overhead of the abstraction. This
is in contrast to PMC, which is designed such that the abstraction layer minimizes
the amount of overhead it incurs. Future work should focus on this overhead. It is
likely that the overhead is reduced considerably, when our compiler could optimize
the program on a functional level. In practical solutions, streamlining program-
ming by abstractions is only viable when these abstractions still allow performance
optimizations or cost analysis, which can achieve an equivalent performance as
hand-written or -optimized code.
At the moment, Starburst is a homogeneous system, based on general-purpose
cores. In embedded systems, a system has usually a specific application domain.
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For such a domain, it is often beneficial to add hardware accelerators to the SoC,
such as an FFT component forDSP applications. Offloading tasks to accelerators, or
even sharing accelerators by multiple processes, is now mostly a manual job. How-
ever, many complex questions regarding abstractions, compilation, and mapping
remain open. For example, it is often good to map processes that intensively use an
accelerator, physically close to that accelerator. Moreover, data streams to the ac-
celerator and back to the (general-purpose) core can have a larger bandwidth than
what core-to-core streams require, which could affect routing of these streams. It is
unclear whether or how communication intensity and the related requirements and
trade-offs can be determined automatically. Handling accelerators, or heterogene-
ity in general, is currently not defined by the platform model in this thesis. Future
work might address accelerators from a programming perspective, such that the
abstraction layer is able to hide mapping, routing, and sharing transparently, in a
similar way as this thesis hides the hardware’s memory model and the concurrency
model.
Currently, the abstraction layers of the platform model only include functional as-
pects of the system. Non-functional aspects, such as timing, memory usage, and
power usage, are not included. Since it is not possible to define non-functional con-
straints, compilers cannot take these non-functional aspects into account—a high
performance is the usual optimization direction during compilation or execution.
Future work might extend the platform model to include these aspects. It is quite
probable that different non-functional aspects should be handled very differently.
To address timing, for example, the maximum response time of the system might
be included in the model of computation. The exact memory usage might be irrel-
evant, but the total memory usage should at least be lower than the total amount
of memory in the system. On the other hand, (low) power usage could be just an
optimization goal, but might also be subject to a strict budget. Integration of these
aspects into the platform could give a better, or even automated, control over them.
In the suggestions above, it is essential to realize that optimizations at any level
of a system influence other parts of the system. An efficient or properly balanced
many-core architecture is unlikely to be achieved without co-design of multiple
models, implementations of abstraction layers, and programming interfaces.
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This empty page leaves some room for random thoughts:
Can a computer make errors? It only behaves according to the physical arrangement
of matter, which is subject to the laws of nature. It is just that a ‘broken’ computer
does not live up to the expectations of the user. . .
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A.1 Starburst
In astronomy, starburst is a generic term to describe a region of space
with an abnormally high rate of star formation. It is reserved for truly
unusual objects.¹
Starburst is used as the name of the many-core architecture in this thesis, but the
project also includes numerous scripts to automatically generate a complete SoC
from a single architecture input file. Therefore, this project ismore or less a starburst
in embedded systems, because of the easy and quickmethod of creating new flavors
of many-core SoCs, complete with network configuration, OS and bootstrap code.
At the moment, the project contains around 59 000 lines of C/C++ code, 14 000
lines of VHDL, 5000 lines of Makefiles, and 3000 lines of other sources, including
assembly, Haskell and gawk. In comparison, this thesis consists of around 12 500
lines of LATEX.
A real starburst is cluster NGC 3603, as depicted by figure A.1 on the following
page². The cover image of this thesis is the star-forming region LH 95 in the Large
Magellanic Cloud³. Although this is an active region, it is not classified as a star-
burst.
A.2 Warpfield
TheAlcubierre warp drive metric is a theoretic propulsion engine, which generates
a field or ‘bubble’ of expansion and contraction of space around the spacecraft.
Even though general relativity allows this type of propulsion, and it is a successful
method in science-fiction series, any practical implementations is not expected
1Lemma ‘Starburst region’ of Wikipedia, October 2013
2http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/pr2007034b/
3http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/pr2006055a/
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Figure A.1 – Starburst in cluster NGC 3603
soon4. As the Warpfield NoC targets high transmission speed, like most NoCs do,
such a name seems appropriate for a subsystem of Starburst.
A.3 Helix
The operating system running on the MicroBlazes, called Helix, is named after the
Helix Nebula (NGC 7293). Its appearance (see figure A.25) explains its nick name:
Eye of God. Mostly because of this name, it is appropriate to use it as the name of
an OS.
A.4 skat
Programs running on Starburst, under supervision of Helix, have the name skat
by default, just as gcc produces a.out by default. The name stems from the star
Skat, or Delta Aquarii. This star is part of the constellation Aquarius—the same
constellation the Helix Nebula is located in. Therefore, Helix watches over skat.
4H. White. Warp Field Mechanics 101, NASA, 2011.
5http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/pr2004032d/
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Figure A.2 – Helix Nebula
A.5 LambdaC++
If one reads the ++ as being an N, the name of the functional language in C++
coincides with LambdaCen(tauri) Nebula. Figure A.3 on the following page6 shows
a picture of this star cluster, which is also designated IC 2944. Dark dust clouds are
presumed to play a role in the bright nearby star formation. One can think of an
analogy between this relation, and that of C++ and languages based on λ-calculus.
6http://www.eso.org/public/images/eso1322a/
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Figure A.3 – IC 2944 cluster
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This empty page leaves some room for random thoughts:
Concurrency cannot be invented by a programmer; it only makes his job harder.
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153Acronyms
* ≺ set of operation orderings memory model≺F globally observable fence ordering memory model≺G globally observable ordering memory model≺L locally observable ordering memory model≺P globally observable program order memory model≺S globally observable synchronization ordering memory model
α cache hit rate
β buffer size after Warpfield’s tree muxs (in flits) interconnect
τ period of time
ψ packet issue interval interconnect
E execution memory model
H number of flits that can hinder packets interconnect
I issued packet count interconnect
O set of operations memory model
P set of processes
Q set of packet request types interconnect
Sbc best-case packet latency interconnect
Swc worst-case packet latency interconnect
V set of locations memory model
W last write memory model
ℓ length of a packet (in flits) interconnect
n number of cores in a SoC
A AC Atomic Consistency memory model
ALU arithmetic and logic unit hardware component
API application programming interface
ASIC application-specific integrated circuit hardware component
B BRAM block RAM FPGA primitive
C CC Cache Consistency memory model
CISC complex instruction set computing
CMOS complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
CSDF cyclo-static dataflow
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D DC Dag Consistency memory model
DDR double data rate SDRAM
DMA direct memory access hardware component
DRAM dynamic RAM
DRF data-race free software characteristic
DSM distributed shared memory hardware architecture
DSP digital signal processing
DVI digital visual interface
E EC Entry Consistency memory model
F FCFS first-come-first-served arbitration
FF flip-flop FPGA primitive
FIFO first-in-first-out buffer
flit flow control digit elementary NoC unit
FPGA field-programmable gate array hardware component
G GC garbage collection
GDO global data order memory model property
GHC Glasgow Haskell compiler
GP general-purpose
GPO global process order memory model property
GPU graphics processing unit hardware component
GS guaranteed-service
GS-LC GS-Location Consistency memory model
H HW-CC hardware cache coherency
I ID identifier
ILP instruction-level parallelism processor characteristic
IP intellectual property hardware component
K KPN Kahn process network
L LMB local memory bus hardware component
LUT lookup table FPGA primitive
M MLC multi-level cache hardware architecture
MMU memory management unit hardware component
mux multiplexer hardware component
N NoC network-on-chip hardware component
NUMA non-uniform memory architecture hardware architecture
O OS operating system
P PC Processor Consistency memory model
PGAS partitioned global address space hardware architecture
PLB processor local bus hardware component
PMC Portable Memory Consistency memory model
POSIX portable operating system interface for Unix
PRAM Pipelined RAM memory model
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R RAM random-access memory
RASP random-access stored-program machine
RC Release Consistency memory model
RISC reduced instruction set computing
RMW read–modify–write
RPC remote procedure call
RTS run-time system
S SANLP static affine nested loop program
SC Sequential Consistency memory model
SDF synchronous dataflow
SDRAM synchronous dynamic RAM
SIMD single instruction, multiple data processor characteristic
SMP symmetric multiprocessing hardware architecture
SoC system-on-chip hardware architecture
SPM scratchpad memory hardware component
SRAM static RAM
SW-CC software cache coherency
T TDM time-division multiplexing arbitration
TSO total store order memory model
U UART universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
UMA uniform memory architecture hardware architecture
USB universal serial bus
V VLIW very large instruction word processor characteristic
W WC Weak Consistency memory model
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1 — De efficiëntie van hardware kan alleen bepaald worden, wanneer er een software-
kader is gespecificeerd dat beschrijft hoe die hardware goed kan worden gebruikt.
(Hoofdstuk 4)
2 — Een zwakker geheugenmodel vereenvoudigt de realisatie van cache coherency,
maar hoeft het schrijven van een applicatie niet te compliceren.
(Hoofdstuk 5 en 6)
3 — Het is essentieel om alle platformabstracties gezamenlijk te beschouwen en aan
te passen, teneinde vanuit een programmeerperspectief om te kunnen gaan met
de huidige trends in many-corearchitecturen. (Dit proefschrift)
4 — De kwaliteiten van een goede programmeertaal zijn sterker gerelateerd aan de
intuïtie van de mens dan aan de architectuur van de computer.
5 — Hoewel de laatste C-standaard duidelijkheid verschaft omtrent concurrency, rijst
er juist onduidelijkheid bij programmeurs of ze wel C schrijven; men kan vrijwel
onmogelijk vaststellen of een C-achtig programma voldoet aan de eisen die de
standaard voorschrijft om als ‘C’ aangemerkt te mogen worden.
6 — Bugs zijn vaak het resultaat van de onmacht van de mens om de overweldigende
complexiteit van een systeem te kunnen overzien. Desalniettemin betekent voor-
uitgang in computersystemen het toevoegen van nog meer complexiteit.
7 — C is een populaire programmeertaal, omdat het nauwelijks een programmeerstijl
afdwingt, het in principe de programmeur de mogelijkheid geeft om demaximale
performance te bereiken, en het de illusie wekt dat programma’s portable zijn.
8 — Sociale media danken hun kwalificatie aan de gebodenmogelijkheid tot interactie
tussen mensen. Dit zijn echter zelden mensen in de directe omgeving, hoewel dat
juist degenen zijn met wie sociale interactie gewenst is.
